
Part 2:

A New And Better Time Would Begin Now?



Impeachment Again

The second impeachment trial in the United States would begin today, the first time I was not totally
convinced, but this time it had to be. It would have been a capitulation of the democratic forces in
the United States, would this impeachment trial not happen. I did not expect a majority, not with
this  coward  and decayed GOP, not  with  this  corrupt  senators  from the  left  side  of  the  aisle  -
shouldn't they change sides, the Democrats and the Conservatives? Whereby, conservatives? I was
no conservative, but to name this, for what the GOP stood at the moment, and for the last four years,
conservatism, this was difficult for me.
The Democrats were still on an excellent track, Pelosi and Schumer focused on the impeachment
trial, Biden and his administration focused on the rescue package and the vaccination efforts - and
the minimum wage again on the table, perfect! But still a very fragile and critical situation in the
States - March the fourth and fifth as the next very crucial days? How QAnon and the far-right
extremists would react, if then no executions will happen, the former president would not return to
Washington? Would the next four weeks decide about the American future? Not in an absolute
meaning, I thought. But a lot would happen during this time - impeachment, rescue package, maybe
infrastructure package, the vaccination efforts, and much more. Would all have a good outcome? At
least did the Democrats everything therefor at the moment, that the United States would get a new
chance for a better future. 

Liberty In The United States Of America

I should become a citizen of the United States of America, that would be cool, I thought. Not only
could I say then, the Holocaust is a lie, without prosecution, I could also say: Let's go to Florida,
let's hang the former president! And when some would do this then - hey, I only said this, this was
my right to free speech. This was the way I understood Bruce Castor Jr. - but maybe the problem
was that he only babbled shit?
Whatever, this defense was even worse than I had expected it. - Liz Cheney? In Germany this all
would be not thinkable, maybe in former Germany, for sure in former Germany, and of course
nobody knew the future, but in no case in today's Germany. And hey, suddenly I had nearly the
feeling to be proud to be a German, proud of what Germany represented after WWII, ironically(?)
with (also) a lot of help from the Americans...........

And by the way, it was very funny to hear the lawyers of the former president explaining, that the
liar was not impeachable because he would be no longer president, that he had lost the election, that
Joe Biden would be the legitimate President of the United States. Maybe they should tell this the
criminal in Florida?
And was I wrong, or his lawyers explained, that the former president had lied over months about the
election? I would guffaw, would I be a senator on the right side of the aisle! This could become
funny days, I would use their words to impeach the president. What a fucking stupid advocacy was
this!

yea 56 / nay 44 - interesting................

Second Day - Impeachment

While sitting in Germany and watching the second day of the impeachment trial, only one thought
occupied my mind: How unbelievably morally corrupt one had to be, a senator had to be, would he
say at the end of this trial - Nay! He should be ashamed to an endless degree, no longer should he be
allowed to call  oneself a democrat,  a republican, an American who would love and respect the



constitution and the flag of the United States of America.
But I was only a fucking German, sitting at home. I had tears in my eyes and had to cope with my
emotions. What a human wreck on had to be, to what a degree morally decayed, if not even now
willing to break with this  anti-democrat,  this  racist,  this  fascist  from New York, now living in
Florida?
I sometimes said that I could empathize with a mass murderer, aroused by torturing and killing his
victims. And I was in fact able to. But I could not understand - from a moral standpoint - that you
could still stand by the big liar. The only way to understand them was, that they acted like those
who answered the question, "Wollt Ihr den totallen Krieg?", with one fucking word: "JA!"

But maybe I was too emotional, at the end it was about, to make it impossible for the normal GOP
voter, longer to vote for the puppets of the former president. 

At The End Of Day Two - Impeachment

In every civilized country this man would never ever get a chance anymore, to candidate. No party,
except a far-right extremist party, would still accept him, if he not had to spend some time behind
bars.
Let's see how this plays out in the United States and with this GOP.
  

At The End Of Day Three - Impeachment

So, the prosecutors had spoken, it would be interesting now, to see the defense tomorrow. But again,
and only this mattered, the goal had to be, that around ten percent of the GOP voters would start to
doubt about their party, would ponder about to no longer to vote for this GOP, would no longer vote
for this GOP. This would be a verdict for the GOP, especially if the Biden administration passed
substantial support for American people, maybe a $15 minimum wage, an infrastructure package,
new immigration law,............if back on the international stage as a reliable partner.
At the moment I saw all possibilities, that the Democrats could expand their majorities in both
house in two years, that this eclections would become a rude awakening for this GOP.

At The End Of Day Four - Impeachment

A short  and ridiculous  defense -  not  to  talk  about  the  round of  questions.  But  it  was  over  all
unsatisfying, I had said that I would have subpoenaed the former president. Why? Every word out
of his mouth would hurt the GOP. So, it was not good. Tomorrow the final act, this was the first
time that I had the feeling that the Democrats had been not bold and consistent enough. They would
have all the advantages on their side, forcing the president to speak, every of his words would be
devastating!

At The End Of Day Five - Impeachment

Witnesses hurry!

*

Come on Democrats, you would have had all the possibilities! But it was all the time the same shit
with the stupid Dems, that they liked it to get fooled by the Republicans! You would have deserved



it, that the former president would not become impeached! 

*

Oh Dems, now they began to play games with you! You were so fucking stupid!

*

The Donald Duck Defense Team laughed about you, hoped you like it!

*

43 / 57 - oh Dems, head-shaking, head-shaking - so much more would have been possible..........

*********************

Wow McConnell, these were fucking disgraceful and hypocrite words now! Did you look at your
own demagogic  Senators  while  speaking?  This  was so fucking hard,  to  listen  to  your  pathetic
words, no that it was over - but this was Moscow Mitch at his best, he was only interested in, to
gain power again!

*

Impeachment Managers, it would be better you would shut up!

A Week Later – Seven Days Later

A week later, seven days, I sat in my office - yes, on a Sunday. I did not expect a call for a new case,
nor a call at all, what I hoped for was, to get a sober mind - much had happened the last week, the
last seven days.
Not so much in my life - yes, also in my life, but that was not what I had meant. In a way the States
felt even more weird today, as during the last four years. On the one side so many positive signals.
The Biden administration with an impressive dynamic, much was on its way, of course, not all cut
and dried, but for after around the first third of the first hundred days? I was still impressed. It
seemed at least as that the vaccination affords gathered speed, in any case the numbers dropped -
okay, the mutations? The minimum wage again on the table, so much positive had happened during
the last few weeks - and yet.........
The last week had been a week of disappointment, at least the outcome. So much more would have
been possible, the Democrats had had all the possibilities to pressure the GOP totally, but in the
crucial moment the Dems backed off, as so often in the past, as so often during the last four years.
And the  GOP? I  had  to  puke hearing  McConnell,  Moscow Mitch  had been always  a  pathetic
hypocrite, but this was even for him unprecedented - I had to puke! Now I wished the GOP that
their one and only real president would run again, that he would split the GOP, the GOP would
destroy itself - it had to be, it had to be that this behavior became punished!
It was nice to hear Nancy, but how would it, to be consistent now? Would be nice, starting a fact-
finding commission, a committee of inquiry, but please, fast and strong! And then there was another
fucking figure, the vice puppy! That he was silent was his ultimate devotion, he stayed the cock-
sucker he had been the last four years! What if they had hanged you, or had killed your wife, your
children - what a pathetic ugly wanker he was!
The point was, a man like Hitler would have been a no one, only his henchmen, bootlickers, brown-
nosers, all these opportunists, fellow travelers, careerists.......all those who had defended him and



had protected him, all  those who had shown him no limits,  they had been the real enemies of
Democracy, not Hitler had been the threat, all those around him had condemned democracy to death
- and my life?
I had an offer from the police to work for them - he had confessed several other murders, had told
them details and many specifics, about his methods to find victims and to kidnap them for instance.
My work had been a success, but in the same way it could have been a failure. After watching the
footage I had thought that it maybe would be a good way, not to tell him that I could empathize also
with his victims, that he disgusted me to the bone, that I would have not many problems therewith,
to  see him dying a  wretched death,  a  real  fucking one.  I  opposed the  death  sentence,  only to
mention the possibility of false judgements - I saw him in a hot desert, running out of water, or in
snowy mountains, with no matches left, no food. He had told them everything they had asked about,
only one requirement, that I had to visit him again. I had agreed, I would see him tomorrow again,
they had had one week time to ask him all they had wanted to know. They had asked him a lot, I
had seen the footage, I would have been able to answer quite a number of the questions, no specifics
of course, but...........
Pondering about I had found only one answer, it would make no real sense to look for another job.
What this should change?  Working for the police from time to time would give me maybe a kind of
basic income, not bad maybe - the phone rang! At the first moment I was surprised, needed very
long to reach the phone, some inches away from me. At the first moment I thought to be too late,
but then I heard the voice.
"Tomorrow would be difficult, I have an appointment in the morning and I think that after this very
difficult meeting I should make no further appointments for this day - what about Tuesday? I would
have no appointments  on Tuesday so far?...........Tuesday would be okay?........Fine,  then I  look
forward to meet you on Tuesday."
A new case? Well, the voice had given me not much information - I would need help. I even had
some problems therewith to say, whether I had had a call with a woman or a man, the voice sounded
young, but even this could be wrong. Miller, I would need help. Could I meet with you tomorrow? -
Miller,  definitively  among  the  five  most  common  family  names  in  the  States.  So,  tomorrow
morning meeting a part of me again - and on Tuesday? Another part of me? Miller, I would need
help............

A Conversation With An Old Friend

"Nice to meet you again, Peter."
"I would not be here, wouldn't it be part of a deal."
"You mean that you're not with me voluntarily? This would break my heart. We have so much in
common, Peter."
"We have nothing in common. One of the manifestations of that is, that I sit on this side of the table
as a free man, and you as a man who will never breathe fresh air again, on the other side of the
table."
"Compared with your perversity I'm an innocent sinner. Maybe you have not committed a crime as
such, but.........I will end in psychiatry, after they have sentenced me to be a murderer. But you my
friend, you they should send directly to the nut-house."
"Well, I have told you not everything, I have not lied to you, but an important detail I've not told
you."
"That would be? That you would be - of course - capable to control it?"
"That I know that you're a monster, uncapable of any kind of empathy. You see only you, the world
is you. You're one of this filthy swines, perfectly represented by our former president. He had no
problem therewith to kill thousands, tens of thousands of Americans with his fucking policy, only
because he was not willing to face the crisis. People like you and him are not capable to feel, like
this little pervert boy with the glasses, still smiling when Bruce cut off his legs and arms, when the



wolves devoured him alive."
"And you would cry like a little girl, when an over-the-hill actor would cut off your arms and legs,
when the wolves would devour you alive?"
"I don't need this, I have only to close my eyes and to hear the suffering of your victims. I have said
that I can empathize with you, that was no lie. But I can empathize also with your victims, I can be
them."
"Is this how it functions?"
"You have made very detailed statements. Is it that hard to feel what a young girl feels, when you
get tortured like you did it, when someone is doing with you, what you did with your victims? -
You're silent? Of course you're silent, because you have no idea about what I'm talking. But I have
no problems with this........as I said it, you're not playing in my league."
"You're thinking to be above me, but............"
".........I'm at least as sick as you, but other than you, I know it! The former president cannot believe
that he lost the election? Of course, he cannot! His whole life they told him that he never can be the
loser, so long till he believes this shit today. He would be a lousy athlete, he could never be an
Abdul-Jabbar, Jordan or Kobe because they knew that they could lose every game, it was always
hard work to win them. But with this knowing it was always something special for them to win a
game, not to talk about a championship. It's hard to punish people like you, but you will die in jail
now, not in some years, tomorrow your dying will begin, and it will be a fucking painful dying. As
said, you're not in my league."
"What this should mean, bigmouth?"
"You have no empathy, you cannot feel what your victims feel. Only in the moments you rape them,
you torture them, you kill them, then you're able to feel the feeling of satisfaction. I have only to
close my eyes. Would I be in your prison cell, I would simply close my eyes and would do the worst
perversions you can imagine, and much more. I would feel it, it would be like I would do it in
reality - you have to do it in reality to feel it, and you will never do it in reality again. Tomorrow
you begin to die. It's only a question how long your dying will last."  
"And the president?"
"You mean this one-term loser president?"
"You would like it, to see him in prison as well?"
"This  would  change  nothing.  He's  like  a  wiseguy,  this  would  not  take  his  power  away,  not
necessarily. Take away his money, take away his brand, let him look like a fool to his supporters, let
him die as a man with no power anymore, this would be his ultimate punishment. The moment he
would have to confess that he had failed,  this very moment he would die,  like you now, from
tomorrow on."  
I stood up and left the room, not looking back, no longer hearing his words.
"I would monitor him very, very prudently now. It will not last long and he will attempt the first
time to commit suicide. It would be a pity, would he have a fast dying."

   
Another Conversation

I had got a phone call from the woman behind the front desk downstairs, so I waited again in the
door frame to await my guest as the door of the elevator opened. Your appointment is in, Peter.
Miller, Miss Miller -  so Daisy, the woman behind the front desk, had announced her coming. She
stepped out of the elevator and saw me. I saw a woman somewhat older than I had expected, Miss,
but not that old on the other side. Maybe somewhat older than thirty-five - it was always difficult to
estimate the age of a woman, especially wearing clothes, like it was appropriate today.
"Oh, maybe I should wear also a mask?"
"Would  be  maybe  good.  It's  pretty  cold  today.  I  cannot  keep  the  window  open  therefore,  or
something like this. And my office is not that large."
"Of course. No handshake also, I think?"



She came nearer and fetched a mask out of her purse.
"You're Mr. Maurer, of course."
"Yes. And you obviously Miss Miller, who phoned me on Sunday."
"Yes."
"Then come in and have a seat at the table. I will sit somewhat aside. Might I can offer you a coffee
or tea anyway? A bit inconvenient to drink it, but it's nicer when something is on the table."
She decided for a tea.
"Black, green, red, or white? Maybe a herbal tea, I have also Honeybush and Rooitea?"
"Oh, you have a lot of tea - a Honeybush maybe?"
"Lasts a bit longer, but I have a very nice one. I take the same, while I prepare the tea you could
give me some initial information?"
"I'm still puzzled that you have so much tea, here in your office."
"At home I drink nearly only tea, and also here in my office I like it to have some options."
"Some?"
"The world of tea is huge."
"That's true."
"Some information?"
"Yes,.....I'm not sure where I should begin."
"At the very start would be not bad, or with your problem as such."
"Well, someone threatens me."
"Why?"
"Now I should maybe begin at the beginning."
"In any case - by the way, what are you doing for living?"
I put a cup of tea on the table, as well as a small tea pot, with another cup I sat down somewhat
apart from the table.
"I run a little shop."
"Not easy nowadays, is your shop a part of your problem?"
"Not directly, not really."
"Then begin."
"Well, in 2016 I voted for..........well,..........."
"I'm not here to judge upon you, I'm here to listen to you."
"I was ashamed about it during the last four years, more and more. Well, the sixth. Of course, I
elected Joe Biden this time. It was not easy for me, it was the first time that I voted for a Democrat.
I know, our state is not that conservative, but this was how I felt all my life."
"Well,  our  state  is  not  that  much left-wing as  many think.  Of course the  big cities,  but  many
counties are republican nevertheless."
"Yes, but this is the big city in our state."
"And who threatens you now?"
"That's not that easy. As I said, I run a small shop."
"What kind of shop?"
"Children's toys. You have children?"
"No. No need for children's toys."
"You're married? - Why you are smiling?"
"Miss in a shop for children's toys?"
"You're married?"
I showed her my left hand.
"No marriage, was never."
"I was - surprised?"
"Somewhat."
"It was not very nice, at the beginning, but then...........some years ago I field for divorce."
"It was your decision."
"Yes."



"The shop?"
"I started with the shop after the divorce. We had a very traditional marriage, he worked and I ran
the household, it would have been my duty to get the kids."
"But no kids?"
"In the end it was his problem, but my fault. I thought that it would be better for me to live alone."
"The shop? Miss........?"
"My quirk. I was my whole life religious and conservative. All my friends as well, of course. Many
of my customers are conservative, but it was never a topic anyway. I talked never about my political
opinion - why I should, and for many it was not necessary. I talked also not about that I have elected
the Democrat this time."
"But?"
"Someone threatens me because I did so?"
"But basically nobody can know this?"
"Yes."
"What kind of threats?"
"I have a webpage, of course. At the beginning I got emails with threats, nothing very problematic -
I mean, what you have to hear nearly every day about politicians who no longer are willing to
follow...........him?"
"But?"
"The emails became more and more violent, then I found letters in my mailbox - my mailbox at
home."
"You still have the emails and letters?"
"Not the first emails, but most of it. But this is not why I'm here."
"In person threats?"
"Yes."
"You know this person, you can give me information about this person?"
"No, and.............it was on Friday as I walked home. It's only a few blocks from the shop to my
home. It's winter, of course it was dark already. Suddenly somebody - a man - was behind me. He
said that I should not turn around - I did not turn around. He said the things I already knew from the
emails and letters. But he said to me, that now I would know that it was no empty talk, that I could
get raped, that maybe my shop could burn down, and all the other things."
"Okay, I could surveil you while you walk home, to trap him - for example."
"Yes, but there is more."
"I'm all ear?"
"In the emails, the letters, and also as he talked to me. He did not say: I will. He said: We will."
"We?"
"They call themselves: The "real" Republicans. "Real" written with capital letters, like he liked it."
""The REAL Republicans" - nice! Nevertheless, it would be not bad to get one of them. - You have
the emails and letters with you?"
"Yes. - You're a Democrat, or?"
"Well, I'm no member of the Democratic Party. But I've never elected the republican candidate. Is
this a problem for you?"
"I think that it would be important that we would come back to the time, when Democrats and
Republicans not thought, that the other one is an enemy."
"It seems to me that this is at the moment more a problem for the Republicans, especially because
of those who call themselves "Republicans",  but are only enemies of our democracy."
"I cannot disagree with you."
"Give me a day or two, to get through the emails and letters. Please stay at home till I phone you, do
not open the shop till then. The address of the shop would be good, the corner where he addressed
you also."
"Then you will help me?"
"Why I shouldn't?"



I  started  to  ponder  about  her  words  as  she  had left  the  office  again:  Back  to  the  time,  when
Democrats and Republicans not thought, that the other one is an enemy. My problem was: About
what time she had talked - seriously! Or to express it in another way: At what time the United States
of America had been no divided nation? I had in fact a lot of trouble to answer this question. And
what made it finally bad? Did we talk about "a division"? Meant: One division? "Race affiliation",
as if races would be something real. Wealth. Sex. Religion, which religion, no religion. Maybe it
was better to stop with it?
What could be a goal for today, maybe this was worth to think about? Please, and not this naive and
solemn talking now, that we heard all the time from Joe Biden - hey Joe, it would be by far enough
to get over the worst  discriminations  because of "race" in your four years.  The rest  you could
bequeath Kamala, for her eight years, when she would have succeed you.
It was a strange time, the United States still at the crossroads, but CNN had time again to announce
at  prime time,  that  Harry and Megan would have  another  baby -  what  the  shit  this  should be
interesting for me, especially in this time? Or Brady? I was definitively no fan of him, but what a
miserable deed it had been, to throw this ugly trophy? Wow, this was such a scandal! What a shit!
What helped me was to see, that the former president and at least some of his henchmen - also Fox -
came more and more under pressure. For how long the House of Cards could still stand strong, was
it only a matter of time now? In any case, this was the opinion of Moscow Mitch. Why I should get
dirty hands, others could do the bad job for me. I would be the good guy later, would become
majority leader in 2022 again. I hoped that this GOP would get down, perish in shame, would sink
with all the rats in it, with McConnell at the ship's wheel.
And then, I could not understand it. Cases down dramatically, but why then didn't also the death
rate  fall?  Since  a  longer  time now the  number  of  cases  fell,  but  the  number  of  deaths  stayed
constantly high? It made no sense in some ways. Whatever, I had read the emails and letters - my
tactics stood firm. I would call Miss Miller tomorrow morning - Miss! Maybe a meeting in the
afternoon would be good. My tactics? Aggressive response!

A New Case

I had discussed with Miss Miller the way of I thought would be the best to handle her problem,
while having a phone call with her this morning. She had been not totally convinced, at least at the
first moment, but I had argued that it was always the best when dealing with such people to show
strength. I had argued with the Democrats and their response to the former president in the House
and Senate. Also with the strict action of the FBI in prosecuting the domestic terrorists who had
stormed the Capitol. And not at last, with all the pending trials which the former president and his
henchmen had to face now. At the end she agreed with me, she would open her shop tomorrow
again, I would be with her on her way to the shop in the morning and of course while on her way
back home in the evening - of course in the background. I had invited her to have dinner with me, I
was not totally sure why. She had agreed.

*

The number of cases dropped significantly, also the number of deaths - and of course the first asked
yet again: Shouldn't we open now again? Germany happy so far, all mutations already in Germany,
but they had not become dominant so far. But would it stay that way?

*

"You like the place?"
"Yes."



"Some are not that much attracted to a neighborhood like this."
"As a conservative single woman, you mean?"
"As a white from one of the richer neighborhoods I would say."
"It's the first time that I'm in this neighborhood, if this satisfies you. I would also not walk around
here alone, at night. I would not feel safe."
"It seems also to be not that safe in your neighborhood, at least when voting for the wrong party?"
"Do you think that's fair to talk so?"
"Do you really think that it's all because you've voted for Joe Biden?"
"That's what the emails and letters say? Do you think that this all is only shammed?"
"Could be. I see the emails and letters as not very convincing. All seems to be very amateurish,
faked."
"And why then?"
"Not sure at the moment, I need further information."
"Anyway, why someone knows that I've voted for Joe Biden?"
"Maybe accidentally? It would be good to know why, it would be good to get the guy who has
threatened you. Another topic, you have seen the town hall? - Joe Biden on CNN?"
"Why you're asking?"
"You've elected him, I as well?"
"I have some problems with the minimum wage and other demands of the far-left of his party. But
it's truly easing, to hear a president again not always talking in stupid superlatives, who's interested
in the people again, not only in oneself. You liked it?"
"Well, I was not always a fan of him during the primaries, but.............."
"............Bernie Sanders?"
"Well, there had been so many interesting candidates. It was very disappointing for me, that in the
end it was a decision between the two oldest white men – so much more would have been possible.
Has Joe Biden won the election? Yes!"
"Bernie Sanders is also a white man, and not really young either."
"Yes. But others had been young, and some had even been women."
"But Kamala Harris is vice president now?"
"And most probably presidential candidate in four years."
"You also think that Joe Biden will step back after his first term?"
"Would make a lot of sense to me."
"It's nice to be here, with you."
"Be careful, I'm a lefty."
"My mother  warned me always  about  them. A black  friend would have  been a  disaster,  but  a
Democrat would have been the ultimate disaster."
"I had the fantasy in my youth to..........with a "black girl". I hated this conservative chicks."
"And now we sit together at this table in a restaurant in a Latino neighborhood. Two unmarried and
not so young whites."
"I live only a few blocks from here."

The Art Of Waiting

Patience, you had to be patient in this job. Nothing had happened during the last few days, today
was Sunday again. The shop was closed today, I had nothing to do - it had been not the worst the
last days, that I had a task now. In the morning and evening I tailed Miss Miller on her way to her
shop, and back to her home later again. As said, nothing had happened during the last few days, but
it helped me to structure my days. I had to stand up early, to drive to her home, to tail her on her
way to the shop, the same in the evening again. In the time in between I had time for other things, I
had to do some homework of course.
I could not believe that it was about her voting for Joe Biden, I had the feeling that this was only the



vehicle for something else - but what? I had read her lease contract for the shop for instance, but
had found nothing conspicuous. I had talked with police officers and friends from the press, no one
had ever heard from a group named "The REAL Republicans". This sounded not very solid,  it
would be necessary to nail this guy. But that was my next problem. He had acted in the evening, in
the dark. But it was February, the twenty-first today, the days got longer with every day now, I
could not expect that he would lie in wait for her again by daylight. But one aspect pointed thereto
that he would act again, maybe very soon.
Two more emails and on more letter Miss Miller had got during the last few days, especially the
letter was very aggressive, talked about that the next time it would be no longer for fun, the next
time it would be very seriously. Of course, I had had also a look at the area around the corner where
he had menaced her. The side street was not good illuminated, one could easily park a car there, to
kidnap her, to threaten her with a gun for instance, the risk to cause a stir was not very high. He had
warned her, the next time..........I got the feeling that he would act differently this time.
Not in the shop of course, that would be too risky - video surveillance. Not at home, she lived in a
small condo in a monitored apartment building - much too risky. I would say on her way to the shop
in the morning, not that far away from her home. I rated two corners as the best places for such an
action. But this was only a theory - I thought about to phone her, but discarded it again. What about
the possibility that she would bring in the police? Was it possible that he could surveil her, maybe
more or less constantly? Then I would have a problem, maybe he had nothing to do because of the
virus,  no job anymore or something like that.  Maybe this  was the reason he hesitated? Should
nothing happen till next Sunday, then I would have to change my strategy.

I decided to watch some TV, not much that I found had any profundity, I ended  at CNN. In a very
few days, two maybe, we would reach the next, beyond any description, "milestone". Only one
comparison had been left  now, the  civil  war,  and maybe even that  awful  death  toll  we would
surpass. I had never thought at the beginning, that this could be possible, and it had not to happen, it
was no natural  law,  it  was the inability and unwillingness  of  a  human swine and his  pigpen -
compared with other hard hit nations, at least two hundred thousand Americans would not have had
to die, two hundred thousand! The blood of two hundred thousand Americans stained the hands of
the former president and his henchmen - two hundred thousand! The largest mass murdering on
Americans ever - wow, he had made it, his name connected to a fact supported superlative finally.
The  swine  from New  York,  now  in  Florida,  the  biggest  and  most  ruthless  mass  murderer  in
American history!
And Joe? The Dems began again, to kill themselves by discussing the minimum wage - fuck, do it!
Do it with or without the Republicans, but do it! I was frustrated, the GOP did everything to destroy
oneselves, the Dems could become the big winner in 2022, but only by being resistant. Maybe the
GOP would be able,  together with the swine from New York, to win some cities and districts,
maybe even the one or other state, but nationwide they would become a failure. This GOP was
doomed, idiots like Cruz as the last coffin nails, but the Dems had to stay strong and bold. I should
have a walk, I looked forward to tomorrow, had to stand up early again, to be on my post. The sun
shined, a clear blue sky outside, I had new clothes on, had showered every single day again, was
shaved and with clean teeth - it was good to have a task again.
        

Wednesday

Disappointment, that was what I felt, Wednesday afternoon. I had monitored Miss Miller on her
way to her shop in the morning - of course, I did it all the time differently. Sometimes I simply
followed her, sometimes I sat in a car, sometimes on the other side of the road, sometimes........it
was no long way,  down the road, some blocks,  around the corner,  that it  was. It  was not very
difficult to monitor such a distance. Did I make something wrong?
My order arrived, sitting in a nice small restaurant, a salad with fried fish - I had to lose some



weight. Looked very nice, was not the first time that I sat here, since Miss Miller was my client, the
dishes always looked very nice.  What  did I  wrong? What  did Joe Biden wrong? Did he make
something wrong? The drop of the numbers had stopped, on a much better level now, as well as the
deaths rate,  but this  looked like the development  one could have seen in many countries,  now
struggling with a third wave - what about the mutations in the States? Well, that was the million-
dollar question. All experiences told you, that the stopping decrease was the first warning signal,
that the mutations started to become dominant. At least Joe Biden was our president now, but the
American people had to follow him, all Americans had to follow him now!
But if this was not enough, the next days would reveal a lot about the next two years. Especially the
question about the minimum wage would become a symbol. Would the Dems fail to deliver, then
this would become a terrible signal - the GOP did still everything that it could become a home run
for the Dems in 2022, only the Dems would be able at the moment to stop the Dems - I paid and left
the small restaurant.

On the street, walking to the car, to prepare for the evening, I remembered the evening the day
before. After closing her shop, and her walk back home, I had a conversation with Miss Miller
about the fact that nothing happened - we met at home, my home.
"I hope it's okay for you, it's the condo of a solitary man."
"It's not that bad, I'm a solitary woman. Your tea cabinet is very impressive, and not only the tea,
also the different pots and cups."
"Well,  I love drinking tea - by the way, I could offer also different coffees. From India, South
America or Africa for instance."
"Very impressive - you can also cook?"
"Tolerably I would say........."
"Some specials?"
"Fish and seafood, I like to cook with vegetables or having a nice salad."
"Sounds perfect - you cook with fresh foods?"
"Well, fish and seafood sometimes frozen, but anything else should be fresh."
"You were never married, really?"
"As I said it."
"Why?"
"Well,................"
I turned the key and started the car, I had to prepare, the second shift waited.

At A Saturday Morning

Saturday morning, the last time this week, maybe the last time at all. Early rising, a hot shower,
even a small breakfast, no breakfast normally at all. The days became longer and longer, the sun
shined every day somewhat longer, springtime came nearer. One could nearly think that everything
would be wonderful again. The relief package without the minimum wage again now, every day
thousands of dead Amercans more, the insanity of the CPAC madness this weekend, the fascist
henchmen oft the former president who planned to blow the Congress to kill as many members of
congress  as  possible............yes,  one  could  nearly get  the  impression  that  everything  was  good
again. I left my home and entered the car to drive to my operation site.

I followed her on the opposite side of the road this time, the road was not very broad, a normal four-
lane avenue – Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Avenue. I thought this as somewhat funny - do not say that
these conservatives would have no sense for humor. How about a John Lewis park,  corner Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr. Avenue and Liberty Boulevard? But of course, this was a tolerant and liberal
neighborhood, some years ago one could have described it as an upper middle-class neighborhood,
conservative, but not radical. This wasn't that easy anymore nowadays, of course even some African



American and Asian American families lived in this area, not so many Latinos. A few, it was okay
for the white people here, a few, at least as long as it were not too much and that they shared their
conservative ideas, liked the country club and the golf course as they liked them. But it seemed that
this would be the past, at least for the moment, at the moment conservatism itself had to find an
answer to the question, what conservatism in the United States should mean in the future.
Nautical twilight we had, the time when the most would say that it's still dark, but in fact it had
started already to brighten up significantly.  The astronomical twilight  behind us,  soon the civil
twilight would begin, and everyone would say then, it's getting day again. But it was already too
bright for me, I expected nothing anymore, Miss Miller and I would have an appointment later, to
discuss the way forward -  it  was Saturday, she would close her shop earlier  today, to start  the
weekend. We reached the last block, around the corner would be her shop - he was fast, suddenly
behind her as she passed the small backstreet in the middle of the block, I was already in the middle
of the road as I saw his knife, he stabbed her a first time as I was on the third lane, a second time
more violently as I was on the fourth lane, as I reached the sidewalk I heard him cursing, he saw me
and tried to escape.

I started to run after him, as I passed Miss Miller I shouted: Everything alright? I had the impression
to hear something like "yes" and had to realize that I would have no chance to catch up with the
offender, it was a simple fact that my body was nearly fifty-six years old now, I followed him a
moment longer till I saw a good opportunity - to get a more stable position I kneeled down and fired
a first volley of four rounds. I had no interest in to kill him, I aimed low, tried to hit one of his legs.
Why so many died in the States of police bullets? Everybody could become a police officer in the
States, in the most states they had only to pass some weeks of training - was there a difference
between to get trained how to make a Quarter Pounder and acting as a police officer? But the worst
was, the most of the time they learned only how to fire a weapon - trained to fire a weapon, not
thinking about it, to fire, to fire at the body, even into the back. In other countries the police was
encouraged to aim at the legs. At least one bullet found its aim. He continued his getaway, but he
was handicapped now, now the old man was capable to catch up with him.
"Take it easy man. Lay on the ground so that I can see your hands, next time I'm maybe not that
nice and aim at your body."
I felt relieved as he did what I had told him, it was easy to handcuff him now. The next that I did
was to call the police, then Miss Miller. The police I had told where they could find me, also what
had happened before - even if Miss Miller had called the police already, what I assumed, this could
be not wrong, to inform the police about that this both incidents were linked. Miss Miller informed
me that she was fine, that the police and an ambulance had just arrived. I told her that she should go
to the hospital in any case, a check-up would be in no case a mistake, it could be also, that she
would have a shock nevertheless. She should call me later to give me an update, I would do the
same, later we could meet to talk about everything what had happened. The police arrived also at
my site.

Well, a man on the ground, one man with a gun, shots had been fired..........no time to be careless. I
had laid the gun in front of me, now I kneeled down, hands up, and I waited till the police had
reached me.
"This is not my quarter, we're not familiar with each other, but I'm the good one. Next to the gun is
my wallet and my license, I'm a private investigator, I have called you."
One officer grabbed my gun and my wallet, looked at the license while the other one safeguarded
him.
"This is definitively not your quarter, Mr. Maurer. Is it  true that this incident is connected with
another incident not far from here?"
"Yes, the woman there is my client. She lives here and her shop is round the corner."
"Okay, sounds good so far."
Wow, that had been much more easy than I had feared. Had you to ponder about what had been,



would I had been an African American or Latino private investigator, as an African American or a
Latino in the wrong quarter? No, not because it would have been unnecessary. No, simply because
the answer was obvious - I sat in the police car and waited till we reached the police station.

*

Two hours later I was still at the police station, had to wait, had made my statement. Miss Miller
had called me to inform me that she could leave the hospital now. She had provided information to
the police while in the hospital and had to come to the police station on Monday, the police station I
sat now and waited - an older police office came to me.
"Mr. Maurer, Peter Maurer?"
"Yes?"
"I do not think that you can remember me, and we never spoke with each other. The McAllister
case, I was a young police officer at this time, the first major case I was involved in, and you solved
the case."
"Not  really,  it  was  a  fluke,  and  the  information  came  from a  homeless  man.  I  was  only  the
middleman."
"But it had been you're initiative that lead to the breakthrough."
"To find a dead girl - not the perfect outcome, especially not for the parents."
"But to get hold of the murderer, to stop him for doing it again. These happy endings, when they
rescue the victims always at the last moment, that's for Hollywood, but not for reality. Reality is
seldom that nice to you."
"Yeah. Most of the time reality is very disappointing."
"I'm here to tell you that you can go home for today. But you should be here on Monday morning
again."
"Of course, I will be here. Nice to have met you............."
".............Thomas, Thomas Brown."
"Maybe we can talk on Monday again, Thomas?"
"I not in duty on Monday."   

*

We had met at my home, it had become evening. She wanted to be at a different place, not at her
home, in a different part of the city. We both had used the time to have a shower, to change clothes,
had tried to come down somewhat.
"Tea or coffee this time?"
"I would prefer a coffee this time - you said the last time that you could offer also a variation of
coffees?"
"More or less. I have various coffees, smaller vaccum-packed packages. I have mostly only one of
them opened, I buy me new varieties from time to time."
"What's open at the moment?"
"A nice one from India - monsooned."
"Coffee from India? Sounds interesting."
"I use normally a moka pot to prepare me a coffee at home?"
"Sounds good to me."
I prepared a cup for both of us, and we sat down.
"Will it be possible for you to question the man who tried to kill me - he's in custody now?"
"Well, that's the real life. This is the job of the police now, maybe he has already also a lawyer
now?"
"But......?"
"What's your idea, that I'm the hard-ass who will grill the guy now, till he will spill the beans?"
"Would be romantic in a way?"



"Would be not very clever in a way, at least nowadays. In the 40s or 50s maybe, but today? The
police will do the job and will inform you then."
"Why me and not you?"
"You're the victim and most likely the case is solved. I have done the job, our business relationship
is most probably at its end."
"So, you think that he's a lone perpetrator?"
"Most likely. The interrogation by the police will yield more."
"Then I have to pay you now?"
"I will send you an invoice in the next days. If, due to the current circumstances, it's difficult for
you to pay the amount at once, you can pay by installments or during the next month or so."
"And you need no money?"
"I have still some savings, a few at least."  
"And you were really totally convinced that he will try to stab me to death?"
"It were his fantasies. To rape you, but especially in his last letter and the last emails, ramming a
knife into your fucking body. Would he had written, that his goal would be to slit your throat, or to
shoot and kill you, then we would have had to act differently."
"The protective gear you gave me was perfect. I think that he was very surprised after his first
attempt to stab me?"
"Yes, and he was stupid enough to try it a second time with more force. The result was that he cut in
his hand, as he slipped off.  It  would have been better  for him to run away immediately,  as he
realized that something went wrong."
"But it was good for us?"
"Yes."
"I apprehend that you will not visit me in my shop someday?"
"I have not so much use for children's toys."
"You regret that you never had children?"
"I was never married? It had been never a question for me to have children. By the way, I'm fifty-
five, I still would have all chances to become father. But your shop, one could interpret your shop
easily as a compensation therefor, to have no children?"
"And that would be maybe no wrong interpretation. I could adopt a child for instance."
"Yes."
"Do you like your life as a single man?"
"I do not know anything else. It makes many things easier."
"But other things more lonely."
"I was a single man my whole life, I think it's too late for me. I'm used of being alone............"
".......when lying in bed?"
"Well, that's very pert talking for a conservative lady."
"A conservative single..........woman."

*

You don't ever have to
Be stronger than you really are

When you're lyin' in my arms, baby

You don't ever have to
Act cooler than you think you should

You're brighter than the brightest stars

Changing like the weather, oh, that's so like you

(Elizabeth W. Grant; California)



Living In Germany At An Undefined Day

Again  a  time  in  limbo,  the  numbers  had become better  for  a  somewhat  longer  time,  but  then
stagnation, and the number of cases had increased again the last days, every day a little, this typical
beginning of an exponential grow. The mutations were not dominant in Germany so far, but more
and more they could be found, every day a little more. The vaccination process developed not as
hoped, for more than only one reason. And yet,...........
Everywhere  discussions  popped  up,  about  reopening,  more  and  more  people  would  call  for
normalization, that it would become like "before" again, some said - normality in a world no longer
normal. Next week the next meeting of Angela Merkel with the "governors" - we had to reopen
again,  some  said  ahead  of  the  meeting.  Every  day the  map  of  Germany became  redder  –  in
lockdown. We need smart solutions, some said so, especially some from the opposition and in talk
shows. But strange, they could always not define really, what a smart solution could be.
The experts, the scientists, warned to reopen again, that the mutations were a big threat, again and
again new mutations popped up, now in California. That we should concentrate to vaccinate, that it
would become a race between new mutations and vaccination, that we had to win this race, if we
would lose this race they said, than all efforts would have been for nothing. But these were the
experts who said this, their advices so far had been excellent, had we not reopened for Christmas
and New Year as they had said it..............but hey, why listening to this "experts"?

At A Monday Morning

We met at the police station again, after we had said bye on Sunday morning, we both had to make
some additional statements regarding the incidents on Saturday morning.
"Have you heard something about him?"
"You mean the man who has attacked you?"
"Sure, whom else?"
"Yes, but it does not help much."
"Why you know more, but not I? I'm the victim?"
"I  have  some connection  you  don't  have.  But  it's  nothing important,  would  there  had been an
important development, then they would have informed you."
"You also not informed me?"
"I knew that we will meet today again - apart from that, it's really nothing that would have any
importance."
"Some details?"
"He made some contradicting statements, and at the moment he stays silent because his lawyer has
told him so. In the first moment he said, that he had to punish you, he talked about himself as a
single person. Later he talked about, that a big group would back him."
"The REAL Republicans?"
"Yes, unfortunately no one has ever heard about this group, not a single trace on social media. He's
a single perpetrator, I'm sure about that."
"But this explains nothing in the end?"  
"No, but  the police just  starts  their  investigation,  and of course,  he will  be charged,  it  was an
attempted murder."
"Will we have lunch together?"
"I'm not convinced about that this would be a good idea."
"Because why? Was this also what you thought as we said goodbye yesterday morning?"
"I think I have a new case. A friend, a police officer, has phoned me yesterday afternoon and asked,
if I'm interested in to work together with him. We will meet on Wednesday to talk about details."
"And that's why we cannot have lunch together later?"



"No...............I want to concentrate on this new case. It can be that I will be very occupied by it."
"And what's the "no" now, lunch later?"
"I'm no guy for a shop full of children's toys."
"Said the guy who told me that he could still become father - it's because of me, because of my
beliefs, my political beliefs – right?"
"We are very different, we live in different worlds. My neighborhood has not much in common with
your neighborhood - to be honest, I would not like it, to live in your neighborhood."
"Maybe  I  would  have  no  problem  therewith,  to  live  in  your  neighborhood?  Or  would  it  be
intolerable for your neighborhood, that a conservative woman would move from my street to your
street?"
"I'm not used to that someone is around me. I............"
"I've talked about  your  neighborhood,  your  street  maybe.  I've not  talked about  your  apartment
building or even your condo - don't dream too much. Would it be a problem for you, to tell a friend
that I'm a conservative woman? At least I have elected Biden and Harris this time?"
"To talk about conservatism at the moment is anything but easy - you should know this better than I.
As long as even the GOP has not found its way to its future?"
"Is it a problem for you that I've elected him the first time?"
"It makes me not happy?"
"Do you really think that Hillary would have been an alternative for me? Even many Dems have not
elected her."
"Hillary had been crap."
"You've elected her?"
"Yes, but not with much joy."
"And you really think that I should have elected her?"
"Come on, the first Bush was a disaster, the second even more. I do not talk about Reagan now, and
his stupid theories. I think that you have voted for all of them."
"Well, and Bill had been such a fantastic president? Oh, of course, Barack! Be honest, how many of
his projects he could carry out? And it would be better now, not to talk about Mitch McConnell, but
about the stupid Dems. Would they had managed it, to keep the majority in the Senate...............but
it starts already again. Progressives versus Centrists, let us see what the future will yield."
"But as a republican one can be very proud now, especially after this weekend, after this fucking
and disgusting speech? He instigates the next riot,  Thursday is the date. He has announced his
blacklist, his hit list, he has behaved like a dictator, like one would expect it from an anti-democrat,
a fascist."
"But  maybe you have heard that  even this  folk  supports  only for  fifty-five  percentages  a  new
presidency by him? This should give even you a pause."
"Yeah, because figures like Cruz or Hawley would be so much better. It's like you would choose
from Hitler, Goebbels, and Himmler."
"Maybe it would be in fact better to have no lunch together!"
"My words!"   

Police Work 

"Wouldn't it have been important, that I would come as fast as possible, if it was such a big fluke?"
"As said, he has made some mistakes. One was, to be not cooperative as the police officer has
checked him. We can lock him up for now, but of course, not forever. At least if we are interested in,
to convict him of being a mass murderer."
"Okay, let me summarize. A dead body was found a month ago, all circumstances pointed to a series
of  murders  in  the  New York area,  not  necessarily  around the  corner.  The idea  was,  either  the
murderer stayed at that time in our state, or he maybe moved to our city. Unfortunately, not much is
known about the murderer, a profiler from New York describes him as: Around twenty-five, white,



no  person  who  attracts  attention..........nothing  specific.  Nevertheless,  all  police  patrols  got  the
information. In the New York area he committed every few weeks a murder, between three and six
weeks gap - so far this events.
Last Friday, a routine traffic control, the officer who controlled him became suspicious as he saw
something on the floor in the back of the car, that looked like a blood stained top for women. He
asked the man to leave the car, what he did, a check of his driver license showed that he had moved
from a New York suburb to our nice city two months ago. Now it becomes interesting. The officer
askes him some questions, the man answers, the police officer steps to the car and points to the
piece of clothing in the back of the car. The police officer stands between the camera in the police
vehicle and the man at this moment, also his body camera shows the car, but not the man. The
police officer  says  that the man had started just  at  this  moment an attack,  it's  very difficult  to
confirm this by looking at the footage. The man in custody says, that he had been totally passive -
whatever.
Your department used the time since he's jailed, to do some investigations. First, the blood of the
top is not identical with the blood of the murder victim, but he provides no explanation whose blood
it is, why the top was in his car. In any case, it's the blood of a woman, but it fits not to an open
case.  A house  search  yielded  nothing,  not  much  you  have.  He  has  no  criminal  record,  the
accusation, obstructing an officer in the performance of his duty, is weak. He will be home again
soon - why I'm here?"
"Well.......if he's not the murderer, then he will not react in panic. If he's the murderer, then he has a
big problem now. We think that the blood is from his last victim that we have not found so far, but
we could every day? If he's the murderer than he has a big problem now. We would be interested in,
that you would have a talk with him."
"He has no lawyer?"
"A public defender, she would advise him to do it - a last interrogation before he can go home. A
police officer would be with you, she would be the main questioner, at least at the beginning. She
would introduce you as "psychologist"."
"He knows that you connect him with the murder a month ago and the murders in New York?"
"No, he knows that we have a problem with the top in his car."
"What can I say?"
"Whatever you want. Directly after the interrogation he can go home, with as much pressure as
possible."
"If he's the murderer then he has to act, that's you plan?"
"If he's the murderer then he has to act immediately, no time to think about it, I wanna see him in
panic when he steps out of the door."   
"Okay, when?"
"Tomorrow morning."
"Okay."
"By the way. Good work, your last case."
"It was not in this part of the city?"
"Well, this big city is often enough not more than a small village. Good to see you working again."
"Well, not sure.......how's Casey doing?"
"Good so far. The new job........it feels different for her now, to be no longer on the street."
"Can you tell me something about her new job?"
"Not much."
"Then..........?"
"Yes.........."
"Sometimes I'm pleased about to be a single........"
"Are you?"
"Of course?"
"Well,............"
"Are you controlling me?"



"Come on, it was at a police station? Be happy that no one filmed you both, that not everyone can
see you both quarrel on social media now."
"Yeah?"
"What I've heard about it would suggest, that you both are found of each other?"  
"Would this be important?"
"Well.......Casey thought that I maybe should invite you both, to dinner as a foursome, as double-
date maybe?"
"Coupling?"
"Well........?"
"A British TV comedy, nice to watch as a single, a single man like me."
"I only thought - she cannot be worse than Mrs. Allen."
"Mrs. Allen? What happened to her?"
"Well, she's maybe not that innocent, as she liked it to pretend. Let say it that way. She has a few
legal problems now, and I wouldn't be that surprised would she have to spend some time in prison."
"Mrs. Allen? I think that I had it under control."
"Of course. Can I say Casey that we will meet - as two pairs?"
"At least I should apologize. It was not okay that I reacted in that way."
"Casey has elected the guy from New York the first time, because she hated Hillary. I elected none
of them. The first time ever that I did not vote, because I was not happy with Hillary. I thought that
she would win anyway - can you imagine how I felt the last four years? It's easy to do the wrong,
but it's very easy to judge about others when you have done the right thing."
"I was also not happy with her. It was a failure of the GOP, or a failure of our society, whatever you
prefer. What it definitively not was, was, that it had been the failure of a single person. Maybe I
should keep this in mind."
"Dinner for four?"
"Okay. I ask Caroline if she is still interested in to have dinner with me, when I apologize." 

To Apologize Is A Difficult Thing To Do

March the fourth, a date that would become American history, today the real American president
would  be  sworn in,  today Congress  was not  in  session  because  of  the  security  threats,  it  was
disgusting, I was in rage.
I pondered about if it was clever to phone Caroline when being in this mood, to apologize - it  was
not. Later I would have an important job to do, I should concentrate on this. I decided to defer the
apology, why not visiting her in her shop, tomorrow, to apologize there,  maybe lunch together,
maybe she would accept to join a dinner together with Arnold, Casey and me? Tomorrow, now I had
to try to get a free mind.

A Nice Little Conversation

"As said, should this interrogation yield nothing new than you can go home, but we have still some
questions. Mr. Maurer at my side will support me as a psychologist. Can we begin? - No objections?
- Fine, then let us begin.
Of course, we have still a problem with a blood stained top for a woman, soaked with the blood of
an unknown woman?"
""Soaked"  is  ridiculous.  Should  this  be  the  way  this  interrogation  shall  be  held,  then  this
interrogation is over now. Your experts have come to the conclusion, that the amount of blood is not
that much as it seems at the first moment. Even nose bleeding could be the reason for the blood on
the top, and I think that nose bleeding is still no crime so far?"
"Why your client gives us no information about the cause of the blood and whose top this is? And



by the way, he attacked a police officer."
"First, my client has to do nothing. Second, be happy that he does not proceed against this police
officer. We all know how this functions, we can no longer trust the word of a police officer and
what a surprise, the footage shows nothing. More questions, or can we leave now?"
"Can I ask a question, Madam Lawyer?"
"My client or me?"
"Your client, of course."
"You can ask him everything, but do not expect in any case an answer."
"Everybody has Miranda rights, also your client. Well, what obvious is, that this is no blood from
nose bleeding - your client would tell us this. We have not to pretend to be more naive, than we are.
- Wait a moment before you start to fly into a rage, Madam Lawyer. What I not understand is, would
your client be innocent, then it would be the best strategy for him to cooperate with the police. Only
if he has a secret to hide, then it would be good to say nothing, at least if the secret is not only a
bagatelle. The more severe the secret, the less he can say. I........."
"….....and what is it now, that you cannot understand? Maybe "Madam Lawyer" can help you?"
"Well, the behavior of your client indicates that he has a lot to hide, maybe more than we can even
assume at the moment. What does he expect? That he can leave the house and nobody will be
interested in what his actions will be?"
"It would be not the best for the police to pressure my client, he will leave this building as a free
man."
"Yes, he has rights, as dead women have rights and the relatives of dead women have rights, fathers
and mothers especially - you're interested in?"
"My client has no reason to talk with you. You're a psychologist?"
"Well, psychologist is no protected job designation. It's a hard time, we all have to earn money. I
work also as a private investigator, but it's difficult in these times. A dead body has been found a
month ago, a woman, murdered, just like a series of women in the New York area - two months ago
you moved from New York to our nice city? The parents of the dead woman a month ago have hired
me, and now I have found the murderer. The murderer of her daughter, the murderer of an unknown
woman, the murderer of several women in greater New York."
"You're a funny guy. First, would it be the best strategy to tell this my client. Second, we live in a
state of law, you should have some proofs? You're a bit loopy?"
"I'm lazy. Apart from, that the police will do everything to find the victim of his last crime, the
blood in the car, and that this will be his sword of Damocles, I have no motivation to follow him for
days, weeks, or even months. The last murder is not long ago, every four to six weeks - no that's too
long. He will know that I have a look at him now, every second, he will make his next mistake very
soon."
"You know what you're saying? Apart from that, my client can travel to every place he wants - even
to foreign countries."
"Apart from the pandemic, unfortunately for him, the parents of his first victim in this area are rich,
very rich. They will finance every travel, I will have no problems to follow him. He's the killer."
"You should be very, very careful. My client will be a free man, nice theory, but I will nail you
down, should you offend the rights of my client only slightly. You're "knowing" that he's a mass
murderer, that's funny - this will be a big laugh in every court room."
I looked at him.
"You know what I mean, or? You know that I feel the same as you - or? But it's like with Frank
William Abagnale Jr., you can use "it" for good or bad. If you're not capable to control it, the bad is
for you. But if you can control it, then you can sit on the other side of the table. I know that you're
the killer, and you know that I know it, and we both know that I will get you - you're out! - I have
no further questions, I think we can let him go home, I will wait for him there."
I stood up to leave, but turned around.
"Madam Lawyer, our dinner arrangement is still good?" 



*

I already waited in my car, on the other side of the road, as she arrived - that was not for what I had
hoped for. Had she to accompany him till home? As they left their car I left mine, he should see in
any case that I was there - I grinned, and he showed me the finger, her look was one that could kill
you. Well, they reached the front door, started a conversation - say goodbye and let me do my job,
"Madam Lawyer"! I had to be patient.
It was a nice little house where they stand in front of - well, a decade ago or so. It was a suburban
area, but the last housing crisis had left its marks, too many had lost their houses in these years. The
quarter was not capable to recover again, on the other hand, it was an area today where a young
couple could still afford to buy a house, in most parts of the city an illusion, if not rich enough. He
had rented the house, maybe to look later for a better home, but maybe because it was a good
environment for his "interests" - he had a not so bad paid job in IT.
I became impatient, and as they entered the house together - fuck, that had been not my plan. My
plan? The police had given me all information, I had seen the footage from the interrogations, what
I had saw was an insecure man. The profiler in New York had done a good job: A person who not
attracted attention, a person who was not interested in to attract attention, a person who feared to
attract attention, would he attract attention, then his whole house of cards would tumble down. I had
created a weird idea, I saw him killing oneself, he knew that all was over now. But now the question
arose, why not going out with a bang?
Dusk had started already, one had to switch on the light inside, this was my advantage. I walked to
the house, climbed over a not so high wooden fence to reach the backyard. The living room was
lighted, I had no problem to see what happened inside - not much happened inside. They sat around
a small table, he on a sofa, she in a not new but nice armchair, they obviously talked and drank
something. Well, had I been too dramatic? I found a nice place in the grass, near a small pool with
no water in it, and sat down to watch the boring program.
It had got cold, the sun had shined, but now, without the sun but more and more stars, it got cold. I
hoped that their conversation would find soon an end, he went outside the room, she was alone now
- should I knock at the window to.......he came back, with a gun in his hand. Well, they had found no
weapon in the house? She reacted,  jump up and even when I  could not  hear  it,  obviously she
screamed at him. He moved towards her, the gun at the ready, I fired four bullets in a row through
the window, this time I did not aim low.
    

On A Friday Morning

No new president this morning, I was confused. Or better, the old one was not in office again,
confusing. But some said that he never had left the White House, that Biden would actually be the
fucking liar and racist swine, therefore always this mask. It would have been nice to laugh about all
this, but the fucking farce in Senate told you enough about the state of the nation, the state of the
GOP - I was on my way to Caroline's shop.
I had found a parking not far away, it was somewhat cloudy, but not that cold. I bought me a coffee
on the way, took my time till I stood in front of the shop. It was a nice shop, the windows full of
nice stuff, no plastic, wood everywhere, handcrafted, alone the dolls impressing. Of course nothing
cheep one could find, not a shop for everyone, one had to be able to afford such nice toys. But
would  it  be  okay  to  criticize  a  shop  owner  like  Caroline  for  this?  And  what  should  be  the
alternative? That for everyone it should be only possible to buy the cheep stuff made of plastic from
China? Or should be the goal that it should be for all possible to buy better toys for their kids - I had
no kids, I entered the shop. I had waited till nobody was in the shop anymore before I entered it, a
young couple had left the shop, had bought something for a little child, a boy obviously - the same
toys for girls and boys? Caroline saw me.
"Hello stranger, what can I do for you. I think you look for something for your grandchild - a girl or



a boy, how old?"
"I thought about that my parents emigrated from Germany after WWII. I'm the first of the family
born in the US, and I will be obviously also the last."
"Why you're here?"
"I had a hard day yesterday, I've killed someone."
"Really? You had to?"
"He pointed a gun on someone, he would have killed this person."
"Then you had to kill him. You're a private detective, was it the first time that you killed someone?"
"No, but it feels very different this time. So often I failed by not doing it, this time I did it, but I do
not feel relieved - on the contrary."
"Who was he, if you can tell?"
"A mass murderer, he has killed nearly ten women, at least. He told it the woman he threatened with
his gun, that he would be disappointed that he would have now no longer the chance to become the
bloodiest mass murderer in American history."
"Then it was no fault to kill him."
"I would know others of those I would think, that they are much worse than him, but they...........at
least not now."
"The man I've elected?"
"For instance, but that's not why I'm here."
"A doll maybe?"
"Very nice, but too expensive for me. I misbehaved, I have to apologize. I have not the right to
criticize you in this  way.  I  was too egocentric,  it's  too easy to judge everything from your life
perspective. Of course, you have not to accept everything, and by far not to condone everything, but
you should be very careful when condemning others, only because they did something differently
than you, especially in hindsight."
"Should this mean that you could accept me as a conservative woman? I assume that you support
the fifteen dollar minimum wage?"
"Yes."
"Well, I ponder about to hire someone. I could open my shop longer then, had more time for the
paperwork. But, and this is the reality, fifteen dollars an hour would be difficult for me to pay. It
would have not to be under ten, maybe twelve? Twelve or fifteen would be a huge difference for
me?"
"Then tell  the GOP that they should stop their  fucking behavior in  Congress,  especially in the
Senate. In a functioning democracy political parties talk with each other - we would need popular
vote and a multi-party system."
"And you could live with a compromise, with twelve dollars for instance?"
"I yes, maybe Bernie and AOC would have problems therewith. But it would be also a question how
long we would wait till the next possible rise of the minimum wage, what about companies who
could afford a much higher entry wage, companies that plunder their workforce, like the Walton
family or the so nice Jeff?"
"So you see some differences between them and me?"
"Of course."
"Maybe we could continue our conversation later by having dinner together? I have some new
customers who maybe would buy something?"
"Would be nice for me. A friend has asked me about, having dinner with him and his partner at the
weekend?"
"Why not, can we talk later about it?"
"Sure. Would you phone me to arrange where and when, dinner later - or shall I phone you?"
"I phone you."
"Thanks, Caroline."



A Dinner For Four

"It was really nice that you had time, Caroline."
Caroline had driven to my home, then we had driven together in her car to Casey's home, Andrew
was already there.  We had had a wonderful dinner,  Casey was a wonderful  cook, Andrew had
assisted her.
"It was nice to have dinner together with you both, Casey and Andrew - and you Peter, of course!
You're a superb cook, Casey."
"Peter is also no bad cook. It had needed a longer time, but today - at last - we had the delight to
enjoy his fantastic mousse au chocolat."
"Yes, the last time it has not ended that good."
"About what are you all talking?"
Casey stretched one of her legs and knocked on it, it sounded not natural.
"I can give you the details later when you're interested in, Caroline. It's a story not very nice, and
my part is not the role of the hero."
"I did my job, you risk your life as police officer. Losing your leg is not the worst possibility."
"Can I ask you both something, Andrew and Casey?"
"Of course, Caroline."
"Sure."
"What do you both think when hear about, to defund the police, that police officers are racists?"
"That we have a president who rejects all ideas to defund the police, but instead he supports to fund
the  police  better  so that  they can  improve the  training  of  police  officers,  what  would  be  very
neccessary."
"And it would be a joke to say that the police as such has no problem with racism. Also, to say that
minorities get not discriminated in our legal system. But this not means that every police officer is a
racist, that an African American or a Latino cannot be a racist. Reality is never easy - what do you
think, Peter."
"Well Andrew, when I see all this new efforts to change electoral laws in many red states. You're not
allowed  to  give  a  person  water,  who  stands  in  the  line  to  vote?  What  a  shit  is  this?  African
Americans can no longer vote after church service on Sunday? A democratic nation does everything
to make it as easy as possible to vote for all of its inhabitants, everything else is ridiculous. This
nation has some massive problems.
We all have allowed that we became more and more divided, we were never a united nation. Of
course the Civil War, but since Reagan, and especially since the Tea Party movement, the GOP
became more and more radical, the more moderate Republicans could not stop this development."
"Well, as a conservative woman? I have to say that it's not easy to define yourself as conservative
today. An idiot tried to kill me because I was not willing to follow this development longer, that I
saw it as more dangerous to give this president a second term, than to vote for his opponent from
the Democrats. And of course, a second term would have destroyed this nation.  
But shouldn't it be possible to be conservative but accepting that African Americans mainly vote for
Democrats, Latinos also, but Hispanics not necessarily? Maybe the Republicans should react to a
changing population structure by listening to the majority of the Americans and by promoting their
substantial  conservative  core.  I  do  not  think  that  a  more  clever  acting  GOP would  not  find  a
majority for their convictions among the American people. But at the moment it's a disaster to see
how the GOP acts, especially also in Washington."
"Are there more information known now, why this man has threatened you and has attacked you?"
"That's a fine question. I think that the police would be happy would they be able to tell me, which
of his chaotic statements you should take for real. Maybe it would be the best nothing, in no case
everything. In his condo the police found a lot of conspiracy stuff, he saw me in any case as a
traitor, a traitor he had to punish. A traitor because I exercised one of my civil rights, I voted. And it
was a free and legal election, I chose one of the candidates and gave him my vote - if this is a
reason in this country nowadays to get killed..............?"



"It was a reason in this country to kill a person because this person had a darker skin - well............?
Today it's a reason to kill an Asian American because a fucking former president incited, and still
incites, "his base" to do so. We have a lot to do."
"Yeah, it's not easy today to be a conservative."
"Conservative ideas are not negative in itself, and as a police officer I have seen enough violence
during last year's summer, violence from far-left groups, ready to use violence. But we had always
more problems with violence from the far-right wing as a nation – Nashville? And they threaten our
democracy as such, they threaten our democracy as such in this very moment. Maybe Casey could
give us some insights?"
He grinned........
"You know it from the movies, then I would have to kill all of you................"

 
A New Job Offer

It was Tuesday near noon and I had nothing to do, so I drove around and passed by Caroline's shop
as I had the feeling that to have lunch wouldn't be a that stupid idea. I found a parking space and
walked to her shop, I entered it, she had a female customer, obviously interested in a girl's toy, for a
young girl. I looked around and found interest in a corner with microscopes and also two telescopes.
I had always been interested in such stuff, but had never followed this interest. The woman paid and
Caroline came to me.
"Interested in buying one, a telescope or a microscope? They are not only for children."
"Yeah,  they are looking good,  not  the cheep stuff  made from plastic.  Maybe later,  I  feel  a  bit
hungry?"
"Well, give me ten minutes and I close the shop for lunch break. You remind that I search for an
employee?"
"Yes, you would not have to close the shop for lunch then."
"I would have also more time for looking after interesting toys, more time for the paperwork."
"Any applicants?"
"I've published no job offer so far, maybe I have someone for the job."
"Cool, then we would have not to hurry with lunch, we should go?"
"Yes."
We walked to a nice restaurant around the corner with good offers for lunch. Well, still a time of
pandemic, but it was a nice day, the sun shined, not hot, but sitting in the sun was very nice - we ate
our meals.
"More from the salad for you?"
"Later, I still have from the fish."
"My job offer.................?"
"I've understood, but as I said, I would not fit in such an environment. It's funny, we talk about
equality regarding jobs. But would you buy a toy for your little girl from a guy like me, would you
buy a children's book from a guy like me, or would you prefer a woman like you?"
"I see it in your eyes that you like it, to be in the shop. You would like it to buy something for your
girl or boy."
"Even if, this would not make me to a good salesman for children's toys. In these times it should not
be very difficult to find someone who fits better to the shop than I."
"A woman?"
"Most probably."
"Is this thinking not somewhat disappointing?"
"It's the reality."
"It's a bit sad."
"To kill a mockingbird?"
"I do not understand?"



"Who would buy a children's toy or book from Boo, no adult, a child maybe, but no adult."
"If you ever change your mind, I would love it to work together with you."
"As your employee?"
"Believe me, I would be a pleasant boss."  
 

Talking With A Friend

"It's long ago that we sat together, Peter."
"Yes. Too long, without any doubts, Yves."
"Something new, apart from the obvious, our new president and suchlike?"
"I'm fifty-five years old now, nearly fifty-six. I've more and more the feeling to lose the ground
under my feet. Not that I would have real existential fears, I have not to wait for hours in the lines at
food banks,  not  that  I  would  have  to  fear  to  end on the  street.  And all  shows that  the  Biden
administration makes a good job. The vaccination efforts gather more and more speed, soon I will
get my shot. The rescue package is the opposite of Reagan and all his successors. It will not change
everything to the good, but nevertheless it's a benefit for the American people, the people, not the
super-rich. No, everything points to a good end at the moment, and I could have a new job and who
knows what more. Yes, there is still this demon and his spawn, but there are also indications that
they  could  decay  to  a  more  and  more  smaller  group,  but  unfortunately  also  more  and  more
radicalized. It seems to me that I could have..........but then I fear more and more that everything
could change within a minute, I did a test yesterday. Negative, what positive would had mean?
Maybe nothing, old but not too old, some overweight, but no serious underlying conditions. I'm not
sure what I should expect from the rest of my life. The so far lived life I cannot change anymore,
but I would have still so many opportunities. Yes, at the moment so much is impossible, but of
course, this will change again one day, and then? Sometimes I ask myself, wouldn't it be appealing,
would this situation last, till the rest of my life maybe? I've heard that some in Japan never leave
their houses, long before corona, they have even an own word for such people. Friends bring them
food,  sometimes  I  can  understand  such  people  only  too  well.  But  then,  the  world  can  be  so
beautiful, how redeeming it can be, leaving the interior in the morning, stepping out, to inhale the
cold of the morning air, to feel the rays of the morning sun, like a drug, or at night, watching the
distant lights, losing yourself in the glorious blackness of the night sky.
At the beginning of the pandemic they showed pictures a hundred years old, from the Spanish Flu,
and explained that there had been a second wave because they acted not good, that this second wave
had been more devastating than the first wave. We're heading towards the third wave now and every
wave is more devastating as the previous - how stupid are we, what do we have learned? Soon this
will be our biggest national tragedy - well, maybe not as African American or "Native" American.
Soon more people will have died from COVID than during the whole cruel Civil War. But it seems
to me that this is no problem, at least not for Texans and the spring break folk in Florida. What shall
we do in a year or so, shrugging one's shoulders? I'm not sure about that, if you can understand me."
"I can, and I've the feeling that somebody at your side would do you good, a partner would do you
good."
"I'm happy that I have only me. It makes many things much easier, I have only to care for me. It
would burden me very much, would I have children for instance."
"Somebody at your side would help you quite a lot."
"Are you sure about that?"
"Yes, believe me, it's good to have someone to talk with. And not only from time to time, always,
especially when mostly needed."
         



Lunch Break

"Who knows, maybe this is the beginning of a lunch tradition?"
"But then I should not become your employee, because your idea is that you can keep the shop open
during noon with an employee."
"Well, it's not a must. My customers are used to that the shop is closed during noontime. But it
would give me the opportunity that my employee could concentrate on the sale after the lunch break
and I could concentrate on the paperwork."
"Maybe your employee could make the paperwork, and you could make the sale. Your customers
are used to, that you're in the shop?"
"The woman in the shop, the man runs the business? The traditional role model? I'm sick of this
male behavior - Cuomo?"
"I think that it would be better for me to say nothing now."
"Why, because you - as a man - can understand poor Chris?"
"No, because of "grab them by the pussy"."
"That's only fair to reproach me because of that - I cannot say that I had not known this before I
gave him my vote in 2016. I think it's a good feeling to know, that electing Hillary in 2016 meant, to
support a real feminist. It was very nice how she talked about this hoe Monica and her innocent
Bill."
"Okay, 2016 was a crappy election."
"And in 2020 we've elected the same candidate."
"But not necessarily in 2024?"
"Would this be necessary?"
"Of course not."
"And Cuomo?"
"He's a man."
"Ah.....sorry?"
"I  have criticized him often enough,  even as  he was the big star  I  allowed myself  to  see him
nuanced, not only one dimensional."
"And this results in, "he's a man"?"
"Yes. He's one of these males..........it's no question for him that he would be always the alpha leader
of the wolf pack - and of course, all the wolf bitches would be his, he would select them and would
copulate with them, always when he wants to. He's the alpha wolf, the wolf bitches are subordinate
to him.
Not to defend him, but I can imagine that this is not really obvious to him, that he really thinks that
he has not crossed a line, a line that shifted much in the last decade. He's a dinosaur, like I would
have still a red-headed secretary, but that makes it not better. Shall I defend him now?"
"Could you?"
"As long as I see all this hypocrisy on the side of the conservatives? A fucking GOP that still
supports a man who likes it when women not like it when he kisses them, that this turns him on?
The perception of women on the conservative side is not antiquated in the sense of a decade or so,
you can talk about centuries. It would leave a nasty taste in my mouth to fire him but not all the
others. Or, to see it from another point of view. Everybody knew that he is a control freak, that his
ego is beyond everything, his brother made jokes together with him about it on TV, and much more.
For decades nobody drew consequences, but now - suddenly - he's the bad guy, that's too cheap for
me, like with Weinstein. And hearing de Blasio and others, definitively not brightens my mood."
"AOC?"
"As far as I know, she has only demanded for a full and independent investigation - I think that
should be a mere matter of course."
"And meanwhile?"
"Well, taken the law as established? Then he's innocent till one can prove the opposite."
"It's very difficult to prove such allegations."



"Especially after a longer time."
"So, doing nothing?"
"It would not make me happy to hang the apprentice, but to let the master reign in his castle further
on."

The Future Of The Nation

Walking through the streets one was obvious, that we lived in a time of a cultural war - in the end
this nation had been over its whole existence in a war with itself. Or better said, the white - from
Europe originated - part of our nation was in war with the other parts of our nation through all of the
time. They waged a war with the people who lived here before they came. They waged a war with
their slaves, especially as they started to be no longer slaves - a war fought till today. They waged a
war with the Asians, who came to work in this new nation. And of course, they waged a war with
the Latinos, first with the Mexicans, later with the Latinos now living in "their" nation, or those who
came later. And there was the war this white men fought with women, women who arrogated to use
their own minds.
We were a nation in constant wars, not wars in Iraq or Afghanistan, wars within our nation. It was
nearly as Joanna Newsom sung in one of her wonderful songs, those who came from the future to
fight against their ancestors. Only that our enemies did not come from a distant future, they lived in
the past obviously, a past that in reality had never existed, but they lived among us, born with us,
they would die with us. And yet, it was easy to identify them, one had seen their faces often enough
while storming the Capitol, in an overwhelming majority white men with European roots.
They were anxious, they were insecure, and they had every reason thereto! The nation changed -
Niggers, Latino scum, Asian vermin, Indians who better would have been exterminated and even
women became more and more demanding, self-confident, but most frightening, they became the
majority! They determined more and more the elections, their candidates became more and more
dominant.  Deb Haaland, Kamala Harris,  The Squad........  -  white,  from Europe originated,  male
politicians soon in the minority? The future of white less educated insecure males?

The white conservative America tried to react, tried to stop a development that would end their
supremacy. They fought a war, a bloody war, the ultimate war, a war that justified every mean. But
was it that easy? Chris Cuomo, de Blasio and others? Weren't they also not more than such white
males, stuck in an illusionary past?
It was disappointing, like living in the Middle Ages, hoping that there would come a better time one
day,  a  time  with  more  enlightenment,  knowing that  it  would  be  an  illusion.  Sometimes  things
seemed  so  easy,  more  women  should  become politicians,  we needed  more  diversity  regarding
decision makers. I decided to buy me a coffee, opened my backpack to fetch my wallet, felt my gun.
Maybe I should place an ad, looking for a red-headed secretary.

Korean Killing - The Beginning Of A New Tradition

"Well, I have to say that I like our new tradition, to have lunch together - especially when you cook
and I can simply come home for eating."
"It will not last, I fear. I have a meeting with a possible client the day after tomorrow."
"But you will have not to work the whole day long, or? You can give me no detail?"
"No, of course not. Apart from that, also I know only the matter as such so far."   
"When is the meeting?"
"At 9 am."
"Too bad, then it will be difficult for you to cook for us. But maybe we could have lunch together in
a restaurant anyway – you cook tomorrow again, or?"



"That should be possible, and yes."
"It's bad, what has happened in Atlanta."
"Well,..........."
"Not?"
"Eight dead? Not so many, we had already more dead young school kids, not to talk about Las
Vegas' visitors."
"That sounds very hard-hearted, and it's not excluded that it's a hate crime."
"Oh well, now we're very shocked again, I would prefer it to see consequences. One consequence
could be to accept that we're a racist nation, that we have a very severe problem with freaked out
white  males,  insecure  and full  of  complexes.  They can  only be  aggressive,  they have  not  the
strength to be creative, to see their faults - for four years they had a very good teacher in our former
president.  Yes, eight dead people, most of them women, most of them with Asian ancestors, but this
as  such  would  be  no  problem.  The  problem is  that  this  incident  stands  in  a  row of  incidents
throughout our history. The Problem is, that this incident resonates with a net of contexts. But this
would lead thereto, that one should not talk that much about this single incident as a single event,
but very much about the history this incident resonates with, about the structure of contexts this
incident is a part of. Not at last, we should talk about gun laws, as always after such an event."
"Yes, it's sometimes difficult to argue that we're a modern nation."
"Wow, harsh words from a conservative woman."
"Really?"
"Well, this crazy white men are conservative men, at least mainly - at least I've heard so."
"Shall we discuss now what conservatism means?"
"Well,  seeing  the  way like  conservative  politicians  are  acting  in  Washington and in  states  like
Texas?"
"It will be the task to define anew what conservatism has to mean."
"You will get your definition very soon."
"2022?"
"Yes. If this GOP does not fail in a grandiose way in 2022, then this nation will fail. As a true
conservative, an old-fashioned conservative, one have to hope that 2022 will become a disaster for
the GOP, then the GOP would have maybe the strength to renew itself."
"And what would be your advice for a conservative like me till then?"
"Praying to your Lord maybe? Or maybe hoping that Joe Biden will do a good job and will kick the
GOP in the ass?"
"And what would be a good policy in your opinion?"
"Well, the beginning was not bad, the first trillions for instance. A police reform would be good, an
infrastructure program, a real fight against racism, a real fight against domestic terrorism, the nation
has to show that it's capable to defend our democracy and our constitution."
"I have to go back to the shop."
"Shall I accompany you or shall I do the washing-up?"
"You could accompany me and do the washing-up later? As far as I see it........you have nothing to
do at the moment, not before Saturday?"
"I need a new case!" 

 Asian Sorrow

"Have a seat, Mrs. Yang. A tea or a coffee?"
"Thanks Mr. Maurer, a tea would be nice."
"What kind of tea I can offer you? Green or black, or an oolong tea maybe? I have a very fine
jasmine tea?"
"The jasmine tea, as a Chinese woman?"
"I have also interesting coffees?"



"Tea is fine."
I filled the electric kettle with water for two cups and sat down - in some distance to Mrs. Yang. She
wore all the time her mask, I kept my mask on too.
"So, you're from China or have Chinese ancestors - Yang, my first thought was China, but I wasn't
totally sure."
"Yang can also be a Korean family name, so it was okay to be doubtful. I'm born in the States, my
family lives since generations in the United States."
"We have a large Asian descended community living in the city - from China, Korea, Japan and
some other countries. It's not that easy for Asians at the moment?"
"No, we thought that it would get better with our new president, but it becomes worse with every
day. The African Americans, the Latinos, and now the Asian Americans are the scapegoats."
The water cooked, I stood up to open the lid, the water had to cool down to 176 degrees. I prepared
the glass jug which I always used to brew the tea, put in the weighed amount of jasmine tea - she
watched me doing it. 
"Let us begin with your concern. Your son is missed, today is the fourth day?"
"Yes, I saw him the last time on Wednesday, in the morning."
"What did the police tell you?"
"Of course, they investigate it, but they think that he ran away."
"What do you think?"
"I hope that he ran away, I don't want to consider other possibilities."
"Are there indications therefore that he ran away?"
"To be honest, yes."
"The police knows this?"
"Yes, and therefore I've the feeling that my son has not the top priority for them."
"Do you think that this could be also because he's a Chinese boy?"
"Not in that sense. Sure, if I were rich or a celebrity, but I'm none of this. They have said that every
month children run away. That most of them come back within a week or so, but I not want to wait
a week - or so."
"Yeah, in my youth the crime rates had been much higher, but even today. It still doesn't lift your
mood, looking at today's crime rates - murder, severe crimes, suicides and runaways, nothing of it
should be acceptable. Is it related to the current situation for Asian Americans at the moment, that
your son run away.........most probably?"
"My son and I have our problems, since a longer time - I have to be honest."
"The police knows this?"
"Yes, I have to tell the truth."
The water had cooled down, it was a small amount, so it took not long. I dried the thermometer and
poured the water in the glass jug, simultaneously I started the timer - two minutes, exactly two
minutes.
"Of course you have to be truthful. Your husband........ - and by the way, how old is your son?"
"My husband died two years ago, it was a very difficult time for my son. My son is fourteen-years-
old now."
"It should not sound stupid, but it's often a talking about that the Asian -  Chinese - communities,
that they support each other much more than in other communities?"
"Well...........it depends."
"Yes?"
"My husband was a "black" man, my parents weren't happy about it. Racism has many faces. My
son does not look that much Chinese, not only Asian."
"Sorry......Yang?"
"After the death of my husband I revert to my maiden name again. I thought this would help me."
"Your son, he had problems with you - what about at school, friends?"
"He had many problems, he had no friends. He was very introverted, spoke not much. I know that it
was very hard for him to see this attacks on TV. Proud and patriotic Americans who attack and kill



Asian Americans by daylight on the street, old men and women - it's not good to see this, and an
African American father makes it not easier."
A moment before the two minutes had been over I started to pour the tea through a tea strainer in
the two cups - exactly after two minutes the tea was in the cups. 
"Your tea, Mrs. Yang."
"Thank you, Mr. Maurer."
"I think that we can remove our masks to drink the tea. I will sit aside, and we have fresh air in the
room though the open window. Or is it too cold for you, the morning air?"
"No, it's refreshing. And with a cup of hot tea.....you know how to prepare a fine leaf tea."
"Well, tea is a very fine beverage, often underestimated. You only have to discover the world of
loose leaf teas. But let us continue with your son. Wednesday? Atlanta was on Wednesday. Do you
think that this could be of importance?"
"I do not know if this matters."
"What's your true feeling, did he run away? It has some importance for me, regarding how I would
begin with my investigations."
"He was not at home for two days a few months ago."
"The police knows this?"
"No."
"Okay. You wanna that I search him?"
"Yes."
"You could wait two or three days more?"
"Not in these times. He's fourteen, Asian, has darker skin and is on the street with limited money. A
bad combination nowadays."
"The first step is that I have to see his room and his computer."
"He has a password."
"Was the police in his room?"
"Yes, on Friday for a short time. They looked around, started his computer - they said that I should
tell them, when he doesn't come home within the next days."
"Are you at home tomorrow afternoon?"
"Yes, it's Sunday and I have lost my job."
"Should you have problems to pay me, then we can find an arrangement. Before you would lend
money or so, please talk with me."
"It's about my son."
"Yes, especially because of that. It would be counterproductive to go in debt or so."
"Well, thanks to our new president I get at least some support. It's much more difficult for others,
for some it's deadly."
"I will come tomorrow at 3 pm, would this be okay for you?"
"Of course."
"Could you make me a list with places where your son could be?"
"Of course."
"Also a list of people he knows - the family, the school, sports, whatever."  
"It will be no long list."
"Then till tomorrow, Mrs. Yang."
"The tea was very fine."
"Yes, a specialty from China. Not that other nations not produce fine teas also, but I would say that
without any doubts, the best jasmine teas are still produced in China."
"Yes, I would agree. But it would be nice would the Chinese people have at least some kind of
reward for it."



Breakfast On A Cozy Sunday Morning

"After this wonderful breakfast I definitively need no lunch, maybe not even any kind of dinner."
"Yes, normally I have no breakfast at all. But sometimes I like it, but then with a lot of time and
more in the way of a breakfast buffet."
"You have an appointment later?"
"I said it."
"That's a pity, would be nice to practice quarantine with you, the whole day long."
"Twenty-four..........."
"Twenty-four?"
"I play it for you sometime, but now I have to drive home and to my office."
"We have still some time - or?"
"Unfortunately not. I have to prepare myself, from now on all my attention has to be focused on a
boy and his mother. It would be nice to stay, linen and curls, but I have a new case. That's the
problem with a guy like me, a toy can wait, a human being not."
"I understand this - do you have plans how you will proceed with this case?"
"I have not started so far, at least not really. At the moment it's important for me to get a feeling for
the case, I spent some hours on the Internet. Now I have to see the boy's room, his computer would
be  good.  The  evening  I  will  spend  therewith  to  ponder  about,  whatever  I  will  have  till  then.
Tomorrow I will begin with my investigation as such."
"We will meet again?"
"I will not work on it the whole day, but I have no regular business hours. I will contact you from
time to time, will visit you in the shop maybe. But cooking will be difficult in the near future - but it
should be possible to have lunch or dinner together from time to time, in a restaurant or so."
"And after dinner?"
"I will spend a lot of time in my office, I like it to be there overnight to work on a case. And most
probably I have more chances to find him during the night, not during the day - if any."
"You assume a crime?"
"That would be the worst case. No, what I meant was, that I can find him in the city and maybe the
surrounding land. Even in the county would be difficult for me, not to talk about that he would have
left the state. But I think that there's a good chance that he stays in the city."
"If it's no crime."
"Yes."
"You phone me?"
"Of course."

*

I reached my home and switched on the TV - the news. Atlanta of course, conservative dumbasses
who refused to get vaccinated - even the former presidential swine had got his shot, what a farce
this  all  was.  Putin was not happy about Biden, and the Chinese were upset about him and the
foreign minister.  I  was happy about  Biden and our administration -  Putin was a  killer  and the
Chinese gave a shit on human rights. Funny? It was nice to hear the Chinese foreign minister as he
talked about racism in the United States - he was totally right in doing so! I switched off the TV, I
had other things to do now.   

A Boy's Room

"This is his room, not much."
I entered the room, it was in fact a small room. A simple bed, a small table and a chair, a computer,
a cupboard. A shelf with a few books, some toys, a few pictures at the walls.



"Can I be alone for a moment?"
"Of course. Shall I close the door?"
"Would be good."
I sat down on the bed, a somewhat somber room, but nevertheless an own room. I started the PC, no
TV in the room, no CD player or anything else. CDs one could listen with the PC, YouTube or
streaming, internet radio. No backpack or something else. I opened the cupboard, some clothes,
nothing special or unexpected. The books and the toys, some stuff from the school, some notebooks
- I took the notebooks. The computer, of course a password, but I would take the PC with me as
well, it should not be really difficult to get access for an expert. I looked under the bed and the
mattress as well, nothing. The pictures somewhat old school - Snoop Doggy Dog? Bllie Eilish, and
another female singer, was not sure about. A sunset, a small pile of CDs that I had overlooked so far
- nothing unexpected after the pictures. Dua Lipa was the other woman, looked not like music for
me, would listen to it later. I walked to the door and opened it.
"Mrs. Yang?"
"Yes, I'm coming."
See needed a short moment, it was not hard to tell that she had cried.
"I miss a backpack or something alike, also a smartphone or so, a tablet maybe?"
"His backpack is missing, also his phone - sounds like it would be a runaway."
"No, not necessarily. I think that you have tried to phone him?"
"Of course."
"It was only to ask - is something else missing?"
"Some money."
"How much?"
"Thirty dollars, a few more maybe."
"Was this all the cash in the house? Is a credit card missing or so?"
"It was all the cash in the house. The credit card I had with me, but it's not much you could buy
with."
"You said that you're jobless at the moment?"
"Yes."
"Can you tell me where you had been on Wednesday? Your son left the house to go to school? We
have no order in effect in the state, regarding schools openings."
"He attends a public school of course, they try to offer at least some kind of schooling. No regular
classes, of course. He left the house to go to school, on Wednesday he had the opportunity to go to
school. I had left somewhat earlier, I had to be outside for some time. This was the last time that I
saw my son."
"Is it okay that I take some stuff with me, also the PC? I have a friend for whom the password
should be no problem."
"Of course, everything you think it could be important for you. What if the police comes again?"
"Then give them my address and tell them that I work for you."
"Can I do anything else?"
"Yes. I will shift through your son's stuff this evening. On the way back to my office I will have a
stopover  by my friend,  it  should  be  easy for  him to  crack  the  computer.  I  will  ponder  about
everything, then I will start to look for your son. You can do the following. Sit down, have a coffee
or whatever you prefer. Then ponder about everything, you should note down whatever comes you
to  mind.  If  you  have  the  feeling  that  something is  important,  then  phone me.  I  will  visit  you
tomorrow again. You have the lists I asked for?"
"Yes."
"Then I will take everything of what I think that it's interesting for me at the moment, I will be here
tomorrow again - the same time?"
"Yes, thanks for everything. I would have a question........."
"Yes."
"You said because of the money, I would like to ask if........."



"......no, now we have to find your son first, the money is not important at the moment."
"Thanks."
"I have to thank you."
 

Dewayne Cong Li

A pot of hot tea, a pot of hot coffee, two PCs, two screens, in the background the news - I sat in my
office, listened to the internet radio, open notebooks on my desk. It was strange to dive into the
world of a teenager, his world was very different from what had been my world as a teenager, not
only because of one reason. But it was not my interest to compile a psychogram or suchlike, I
searched for hints for places or people were I maybe could find him, where he maybe was in hiding.
He reminded me often of a young boy I knew only too well, insecure, introverted, always doubting
about oneself. But how easy this boy's life had been, no one ever had been hostile to him because of
the color of his skin, his appearance as "Asian" or "African", never.
I had made a list with places and persons, a chart, a list of descending hope. I looked at the clock,
after 5 am, soon it would be bright again, time for a few hours sleep. No cooking today, no lunch
together, I would eat something before I would meet Mrs. Yang again. Maybe some hours sleep
thereafter again, then I would start therewith to work through my list. I had made some phone calls,
people who knew the streets because working on the streets or living there.

Meeting A Desperate Mom

"I understand your sorrows, but I have found enough material that points to,  that he ran away.
Especially in the last few weeks he thought about it, but he had no idea whereto he should go. This
sounds maybe bad at the first moment, but it gives me hope that he's still in the city. I will start
therewith to control various places, to talk with people. I've some hope to find him, now more than
a day ago."
"But the streets aren't - not even by daylight - safe places nowadays. And it's still cold in the nights,
it will rain tonight."
"Yeah, I hope that he has found a place to hide. I have to find this place."
"You think that you can find him?"
"I can guaranty nothing, not even that it's no crime, or that he ran away and then............but I have
some hope - and I'm definitively no person who tends thereto, to be too optimistic."
"So, I have to pray and hope?"

Seven

I sat in my car, a hot coffee in my hand, maybe I should start with smoking? Outside it rained, the
lights reflected in the wetness of the streets and pavements - would this be a movie then I would
have the thought: Too many movies like "Seven" watched? But sometimes even such a scenery was
reality, I've had not much success so far. This was the time to create the basis to give success a
chance, to traipse round places, to get direct impressions, seeing if people were there you could talk
with. Having such weather? Well, I change the order on my list not only once, had some phone
calls, even the street-walkers' patch was very empty today.
Fourteen, still at home, soon I would become an apprentice - so much was much easier at this time,
being young, male and white. Today so much was much more complicated, being old, male and
white. Malcolm X talked about "Negros", "House Negros" and "Field Negros", the "bourgeois type"
- why there was no Asian Malcolm X, Asian Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., Asian Barack Obama? And
the "Indians", and those who came every day from or through Mexico? This nation had a severe



problem, and this problem was male and white, young and old.

Lunch Time

"You're depressed?"
"You're not?"
"About the new mass shooting yesterday we're both depressed, I think. But you have also no real
starting point to find the boy as yet?"
"The mass shooting is a problem for you?"
"I think that it's not the moment to play "the conservative game" now."
"I talk about the shit I have to hear in Congress, the same shit as always. Guns are more important
than the lives of American people,  they gave a fuck about five-year-old school kids,  why they
should be interested in some Asian sluts or some Coloradans, they had been liberals most probably.
Liberals - would they have had guns then they would have been able to strike back, it's easy like
that. I'm sick of this whole conservative disgusting shit."
"And I'm not the GOP! Maybe you could have the grace to ask me what my opinion is - or do in
your world all conservatives have the same fucking convictions?"
"Sorry, I'm stressed. But it will be the same farce as always, who would doubt about this?"
"Therein I  agree with you.  But maybe the Democrats could fight therefor,  to  get at  least  sixty
senators in 2022, or at least as many more as possible? Why are they not capable to start a strong
grassroots movement, how many own a gun in this nice liberal states like California? - Wasn't there
something with California and the death penalty?"
"I own guns."
"Don't become silly, you're a private detective. Some tried to kill you, and you killed some - it's
your business. But it's no need for the guy around the corner to own an assault weapon - and by the
way, we're talking always about males. No woman is so shitty that she has to buy such a fucking
gun to kill as many as possible therewith. It's always about this fucking men, is there not enough
sick porn one of you can find on the Internet to satisfy your sick minds? It's always about the
males!"
"Yeah, I cannot disagree."

No Rain Tonight

I entered my car, it would not rain tonight, it was time to intensify my search. Good music in the
radio, I pushed the button, needed it louder. Sounded like Tom Waits in a way, more punk and not
his rough voice, young voices, but why not, had no idea what a band.
Heavy traffic, how many killers would be on the roads tonight, more than I had thought, would be
good music for a soundtrack. Red traffic lights, would need some time to reach my first aim, but I
had the whole night. When would I die, tonight? An infection, why I should wear a mask, a bullet,
how many female soldiers came back with PTSD, why they did not live on the streets and killed
others - okay, that was unfair, unfair on these women. The murderer has a mental disorder maybe,
they had said on the news. If you would watch American TV, living abroad, was your impression
that the United States was a nation full of mentally ill male killers, together with freaked out male
racists and fascists? Like one of this video games, make your gun ready, you had a job to do, killing
as many as possible - only ten, hey man! The guy in Las Vegas was much more efficient than you,
this is so far away from the high-score! I reached my first aim and found a place to stop my car.
More folk on the street as yesterday, more whom I could ask. Wearing a mask, not necessarily, why
distance? An open bar, not the place I was interested in, looked in the face of a young chick, even
young chicks like you died of COVID-19. But hey,  was okay, maybe a white guy would come
around with his white gun to blow you away? - I needed a fucking hot coffee.



7-Eleven

Had bought me one of this really big cups, a lot of sugar, some milk, not only one flavor, it helped.
The  incidents  of  the  last  days..........what  a  fucking nation.  And yet,  the  people  in  Boulder,  in
Colorado, they were no mass murderers, they tried to live their lives - Atlanta, Georgia? The proud
patriotic white Georgians like fucking racist Kemp? And yet, also in Georgia one could find very
fine people, only that they would not be necessarily white, and definitively no males. I decided to
stop with this, I had to concentrate on my doing, the reason why I was here. But this was difficult,
was it desirable, wasn't it counterproductive in the end? I sat down again, on a plastic chair in front
of a coin laundry - yesterday it had rained.
Should I talk with Mrs. Yang again, that it would be still a possibility to go public? Working with
posters, I knew guys from local radio stations, stuff like this. But she did not want it, she feared that
this  would only scare her  son away.  So the old-fashioned way,  asking people,  looking around,
hoping to find a first hint. One could judge for oneself whether this sounded very productive or not.
I emptied my cup, a lot of hot coffee at once, should enter the bar first, using their restroom. It could
become bad for you in an American city, even as a man, would you have to urinate and no good
place nearby. Okay, I was white and a private dick, not black or Asian, a workingman who had to
urinate urgently.   
 

Wednesday Morning Ease

While sitting in my car I decided, that it was already to bright again, at least for my taste. I took my
phone.
"I'm in my car on the street - at this time you should be already got up, or? - Good, could I get
something to eat? - Thanks."
I struggled myself out of the car and crossed the street.

*

"Wow, maybe you should have a shower first? You had no sleep tonight, I have not to ask. Not that
you never have rings under your eyes, but this looks like misfired smokey eyes. A coffee?"
"No, anything but no coffee. I had much too much tonight, I'm getting old. Too much too black too
strong coffee is no longer good for my stomach, a tea would be very fine - and some eggs and
toast?"
"Anything else that I can do for you?"
"Sorry, maybe I should go home. I can have a shower there, as well as a tea and some eggs."
"Maybe you need more than a shower, a tea and something to eat?"
"Seems so."
"I had the feeling the last days that you seek for more distance - not because of your case."
"I know what you mean, but........I feel no good at the moment."
"Maybe a reason for more human contact, than less?"
"I'm not used to. I have my problems therewith, I'm used of being alone."
"Lonely?"
"Maybe that's the best I can hope for."
"That's nonsense!"
"I have to concentrate on the case."
"It's easier than to talk about Atlanta or Boulder, about your feelings, but is it better?"
"About what we should talk, that again nothing will change? That it was a fucking mentally ill
Muslim this time - hey conservatives, that's no reason for fewer guns, that a reason to buy many



more guns. I'm sick of it to an extent I cannot describe!"
"I do not understand your doing, the case for instance. You drive around the whole night, do you
think that you can find the boy in this way?"
"What do you mean?"
"The city is large, if he's still in the city. It would be a pure coincidence would you be at the right
time at the right place?"
"Oh, that's not how it functions. This is no stupid Hollywood movie or a junk-novel. The lonely
private dick hurries through the big city by night, of course it rains, he becomes desperate, but then
he sees the boy - the rest is known. He rescues the boy, his parents are happy, it would be better
with a girl, working as a child prostitute - Taxi Driver."
"So, if it does not function in this way, how about telling me how it works, what about talking with
me?"
"I'm your man.........would like to be able to say this."  

*

Caroline had made me some eggs and toast as well as a tea, before she had left her home, had talked
with me. I stood under the shower, I would drive home later. Caroline would come too late today,
would open her shop too late. I would try to sleep somewhat, later I would have an appointment for
lunch - a date, a therapy session, maybe the same? A moment to talk maybe, not so important about
what. Talking with another person, a real other person, not always only with yourself and your
imaginations.  

Lunch In The Sun

It had become a very sunny day, we sat outside, both with a fantastic-looking salad.
"Okay, what's your strategy?"
"It's not to find the boy. This means, as you correctly mentioned, I cannot be everywhere. It would
make absolutely no sense to drive around hoping to see him, like I would search for my run-off dog
in a suburban area - this would make absolutely no sense. What I do at night? I try to get in contact
with people, people who know people who know people. "
"Why at night?"
"I think that he's clever enough to know that his mother was at the police. I think that he will be on
the streets at night, it's more safe for him. I hope that he buys food for instance, ever 24/7 shop is
interesting for me, especially in neighborhoods that he knows. People who are on the streets at night
are interesting for me, who would notice a boy on a nightly street. The more people are part of my
net, the more hopeful I can be, that one of them will see him."
"You're trying to get as many eyes and ears as possible, now I understand it. Is there a good chance
to find him?"
"Depends on so many things. I try to expand the net more and more, but of course, it will not be
perfect. Maybe he ran out of money, maybe he tries to steal something and becomes nabbed – okay,
would be maybe no good idea, maybe a deadly one. In any case, many possibilities, but he could be
in a totally different part of the city now, maybe even no longer in the city at all. He would be not
the first missing child.........I think I should try to sleep for some more hours. It was good to sit here
with you, in the sun, eating this delicious salad."
"Is there anything else about that you want to talk with me?"
"Not at the moment. But it would be very good to know, that there's someone to talk with, when you
feel that it would be the right moment."
"I'm reachable 24/7."
"Thanks, you're my woman." 



A President Had Spoken

Home, today would be the last night I would spend like this. Had prepared me a meal, today lunch
alone - late lunch, had stood up late. The president had spoken, had answered questions, it had been
interesting to listen to him, would his strategy succeed at the end? Well, his phrase, that maybe the
GOP would not work together with him, but that many conservative voters would support his ideas,
that had been a very clever statement. The more the GOP would try to block him, the more he
would be successful in the meantime, the more independent, and maybe even conservative, voters
would vote liberal in 2022 - or would vote not, what would be also no bad idea.
He had outlined his next steps, his focal points, I thought about the people in Myanmar, tried to
remember the last time that I had heard something from the people in Hong Kong - yesterday's
news were old news. I would spend the whole night on the streets again, the moon became brighter
with every night.  Not many stars were to seen in the city,  but the moon was bright enough to
become recognized even between the  high buildings  downtown.  Biden's  first  presidential  press
conference - wow, he had talked about matters in a way that it had made sense what he had said. I
had liked it as he shook his head, had grinned - yeah, my predecessor......... 
I would phone Mrs. Yang before I would go to bed again, we had to be patient now - a week came
slowly to its end. A banana or an apple, why not both, had all those children from Mexico fresh
fruits? At least they would become better treated now, but it would not be possible to let them all
stay - or why not? Because most of them would not vote conservative? I bought it from Biden, as he
was upset about the shit that one should get prosecuted, if you gave a person in line something to
drink?  Such smut  unmasked  all  the  sickness  of  this  decayed  GOP,  hopefully  Biden  would  be
successful and 2022 would mark the beginning of a new USA - I had to phone with Dewayne's
mom..........

A Good Night

It  had  been  a  good  night  -  I  had  found  the  boy?  Of  course  not,  but  I  had  had  many  good
conversations with people who would talk with other people and so on. I had the feeling that it
should be impossible for the boy now, to buy for instance something to eat, in a 7-Eleven or another
nightly open shop, in those areas, and no one I had talked with would see him. But this could be a
dangerous illusion. First, it could be that the boy would be extremely cautious, or worse, in a part of
the city I had no good connections to, no longer in the city at all. Secondly, the basis of all my doing
was, that it had been no crime. This could be my biggest mistake.
I started the PC and dived into Dewayne's world again - as good as possible. An Asian American
mother, an African American father, born in America, not an Asian, not an African, but many in the
land he had been born told him: You're no American!
He was very much interested in politics, it had been four very difficult years for him, and of course,
the death of his father. And then the pandemic, but he had hoped very much that Joe Biden could
change a lot - and yet? San Francisco for instance, liberal California, the city with the flowers, Jimi
and Janis, Haight-Ashbury with nice houses not many could afford, The Castro, the city a man
could kiss a man in one of the historic streetcars and no one would react upset, with the bridge
thousands had used to commit suicide, now the city were Asian Americans got killed on busy streets
by daylight.
He had been thrilled about the outcome in Georgia, two times. At night the bloody racist governor
had signed his fucking law, surrounded by six white guys from the KKK - you could not see their
white hoods? I asked myself if Dewayne could still watch the news, it wouldn't make it easier for
him - an African American woman in handcuffs, white proud patriotic rioters, lusting for blood,
could walk out of the disgraced Congress undisturbed - American reality 2021!
Biden had pushed through all his original nominees, the first since Reagan forty years ago - forty



years ago? Fuck, what an old guy I had become! I thought that Dewayne would like it - if this
would continue, then Biden would have accomplished in a hundred days more than the fucking
racist  in  four  years.  Was  it  bad  that  he  obviously  concentrated  on  infrastructure  now?  Not
immigration,  not  gun  laws,  not  the  filibuster?  Well,  he  had  a  fantastic  vice  president,
congresswomen  and  congressmen,  one  should  not  underestimate  the  old  man.  Maybe  I  had
underestimated him, I hoped so. In 2022 Dewayne would not be allowed to vote,  but in 2024.
Seventy-four million had voted for the racist liar, but eighty million for Biden. As long as the Dems
would be able to motivate their people, they could not lose, also not in Georgia. Quite the contrary, I
would travel to Georgia to visit the voters in line, to hand them water and bread. You had to wonder
sometimes,  how stupid  these  Republicans  could  be?  The whole  world  would  see  the  pictures,
peaceful  people  arrested  because  they gave  peaceful  voters  standing in  line  water  and bread -
Georgia was blue from now on! We needed young men like Dewayne, needed his vote, maybe 2022
was too early, but 2024 he would vote - fuck he would vote!

A Week Had Been Gone

A week later, had I made progress? Well, depended on what your expectations had been - mine? Of
course, I would be happy would I had found the boy, but it had been foreseeable that it would be not
that easy. And also of course, the police searched for him as well, all patrolmen knew his face.I had
got some calls, some hints, but nothing that had yielded in a result. I wasn't on the street, and it was
evening .
I started to question again, this all could have a good outcome, why we always allowed radical
forces  to  dominate  the  discourse?  Could  a  multi-billion  dollar  fine  for  Fox  News  change  the
discourse?  Every  nation  had  their  radicals,  but  half  of  the  country?  I  started  to  despair,  TV
definitively not helped.
Iran and China with a deal? The Western Nations so stupid. Europe got overrun by the third wave,
even  a  country  like  Germany  now  no  longer  better  than  the  United  States.  And  respecting
vaccination the United States developed to one of the leading nations - but how long, if so many
rejected a vaccination?
Could Fox lose the lawsuits,  maybe could go bankrupt.  Could Biden succeed, could the Dems
expand their majorities in 2022, could minorities use their political power to become the majority,
could we have some left-wing and some right-wing radicals, but the vast majority would believe in
democracy, could...............it could be so easy! I started to despair, a bar definitively could help.      

In Front Of The TV

In front of the TV, hearing an eighteen-year-old woman speaking about her feelings, that she felt
guilty now, that she did not more, to hear the bad strategy of the defense. Should this strategy be
successful, then the last summer would have been only a herald for the upcoming summer. The
defense had acted extremely weak so far, all what was obvious about their defense so far indicated,
that they had not much more than nothing. This could be no successful way, on this basis it would
be a farce to acquit the accused officer. 
But as if this threat wouldn't be enough, we still had the virus, we still had a racist GOP, we still had
a bunch of severe problems, I decided to try to sleep. I had to spend the comming night outside
again, I had needed Monday to try to get a sober mind again. I had vomited at least three times, had
eaten nearly nothing, had tried to fix it with peppermint tea - it was decades ago, that I had been
completely drunken. It would be good to try to sleep somewhat, I undressed till my underwear, lay
down, I did not feel good, the phone rang. I was not sure for a moment, but then I took the call.

*



No five minutes later I sat in my car, had a meeting with the woman I talked with, she was not
pleased about it, she was used working at night, to sleep during the day.
"Thanks to meet with me here."
"Well, it's for the boy."
"You have seen him last night?"
"Yes, I had a talk with a client. The first time, as he walked down the street, I was not sure. But as
he came back, then I was sure that it was him."
"Do you know what he did, I mean between the two times you saw him?"
"No, I talked with my client - at this moment with my potential client."
"Okay, why you did not call me immediately?"
"I sat in my client's car, the second time I saw him. I have to make money, it's hard enough in these
times."
And I did my best to get drunken...........
"Okay, fair enough. Did you see where he went?""
"Not really, but he turned into Second Avenue."
"Second Avenue towards.......?"
"West."
"Second Avenue towards Lincoln Square?"
"Yes."
"I do not think that he would walk around a lot, not the best area of our city."
"Depends on."
"You mean?"
"For some of us it's at least a rest of hope." 
"Sorry.  I cannot imagine that he would cross the Lincoln Square neighborhood to come here -
what's your feeling?"
"If you wanna hide away?"
"Yes."
"Is a good area to hide."
"As a young boy?"
"What's your problem?"
"Many of the homeless in the city live there. Some shelters and soup kitchens there, but most of
them live on the streets. A shelter would have asked questions, I think that the police has informed
them?"
"Do you think that a homeless would be a threat for him?"
"No, not in this way."
"I  can tell  you that  a  homeless  never  molested or  raped me.  But  the  Pillars  of  Society reveal
themselves very often as the real Scum of Society, grab them by the pussy."  
"Thanks for your time - for you, for your expenses."
"You don't have me to pay like a whore. Why do you think that the boy is here?"
"He lived not far from here until two years ago."
"What will you do now?"
"Walking around the Lincoln Square community area. I hope that I can find a trace, maybe even the
boy - what's your name, your real name."
"You have to know only my artist's name to buy me - you're lonely sometimes? For a private dick I
would have a preferential price - who knows, maybe I could need your help one day? Lonely?"
"Sometimes. But I try to handle it differently."
"No fucking bitch from the street, of course. Get happy with your Internet porn or whatever makes
you happy."

  



A Not So Nice Part Of Our City  

The Lincoln Square area, also called Englewood's Dream, next to the old downtown of the city, in
sight of the new downtown with its shiny high glass houses, famous hotels, banks and insurance
companies, was not considered the most picturesque part of the city. Tourist were warned to omit
being in this part of the city, not at daylight, but especially when dark, the city would offer every
tourist so wonderful other nice and cozy places. The city was like every larger American city, a
"map of racial and ethnic distribution" showed you a picture with clearly separated monochrome
areas.  Of  course,  especially  at  the  edges,  some  mixing,  "Latinos  with  Blacks",  "Latinos  with
Asians", but especially the "white areas" very monochrome. Interesting was to overlay such a map
with a map showing the income - on the other hand, one of these maps showed you everything, one
map made the other redundant. And yet, even such a map showed you not everything.
The city had decided, I wasn't sure for the moment when, to concentrate shelters for homeless in
one part of the city, also soup kitchens opened up there. Of course the homeless people, and in my
city many of them "lived", started to concentrate in this area, the house prices dropped, the area
became a no-go area for the "normal" citizens. And yet, would you compare the crime rates of this
area with others, the entertainment districts of the city for instance..........? - I closed my eyes and
remembered.

*

I was a young boy, living in a different part of the city - well, the city. "The city" often meant the
metropolitan area,  sometimes it  simply made not  that  much sense to  set  the city apart  from a
suburban town for instance, sometimes it was only a question of walking on this side of the road or
the other. And as in many large cities whole neighborhoods within the city boundaries were not a
part  of  the  city  as  such,  but  independent  towns.  Former  independent  towns  outside  the  city
boundaries, now surrounded by the constantly growing big city. Anyway, in my youth the Lincoln
Square area was far away, not only by distance. Raised in a middle-class family, a white middle-
class family, and in the 70s and 80s middle class still meant something, this part of the city was far
away, nevertheless present. It was a part of the city, forbidden but intriguing.
One day a friend, I had at this time, and I decided to take the risk. We rode with the bus to Lincoln
Square, left the bus. At the first moment it was disappointing, not different from other plazas, but
then we started to walk around in the park and found the first small tents. We dared to walk down a
few of the larger streets and found more and more tents, not dared to use the smaller streets - one
could see that there were even more tents. We drove back and could not understand why so much
had to live on the streets - we had heard, the parents had told, that they would have no work, or that
they had gotten ill and could not afford their bills anymore, some would have problems after the
war, maybe the war they had fought against us. But why no one helped them?
I drove a few times more to Lincoln Square - every time it was like to enter a different world. I was
no older than fourteen, Dewayne's age, but I could be still innocent, still protected of the harsh
reality of the city, I could be still in the dark. The last time I drove to Lincoln Square in my youth
was after sunset, at the end of that year. It was so much different as I thought, the city a big city,
even in the middle of the night one could hear noise everywhere, sirens all the time. But here it
seemed as time would stand still. At the square still a few people, but then only tents and quietness.
Total quietness, all the tents closed, no one on the pavements, not even cars on the streets, a buss
passed by. In a way it was very scary, but in a way calming and safety offering. I had the feeling
that it would be good to live here, in one of the tents, knowing that this was nonsense. I thought
about the city in movies and TV, this part of the city they never showed, only the "White reality" -
what a corrupt shit. 
This had been the last time in my youth that I had been in this quarter. Later I found novels and
movies, telling other stories about the city and the nation and the nation's history, but this would be
another story. I was not here for sentimental reasons, I had a job to do.



Homeless

Many years ago a homeless helped me to solve a case, another gave me a coffee in a park - better,
his hint was the key element to solve the case, at least to stop the murderer, he shared his coffee
with me. But I had to confess that this was not necessarily "my part" of the city. 
I started at Lincoln Square, at the park, it was a strange feeling to be here again, this time not with a
bus. Should the boy be in this area, then there would be an excellent chance that some homeless
should have seen him, maybe even knowing where he could be found. Another question would be,
if they told me.
It was not offended meant, homeless people wanted no trouble, they struggled enough with their
"daily life". They tried to avoid everything to get involved in something connected with police,
crime, and law - not just since last summer. So, I was not that much disappointed after the first hour
that I had gone nowhere so far. I would have a few hours till it would get dark, maybe I would get at
least a hint, of course I would stay at the place during the night. But now I decided to have a coffee
break first.

*

Another two hours had been gone, two more coffees and a tea later, a snack. It was depressing to
walk around here, asking these men after the boy, I should have talked with them about the reasons,
for living on the street. Stories about illness, maybe mental illness, about a fucking health care
system that ruined every year over half a million of Americans, over half a million, as many as died
from corona so far. Stories about vets who could not adapt to society again after coming home from
duty, after having killed, after having seen their comrades dying. Not even for them this society
could care for. Stories about opioids, a billion dollar business not only for criminal drug dealers, but
also for proud patriotic family companies like the Sacklers. Stories about abuse and neglect, and
many other matters. No one had made mistakes and had to live therefore on the street now? Many
of them had made mistakes, some had incited and supported an insurrection and were still pillars of
our society, at least for a corrupt and racist GOP. Some could even shake hands with people like the
Sacklers without spitting in their faces, some would be even proud to do so. I came nearer to a row
of tents, three men sat together in front, two white men and a black man. I had the feeling that they
were not interested in that.
"Hello, maybe you could help me?"
"Maybe he could help us."
All three laughed.
"I search for a boy who had been seen in this area."
"A boy, no boys on the street. You should ask the people in the shelters."
"He ran away, I'm a private investigator and work for the mother."
"Maybe he had a reason to run away."
"Yeah, sometimes it's better to run away."
"Even when you have to live on the street then."
"I can ensure you that the mother loves her child."
"And why then he ran away?"
"I'm not totally certain about it. His father died two years ago, this was very hard for him. His father
was an African American man, his mother is an Asian American woman. He has found no place in
life, in no community. He feels alone, and the last years made it no easier for him. Especially not
what has happened during the last twelve months."
"The pandemic?"
"Yes, also the pandemic as such, but more the hate speeches of our former fucking president, and
most of all the result therefrom."



"Half African, half Asian?"
"Yes."
"Fucking combination nowadays. He has dark skin?"
"Brown."
"Makes it not better. You see the Asian part?"
"Yes."
"Really fucking. Some are hot to kill you because you brought the virus, some would like to do it
simply because you're a nigger. Are you convinced that it would not better for him to live here?"
"Would you live here if you did not have to - sorry, if I'm too honest."
"It's okay, you mean that the boy should have a better future?"
"I think that a fourteen-year-old boy should live together with his loving mother, especially if he has
no longer a father."
"But he ran away?"
"Yes."
"Well,...........?"
"Wouldn't it be the question now, why he ran away?"
"Okay, why?"
"To be honest, I'm not totally sure. I had access to his computer and other stuff - I mean, some
aspects are obvious, but I'm not sure why in this very moment."
"Wouldn't it be important for you to know it?"
"Very much, it would be crucial."
"That's the way I would see it either – or?"
He looked at the other two men, they signaled approval.
"And now?"
"Say, we would have heard about a boy who stays here in this area since some days?"
"Around two weeks?"
"Around two weeks."
"It would be good would you tell me where I could find the boy."
"To bring him home?"
"Yes."
"Could this be the second step before the first?"
The other two men agreed obviously with him.
"Could be."
"Shouldn't we do it step by step?"
"Okay."
"What will you do with the rest of the day?"
"I think it would be a good time to drive home."
"To have dinner and a nice sleep in your cozy bed?"
"I think that I will find no sleep tonight."
"Will you have a phone call later?"
"No, not now."
"And what will you do tomorrow?"
"I think that coming back to you could be no bad idea."
"Well, I think also that this could be a perfect idea. Especially with some coffee and something to
eat. But I ask myself what would you do, if it all developed not in the way you hope that it will
develop?"
"An honest answer?"
"Would be nice."
"I'm not sure, we're talking about a fourteen-year-old boy. Would he be at least eighteen or nineteen,
but fourteen? I have to find him, you know this."
"Tomorrow the same time?"
"Yes - thanks."



"No problem. But you don't expect that the boy will be here tomorrow?"
"No, but not far away."
"You plan to come with the police?"
"No, but I hope that I could talk with him."
"I think that this is neither mine not your decision."
"Yes. What did you do before............."
"Having to living on the street?"
"Yes."
"This is no longer of importance - do not forget the coffee and the food."
"No, no way."

A Fucking Night

It was a fucking night and I could not sleep, wouldn't have it been bestial would I had been able to
sleep? Picture after picture occupied my mind, words and phrases merged into a chaos, I thought I
would have a fever. My stomach rebelled, this time not because of too much alcohol, I felt sick. But
it was not so much because of what had happened, it was more because of what would happen - I
had no idea what I should tell the boy, would I see him tomorrow. Don't worry, everything will
become good, like in one of our nice American movies. I had nothing to comfort this boy...........hey,
I'm one of this understanding wise white guys, I can totally empathize with you - what a shit!
Your mother loves you, he knew that his mother loved him, I had read it in his notes. But he saw
how limited her possibilities were, he saw himself confronted with an American reality. A reality
even for an NBA superstar and his family was not simple to handle, but for a young person like
him? What should I tell such a boy? Hey bro, even Kobe had had problems with this American
reality, at least till his helicopter crashed.

My Morning Routine

I had no morning routine. I had no fixed time to leave the bed, I had no fixed time to go to bed, had
no fixed time for lunch or dinner, breakfast I had normally none and no real idea of lunch and
dinner as well. I ate when I was hungry, I slept when I had time to.
I had not awakened in the morning because I had not slept during the night, I had eaten nothing
because I had not been hungry, I had been thirsty therefore I had had some coffee and tea - still I
had no idea what to tell the boy.
Since I had met Caroline my life had become more structured, at least for some time, but this did
not fit to my life as a private dick, at least as I had lived it so far. I was nearly fifty-six now, never
my life had been that uncertain, maybe even unstable, like now. The last four fucking years, the last
fucking year - gosh, I was such a pussy!
A fourteen-year-old boy, he had been ten-year-old as the fucking hater and agitator had begun to
smear the White House. He had been thirteen-year-old as the pandemia had been started. He was
fourteen-year-old now and had to fear that someone would kill him on a busy street by daylight
because of pure hate - I was such a pussy. But unfortunately this insight not answered my question
about what I could tell him. Had it been Stan or Kyle telling Token, "now I understand that I do not
understand"? Maybe I had to be as honest as him. 

Driving

Afternoon, still some hours daylight, I drove through the city. I had an aim, but it was not the direct
way, I tried to buy time. The CD played songs of my favorite songstress, better, the one who killed



me always the most. Her new album had been released a short while ago, not that long after the one
before. Her next album would become released in just two months, she launched songs like a mad
poet poems. And also other of my favorite songstresses had announced new albums, some songs
had been just released - it would become an interesting summer, I passed Lincoln Square not for the
first time.

*

A paper  bag with some large coffees,  some fresh made baguettes  with ham,  roasted turkey or
cheese. I walked slowly, had still time, looked at the high glass houses not far away, thought about
the old city center in between. A private dick, trench coat and of course a smoke in the mouth
corner, as well as a piece in one of the pockets of his coat – of course only one of my guns. Would I
have liked it, all this blond and red-headed fantasies, all this glorified dishonesty? I entered the
street with the row of tents from yesterday, saw the three men from yesterday sitting in chairs in
front of their tents on the pavement again, like yesterday. I neared them, hesitated, felt not good, my
heartbeat, I felt insecurity. 
"Hello, I hope that I'm not too early?"
 

A Conversation

Three men made fun of me, grinning, one shook his head, the third stood up and fetched another
chair.
"Sit down and cool down, you're not in school anymore."
I did what he told me, I sat opposite to the three man now, the tents in the background, as well as
some of the most famous buildings of our city.
"I have some coffee and some snacks?"
The man who had fetched the chair for me stood up again, walked to a shopping cart at the tent next
to the one in front of me. It seemed to be his tent and his shopping cart, filled with at least a shabby
cloth bag, some plastic bags, two or so blankets, a lot of other stuff. He grabbed something that was
obviously behind the shopping cart,  an old folding table. Now we had something to put on the
coffee and the snacks.
"Good coffee and nice-looking sandwiches, you had been not stinted."
"It's not that much."
"Is it okay for you when we eat and drink something at first?"
"No, of course not."
"Also a coffee and something to eat for you?"
"Yes, a coffee and a part from the one with cheese would be nice."
"A part?"
"A third would be enough. I'm not that hungry."
"Had lunch?"
"No, I normally eat not that much for lunch, if any."
"Breakfast?"
"No breakfast normally. I often eat only in the afternoon or night."
"They say that this is not good for your digestion. You should have a good breakfast."
"And fruit as a light snack."
"A good lunch at the soup kitchen safes you the day, but such sandwiches in the afternoon are also
not bad."
"You wanna talk about the boy?"
"Sure."
"And if he doesn't want to talk with you?"
"You said "about" not "with"."



"Right. The boy is not positive about talking with you."
"I can understand him, but it would be only a talk."
"But you expressed your firm will yesterday, to bring him back?"
"Yeah. But at this moment, here? What should I do should you tell me where I can find him, should
I see him, should I talk with him? Should I handcuff him? I'm no bounty hunter."
"And what will you tell the mother then? I talked with him, but I let him go afterwards?"
"She does not know that I'm here, and that her boy is somewhere in this area."
"But you would come back?"
"Yes."
"Alone?"
"At least not with the police. I see no reason for that at the moment. He's not in immediate danger,
as far as I can see ."
"To this I would agree."
"He had some money, but not much. Would it help him if I give you some money for him?"
"You don't fear that we would buy alcohol or cigarettes or even drugs for your money?"
"No."
"I think that he has not to be hungry and thirsty at the moment."
"Okay."
At the tent on the left of us some action started and Dewayne appeared in front of it. He looked at
me and the three men.
"Can we talk?"
He nodded with his head. 

Another Conversation

A fourth chair was organized very fast, and we sat altogether at the small table. He did not want
something to eat or drink, I had to start the conversation.
"I'm not good in this, I mean I had never a child, have not much experience in raising a child. Not to
talk about raising a child in these times. I can tell you that your mother is missing you, but I think
that you know this."
"Yes."
"And your mother was not the reason to run away."
"Yes."
"I think that I have to tell you that I have access to your PC, as well that I have read notices from
you."
"Okay."
"I know what occupies you, but I found no reason why you ran away just at this moment."
"I don't know, it just was too much."
"It became more and more."
"Yes."
"Had you hope that things will change with Joe Biden?"
"Yes."
"But in some ways it even became worse during the last few months."
"Yes."
"Do you feel secure here, in the Lincoln Square area?"
"Englewood's Dream, no one spit on my since I'm here, no one told me that I would be the next in
the row since I'm here."
"I could start with a nice preaching now, for instance about African American school kids. The
people spit on them, as they "arrogated" the right to attend "white schools".  But they did not step
back, they stayed strong, and they fought for their rights. You know why I cannot tell you this
story?"



"Because you're white?"
"Yes. In this story I would be one of the white and worried parents, worried about that his nice
white kid had now to share school with black kids. I would spit in your face, I cannot have a talk
with you in such a way."
"But you're not one of this fucking racists, you would not attack me as an old man or woman
because I'm responsible for the virus?"
"No, but I lived too long in my white cozy world. Sure, I was interested in the news, the "problems
of the minorities", I even demonstrated. A eighteen-year-old woman said something, maybe you
heard it, I felt so ashamed."
"What?"
"That she wakes up at night, that she cannot sleep, blaming herself for not having made more, not
being more demanding, even aggressive maybe, that she had only shouted but not acted. But what
would have it meant to act, fighting with police officers? I've never even shouted, for me everything
had been all the times bloody easy. I can only tell you that your mother no longer sleeps as well,
also she doubts about herself, becomes more and more desperate."
"And what does this change on her and my daily reality?"
"Nothing. You feel safe here?"
"At least  more  than at  home,  walking on the  streets,  going to  school,  in  school,  in  the  "more
civilized" parts of the city."
"What do you think about Chauvin, the police officer who knelt on George Floyd's neck?"
"He's a bloody murderer."
"What do you think will happen should he get acquitted?"
"Riots, riots and more death."
"And if he gets punished, third-degree murder?"
"Third-degree is a joke."
"But if?"
"The radical right will not love it."
"Yeah, no easy solution in sight. I would see only one solution, that people like you would do it
better than I."
"That means?"
"My generation is to be blame for the climate change. Fifty years ago, I'm nearly fifty-six now,
scientists started to warn that we have to change our economic beliefs - fifty years ago! It would
have been easy during this timespan to change things, now it's maybe too late, and it's the guilt of
my generation. I saw the Civil Rights Movement, they marched and died, I was on their side of
course, as a liberal, as a lefty, as a critical white enlightened citizen. But they became bludgeoned,
they became killed, I did not even shout. I wasted my life, I feel ashamed, I have failed. AOC, you
don't have to agree with all her ideas, but we would need more young politicians like her. And of
course also Ayanna Pressley, Ilhan Omar and Rashida Tlaib - you have also not to agree in any
question with them, this is called democracy. And maybe not to forget Jamaal Bownan and Cori
Bush, I hope the group will grow further on. The point is, I'm definitively no person that should
give you any advice, I'm a failed person. But maybe people like them could give you help and
support, inspiration?"
"I cannot go home, not now."
"You need time?"
"Yes."
"I think that you have found people who care for you. But this cannot be a status for much longer -
or?"
I looked at the faces of the men on the other side of the table. They looked at the boy.
"How long?"
"I think you should celebrate Easter with your mother - if you celebrate Easter."
"We do."
"Can I tell your mother that you will be at home for Easter?"



"Yes."

Easter Preparations

It had become Saturday, tomorrow would be Easter Sunday, Dewayne had returned to his mother
this morning, I had got a phone call from his mother. Everything was good now? Nothing was good
now, I felt like a traitor.
Betrayal, betrayal, betrayal....... - that was what the voices in my head shouted. How corrupt I had
been? I had pointed a gun on my head once, had pulled the trigger. A woman once had pointed her
gun on me, before she committed suicide. Look forward kid, you can achieve everything if you try
hard enough, that's the American pledge, the pledge of the land of the free and the home of the
brave.
New death at the Capitol, death in California - a nation that found no common ground anymore, no
ground at all. It would be so important that the Dems could expand their majorities in 2022, idiots
like  Manchin,  too  much  was  at  stake  at  the  moment.  Biden  had  to  be  successful  with  his
infrastructure program, it was to hope that Gaetz would hurt the GOP, what a fucking phony tosser
he was. And Moscow Mitch? It was time for him to go home. 
I took a deep gulp from my coffee - sorry, in what a way this was related to the daily reality of a
young person like Dewayne? Yes, of course, a better bus connection would be no bad thing, but
would this change something for you, while waiting for the new bus line and someone would spit
on you? We had many severe problems, but the deep, in society grounded, racism was our major
problem. I saw no million-trillion-dollar plan to fight this, and at that moment I saw not only white
people. I had not forgotten why Pete Buttigieg had to stop his campaign, as the African American
community signaled, that they would have still a problem with a gay president. Reality was never
easy and smooth, not black and white.
And Dewayne? If I wrote a story, I would let my protagonist become a political fighter now. He
would become an advocate for the rights of African Americans, would fight against the big lies of
voter fraud and the China virus, he would develop black skin and Asian eyes, would live for a
certain  time  next  to  an  indigenous  family,  would  learn  to  speak  Spanish  fluently,  to  feel  the
connection to the Latinos - Shock Corridor, Samuel Fuller, Trent? What one would see, would I
remove my hood?

*

"You're not looking delighted."
"It's nice having dinner with you after the last days. I will spend this night in bed and will stand up
when I will wake up. The boy is at home again, but not much has changed for him."
"Are you certain that you should continue with this job?"
"You've found someone."
"I've hired a girl  from high school.  She helps me on an hourly basis.  Maybe I  can give her a
complete shift after a certain time, but at the moment she simply supports me somewhat. But the
shop runs good, I could afford to employ a full-time worker."
"Yeah, I'm getting old. A few years ago it was easier to be the whole night in action and to sleep a
few hours then. But I'm not used to this regular daily routines. Sometimes I work around the hour
for the whole week, then a week or so nothing at all. I like sleeping longer, I like it to went to bed
late - I hate regular times for eating. I'm not made for this kind of life."
"How long you plan to work as a private investigator? Hunting the bad guys with sixty-two?"
"Hardly likely, searching dogs maybe?"
"That's in a very few years, you will have to make some decisions during the next very few years."
"You mean, thinking about how many chances I will still get in the rest of my life?"
"I would not see me "as a chance"."



"No. There was a time when I thought, that it would be a good thing to work for people, to try to
help them, to help them in difficult situations."
"And today?"
"Dewayne is back at home, but nothing has changed for him. I cannot help him, and even if. Once I
stood in front of a bench at night, a homeless man slept on it, the ground under the bench was wet. I
had a ten dollar bill in hand, asked myself if it should be a twenty dollar bill, what if it would be a
hundred dollar bill? What would it change for this man, a hundred dollar bill, would this change his
situation? I  mean, his  situation at  all? And what would this  change for the many thousands of
homeless  people  in  the  city?  There  are  matters  and  problems  that  would  need  a  general
governmental effort and solution.  Climate change, health care,  social  security,  and of course to
damn and to reduce racism. I put the bill back into my pocket, not fetched a bigger bill. I gave him
nothing, I walked back to the bus station with tears in my eyes, because I had to realize that this
could not be the solution."
"And we conservatives always say that less governmental influence is better. I fear that I cannot win
you over as an employee?"
"As you said, I have to decide - within the next years. I need some more time - I know that it can be
too late one day."
"At least not in the nearer future, I would say."

Being With A Mother And Her Son

As I came home from dinner, I found a voicemail from Mrs. Yang on my phone. She asked me
whether I would like to join Dewayne and her for Easter service, should I have no other plans. I sent
her an SMS, that I would have no plans, but that I would not be religious, and therefore it would be
somewhat strange to join her. I went to bed, waited for a long sleep.

*

I had slept in fact somewhat as I woke up, it was no longer dark, but the day had obviously not
begun now. I went to the restroom, drank some tea, to go to bed again. The phone showed me that I
had received a message, Mrs. Yang again. She told me that Dewayne would often talk about me,
that it would help him would I join them. And that it would be not of importance for God that I
would doubt on him, that Easter would be a time for hope.  
What should I answer her, that this was because for those who not believed in God that there was
hell? I looked at the clock - I could still manage it to have a shower and to arrive on time at the
church. Should I talk about the virus and concerns, whether it would be safe enough? Should I
simply  say  nothing,  I  had  done  my  job,  had  charged  not  much,  had  suggested  payment  by
installments....... 

*

I arrived at the church, had had a shower before and, after a longer search, had found some clothes
one could wear for an Easter service. I had sent Mrs. Yang an SMS that I would come, would come
to see Dewayne, she had told me that they would wait in front of the church.
"You're looking good, Mr. Maurer"
"Well, the best I could do. I own no tie or something like that."
"I think no one will be upset about that. I think that Dewayne wants to tell you something."
"Hello, Dewayne."
"Hello, Mr. Maurer. I wanted to tell you that I have to thank you for what you have done for me."
"Well, your mother hired me and pays me now. I think you have to thank her. Apart from that, it was
not much I could do for you."



"I learned a lot."
"But I think not that much from me........?"
"Also from you. But yes, also from other people, and I have to learn more from my mother. I've
learned that I have not to accept if some belief in every shit and try to blame me for their inability
and ignorance. And I have learned that you have to demand, not to accept. That this society is no
fair society, but that not means that I have to abandon myself to this circumstance, as if it would be
my fate."
"It will not be easy."
"Time is on our side, it's time to realize that the minorities together are the majority."
"I wish that you will succeed."
"We should go in now, the service begins soon - a long time ago that you had been in a church, Mr.
Maurer?"
"At least for church service, not to visit one as a historic structure."

*

Living single had some big advantages, and some bad disadvantages. To believe in God, or any kind
of god, could give you hope and halt, but if it made no sense at all? The Easter message, what about
the Jews, Muslims, Buddhists, Hindus, Taoists................that all made no sense to me. And yes, I
had to confess, that the last hours had been impressing, but what did this tell you? According to
what one should judge the other? His faith, his words, or his deeds?

*

Had brewed me a tea - let's leave the world for the ones who change everything, the voice sang. So,
not for me, but maybe for Dewayne? Uncertain times ahead of us, but a time that would have so
much potential.  The Chauvin case could mark a new era,  the end of the story from the "angry
nigger" who had threatened you, and you had to kill him for self-defense. And it could mark the end
of narratives, videos and pictures would give you a new way to understand. The radical GOP could
destroy oneself  ultimately,  the end of  Fox could  be near.  The Dems could  develop into a  law
machine, risks taking for the possibility of substantial changes - this could pay in 2022. But a lot
could also go wrong, it would be not the first time that the Dems became their worst enemy. The
threat of domestic terrorism, Joe Biden's plans could fail, who knew the Chinese plans for the next
years? 

*

No  dinner,  Ilhan  Omar  on  TV.  She  demanded,  maybe  even  angry,  the  Republicans  always
demanded,  tax  breaks  for  the  richest  for  instance,  the  Republicans  were  always  angry  and
aggressive, why Ilhan Omar shouldn't? Why the young shouldn't be angry, we had screwed it up,
they had every reason to be angry. It was their future, my future was very limited now, ten maybe
twenty years if lucky, but on them a whole life waited. It was their fundamental right to demand and
to be angry, to be violent? Had they stormed the Capitol, had their fucking policy killed hundreds of
thousands of Americans, divided they the world in "races" and skin colors, separated genders, had
problems with gay people, transgender people, people with the wrong faith or none? I listened to
her  words,  if  this  nation should still  have  a  future,  then with  women like  her  -  I  agreed with
everything she said? Why I should, it was about democracy.................

Not A New Case
  
No new case, it had become Wednesday. But honestly, I was not disappointed about that. I had time



to follow the Chauvin Case, time to cook, in one case I helped Caroline in her shop. New goods, I
helped to resort the shop somewhat and to restock the shelves with the new goods. Time to rethink
some topics.
I had lived from day to day most of my life, from week to week, month to month, year to year. In
my youth I thought: Wow, in the year 2000 you will be thirty-five. In roughly two months I would
become fifty-six. I wasn't sure about if it had been the pandemic, or to what an extent, or some
certain incidents, to what an extent, my whole life I had hated the thought to have to die one day –
yes, I had pointed a gun at my head at a certain day and had pulled the trigger - honestly, I got
panicky by the thought to have to die one day from time to time, reflected about suicide from time
to time, and yet, one thought conquered my mind during the last few months more and more: What
to do with the rest of your life, it could be over so fast?
It was not necessarily meant in the way to plan it in detail, but some basic decisions? I had lived my
whole life alone, had never had a life plan or something like that, not to talk about the idea to "make
a career", I had started a lot, but had finished nearly nothing - what had I ever "brought to an end"? I
had  the  sudden  feeling  that  my life  would  be  of  value,  the  rest  of  my  life,  that  I  should  do
something. Not of higher meaning, but maybe more conscious, to experience it more intense, but
yielded this thinking not a high risk? Already now death was able to panic me, when it happened.
Already now my inside world fought with the outside world,  waged war sometimes.  I  saw the
severe risk that all this could become even more difficult, as it already was.   
It was hard to follow the trial - come on, he had ten minutes time? Okay, it was about the three
different charges, with a broad range of possible punishments. It was important for the defense to
protect their client first of all from the most severe charge, then the second most severe, and maybe
even from punishment at all. From my point of view it would be a scandal, would it end in a no-
guilty verdict.  This  would lead to  a  bloody summer.  Maybe it  would  be difficult  for  all  three
charges, but at least two of them were obvious to me. Whatever, would he not have to spend time in
jail, it would be a scandal. The defense showed you every day, with every witness, why.   
I thought about to call Caroline, we had had lunch together, but I said that I would need time for me
later. After the cleaning I had driven to my home, but I felt lonely. Someone to talk with, drinking a
nice cup of tea together. I got this fucking feeling that I hated the thought that one day I would be no
longer a part of this awful world, I took the phone 

Leisure Time

"I really consider hiring you as my private cook."
"You could afford this?"
"Well, would maybe depend on your wage claim?"
"I'm good as you said."
"But you have not many references, at least not as cook - board and lodging?"
"Is this a kind of screwball comedy? The final scene?"
"Why?"
"I see a not cleared up lunch table, and then the cut to the open door of the sleeping room. Of
course, it's the 30s, maybe a cook's uniform and a dress on the floor - the movie would be over."
"And unfortunately, my lunch break is over. I have to go back to the shop."
"Is your assistant not working today?"
"No. And even if, she would have no keys for the shop. What are your plans for the afternoon?"
"Cleaning up, washing up......I will continue watching the Chauvin Trial."
"As a working woman I have no time for watching TV the whole day. But maybe you could give
me a summary later?"
"Of course."
"What have I missed since last time?"
"I would say that it gets harder for the defense with every witness  - okay, only witnesses from the



prosecution so far. But at the moment I would say, if he gets not convicted for at least two of the
three charges, would this cause a big backlash."
"I hope that this will find a good outcome. I think it's good that we can follow the trial, everything
will be public in the end."
"I hope that this case will have an impact on police work in the USA. We're no longer living in the
Wild West, even if some have not realized this so far." 
"No, not even in the 30s anymore. Today a woman can earn the money and a man can do the
housework."

*

Today I felt better than yesterday, and the day before, but it would be exaggerated to say that I
would feel good. Yeah, in a way I had all, or at least, I could have all. Whereby, "all" could mean a
lot. I had no private plane nor a super sports car. I had no millions or even billions on the bank, but I
had not the feeling that I would miss something. Quite on the contrary, often I had the feeling that
less would be maybe not the worst.
I could be happy, and in fact, I was a very funny person deep inside me. I liked laughing, of course I
liked it. I liked making jokes, I liked the British humor very much. But then I got this feeling that it
would not be very adequate in this world to be funny and to make jokes. Looking around the world
I saddened, I had no longer a motivation to be funny, to laugh or even to make a joke. In a world
full of suffering and unnecessary dying this all seemed to be very disgusting.
I looked at the screen, today it was the day of autopsy, but it became not boring or hardly or not
understandable, it became very interesting in fact, more and more. First the woman then the man -
the questions of the defense again idiotic. I could not see where they should lead to, okay they
would need only one juror. But this had become a public case, a live event, all Americans, and
further on every citizen on this planet, had become a juror. Everyone. Well,  maybe the defense
would offer a bombshell later on, but at the moment? I thought about dinner. Some cheese, ham,
cold cuts, tomatoes, cucumber, fruits, and of course fresh bread. Again a short break, I feared to fall
asleep.      
 

*

"I have prepared some cheese and cold cuts, I hope that's okay for you?"
"Of course. Looks delicious."
"How was your day?"
"I had two nice couples who bought something, and I'm on a list for wedding gifts."
"You mean one of these lists that a couple who intend to marry, hands to the guests?"
"Well, I would say a couple who will marry, but yes."
"Many presents?"
"Some, and some not so cheap ones."
"Well, it's a fine neighborhood here."
"Yes, I think so. But do we have to talk about this now?"
"No, sorry."
"What about the trial?"
"With every witness I see Chauvin more as a murderer - to what degree? I'm not sure now, but he's
guilty. The defense's strategy seems to me to be very helpless, but maybe I do not see the cleverness
in it? I would be very interested in now, to see the witnesses of the defense. If they cannot offer
substantially more then now, then I see him guilty regarding all three charges."
"All three?"
"Yes."
"Your plans for after dinner?"
"Cleaning the dishes?"



"Can this not wait till tomorrow?"
"You mean, I could do this also tomorrow morning?"
"I think so."
"You know, should I have a new case, then............."
"............should you have a new case, but till then?"
"Okay, till then."

Sunny Afternoon

Sipping at my ice-cold beer
Lazing on a sunny afternoon

(The Kings; Sunny Afternoon)

Long ago, life was clean
Sex was bad, called obscene
And the rich were so mean
Stately homes for the Lords

Croquet lawns, village greens
Victoria was my queen
(The Kings; Victoria)

( Arthur (Or the Decline and Fall of the British Empire)) 

The sun no longer shone, in the morning it had shone, at least from time to time, but now nothing
more than clouds.  It  had become significantly colder,  the last  days  had been too warm for the
season,  but  the  next  days  would  become pretty  cold,  rain  from tomorrow on,  snow in  higher
regions. We had slept long, had stood up late, had had a long and expanded breakfast around noon -
now we sat together with a nice cup of white tea.
"Have you heard something about Cuomo the recent days?"
"No, not much. Is his behavior a problem for you?"
"What you mean with this?"
"Well, compared to Gaetz he seems to be an angel. It's only very fascinating for me to see that some
conservatives are acting like swines, but if a Democrat............"
"..............we can talk also about Matt Gaetz if you wish. But Gaetz is in the news all the time at the
moment. It only came me in mind that I've heard for a longer time nothing about Cuomo."
"Sorry, my problem with guys like Cuomo is, that everybody knows more or less what happens, but
no one speaks out. Then suddenly, after years.........it's a talking about what has happened many
years ago then,  and over many years.  It's  very difficult  then to prove something. It's  like with
Weinstein."
"Weinstein is ruined now, or is this your problem?"
"My problem is that Weinstein could act for years. And of course, no one at the Four Seasons had
any idea about what happened in the hotel room all the time. Natalie Wood, Kirk Douglas and the
Chateau Marmont Hotel - it's good that they always know nothing. And not even a Penélope Cruz
could speak out - she also accused him?"
"Yes, I think so."
"Only Courtney Love, first she killed Kurt, then she talked bad about Harvey, with his diamonds in
the sky. And as she had to pay the price for her impudence, no one stood by her and said a word, not
even a Penélope Cruz. But what's worst?"
"Tell?"
"Do you think that there's no Harvey in L.A. any longer today? Or in other of our nice cities?"
"Definitively not in Los Angeles, this city is full of Harveys."
"Well,  there's  a  reason  why  it's  a  hot  spot  for  American  porn.  Is  there  any  statistic  whether



Hollywood makes more money or the L.A. porn industry?"
"I would bet my money on the porn industry."
"And I would guess that you will win."
"Could we talk about something else?"
"Why?"
"It was a very nice day so far. And even if it seems as it will start to rain very soon, maybe we could
continue therewith, that this is a nice day?"
"You're right"
"What about that the vaccination functions better and better?"
"Yeah, you've voted for the right man."
"There's no doubt about, that Biden and his team handles the pandemic better than the idiot we had
before - yes, I voted for him."
"But Michigan is bad."
"The mutation."
"It's only to hope that we can vaccinate faster than the mutation spreads. To be honest, I would be
happy had I my shots already, at least the first."
"I can only agree with you therewith. But I fear that we have still to be patient for the next two
weeks or so. But at least we have an aim."
"And the aim is not so far away. But it still can get a lot worse."
"You mean the mutations?"
"Brazil,  and  I  think  also  India,  but  especially  Brazil  with  their  fucking  ruthless  president,  are
producing  one  mutation  after  the  other.  It's  only  a  matter  of  time  when  the  first  mutation  is
insensitive in regard to our vaccines - and then we will have a real problem. And as we know, a
mutation in one country finds its way around the globe. The UN would have to force a country like
Brazil, to fight against the virus, they have the potential to harm the whole world." 
"Yeah, unfit people for presidency, we have some knowledge about this. But what happens in Brazil
at  the moment,  and potentially in India,  tops even our failure -  and threatens  the whole world
extremely. Some of this fantastic "world leaders" should become prosecuted for their actions."
"But this will not happen, they will have nice sunset years with the money they "made" on the
graves of hundreds of thousands, if not millions."
"Maybe I prepare dinner today?"
"I'm not much hungry. What about a new tea and some cheese?"
"Would like it."  

*

I had never come to terms with this world, I had never understood it, the humans and their behavior.
Alienated was the term - the more I got to know from this world, the more I felt like living in the
wrong world. Not much seemed to fit, looking in the mirror shocking. 
Closing your eyes, ignoring it, no longer hearing it, forgetting everything. But what if this was not
possible, what could be the alternative? Lying? It seemed as that lying would be the better truth, and
not only since the last four years or so. But could you become that deaf and blind, erase so many
memories? It all could be so easy, living in a world of children toys. 

No Reason To Be Satisfied

The defense would begin today with the questioning of their witnesses - what all had happened
during the last few days. It nearly seemed as it should be shown to anybody that George Floyd had
been in fact no singular incident. As if Breonna Taylor and the others wouldn't have been enough.
And only a few miles away from the place of prosecution.................sometimes reality could be very
cynic.



*

A dead police officer had been laid on the bier, under the cupola, the rotunda - not long ago a not
that  ceremonial,  a  not  so  quiet,  a  not  so  noble  place.  Events  happened,  at  the  same  time,
simultaneously, history could be very telling. And the common link was death, and the nation where
they happened, and that no tear could make them alive again. 

*

Mike Hammer in New York and Dirty Harry in San Francisco, I thought that these times would be
over. But what would you tell a foreigner? Hey man, you're thinking that these movies and novels
are unrealistic and exaggerated? I only can tell you, they are maybe unrealistic, but it seems as they
would be understated. You remember the "negro" on the street, wounded and with the rifle near
him? The big question, is there a round left in Harry's .45? Totally unrealistic, the "nigger" survives,
today he would die.

*

The aggressive crowd, the crowd seeing a man dying, loud yelling, sometimes even stepping on the
street -  not thought that our American police officers had become such pussies,  fearing such a
crowd. Harry and Mike would have laughed about such a few guys and girls - he had none left, of
course, he had been a man! 

*

Well, with every minute this appeared to me more and more............more and more I got the feeling,
a feeling that I had had the last time in November - if this goes wrong, then the impact will be a
mere disaster. 
In November, our democracy had been on the stake, and still today our democracy was not safe. But
another outcome would have meant the end of the American Dream. This trial had to end with a
prison sentence, everything else would be a mere disaster. The defense had started that weak, no
bombshell, not even a hint of it. Would this defendant come free - especially Mr. Barry Brodd had
been a disaster. Would this defendant come free, what an African American person should think if
this defendant comes free? An African American man on the news called this a lynching, I could not
remember, who it was, I could remember that my reaction had been: Well, lynching, that's maybe
somewhat too harsh, to call this a lynching. And now? But now, with every minute more, I got more
and more the feeling: This had been a fucking murder! And the only what I could do was to cry  

*

The stars would most probably shine tonight, the very young moon's crescent, but only upon them
not died. For those others only the endless black between those had been left.

Nothing Gold Can Stay

"Maurer...........Yes.............I'm cooking...............Well, I could...............Is it that urgent?.............Well,
I would have to call Caroline...........Okay, I see what I can do."
"Caroline, I got a phone call from Arnold.................It sounded very urgent..............No, no details, I
have no details............Would it be okay for you to have lunch alone.................Yes, I think I should
go, it's  my duty,  Arnold did a lot  for me, more than he knows................I'm still  a private dick



..........thanks for your understanding."

All Hands On Deck

"What happened?"
"Sit down, we have a problem, a very fucking problem, the city has a problem."
"A traffic control?"
"Worse."
"Sorry, it's only........"
"We're all strained."
"What happened?"
"It's not in the news so far, the mayor and the police chief will have a press conference soon, a dead
body had been found."
"An African American person?"
"Yes, a young African American man."
"The circumstances?"
"Not much I can say.  Nearly beaten to death, executed with a headshot,  that's the status at the
moment."
"Okay, could be gang crime for instance."
"Could be."
"But?"
"The young man had accused two police officers. He had accused them that they have threatened
him and have beaten him. No witnesses, no footage, only testimonies."
"This could be interpreted as a revenge motivated murder? The two police officers, had they to fear
consequences?"
"No."
"And then they kill him?"
"From one of the officers we know some posts on social media."
"When the body has been found?"
"Around four hours ago."
"Who's involved in all this? Four hours and all this has been ascertained? A press conference? And
the press holds still?"
"One of the officers has posted that, after all the incidents in the last times, it would be time now, to
show some  elements  in  our  society  their  limits,  that  it  would  be  necessary,  to  set  a  warning
example."
"After or before the accusations?"
"After."
"That's bad."
"Yes, that looks like lynch law, conducted by police officers."
"And why'm I here?" 
"All hands on deck, we need everybody for two reasons now. But allow me a question first. What
do you expect will happen after the press conference, after the news will report, what will happen
tonight?"
"What has happened with the police officers so far?"
"Nothing. There's no direct link that would connect the murder case and them at the moment. A post
on social media is a post, but not more."
"I would say that this will become a long night, I hope that both sides will act responsible - and I
have to say, especially the police."
"But you know that the city has only limited influence when we talk about national guard and
suchlike."
"Yes, I know our governor. Why'm I here? I've the feeling that I should be on the street, especially



the night."
"We have to accomplish two tasks. First,  we have to try to keep the coming demonstrations as
nonviolent as possible."
"Nearly beaten to death and executed with a headshot?"
"Yes."
"And a fucking racist police officer has posted a call for lynching?"
"Yes."
"You're crazy! What do you expect if this comes to public?"
"I know, that's why we need everybody. I had a phone call with Yves. He told me that you have
good relations with the African American community."
"I think that he did not say this in this way. I live South Alvarado Street, not in "the south"."
"Yes, I know, eighty percent Latinos in your neighborhood. But due to some of your cases you have
good connections......... - they respect you?"
"Yes, I think so. But I'm none of the influential persons in the African American community. I think
you should talk with others."
"We do. But we need anybody."
"For what? Cover up for a racist police officer? I know where I'm tonight."
"You should know me better. But it helps nobody if there will be violent protest tonight, maybe
even someone will die?"
"No, but it would be naive to assume that this night could become a silent night. This night will
become a violent night, to assume anything else would be silly. I do not say that I like this, but we
both know that it will happen exactly in that way."
"Okay. Our second aim?"
"Sure."
"We have to solve the murder case as fast as possible. Can I count on you?"
"Of course." 

A Starry Night

It was a wonderful evening, and it would become a wonderful night, a starry night. The day had
been warm, a lot of sunshine, and even as the sun had set now, it still was balmy, at least for the
season, the young crescent of the moon near the horizon, wandering through the Golden Gate.
It  would have been nice, sitting somewhere now, a cup of tea,  enjoying the time, enjoying the
calmness. But nothing here was calm, the mood heated, tensed, no one looked at the stars, the moon
or Mars. Massive police forces on one side, demonstrators on the other side, how often one had to
see these situations lately, too often, the last summer, what would be next week? 
It was difficult to overlook the situation, being a part of it. The major and the police chief had asked
for nonviolent demonstrations, at the moment the two police officers had to face no consequences,
nonviolent demonstrations. I saw somebody throwing something in the direction of the police line,
it looked like a water bottle. The police had warned the demonstrators already, now again. Our
wonderful governor had warned the city that he would not allow any rioting and looting - he needed
no three hours to send additional forces to the city, in Washington it had taken much more time. But
hey, this had been patriotic Americans one had stolen their president from them, they could walk
home after having fulfilled their task. The police warned again, I could not see that someone else
throw something.
Many young people on the streets, many white people on the streets as well. All because of the
death of a young African American man? Were all senators in Washington, who had sworn an oath
on the constitution and flag, democratic motivated representatives of the people? We should not
being naive, hypocritical, I heard no one chanting: Hang Mike Pence! Where's Nancy! - I saw no
one beating and killing police officers.



*

The first tear gas, the first flash bangs, I could see no real reason therefor. Yes, I could not overlook
everything, the police forces would present bottles and bricks tomorrow, we would see pictures
from looting. I saw a mob of niggers storming the Capitol, I saw a white man walking by police
cars  after  shooting  others  to  death,  I  saw Jordan  or  Gaetz  full  of  hate  talking  about  the  true
American values represented by them. The police forces started to move, started to "clean" the
streets.
The whole situation became totally confusing - sometimes I had no idea if I moved towards the
police forces, or if I separated from them. The use of tear gas was massive, the sight extremely
limited, it had got dark - a good strategy, to limit the street lighting. I stood in front of the police line
suddenly and saw two police officers who beat a young person, an African American man as it
seemed, with their batons - I did not see him fighting. As I stepped forward, I thought to interfere, I
felt something, then I blacked out.    

Sorry!

"Obstructing officers in the performance of their duty is no joke."
"It's a joke, and I'm no asshole."
"Well, you have some friends here in the city, but this is no longer a matter of your nice city."
"You mean that it's a matter of our racist governor now?"
"You should not worsen it."
"Why, because I exercise my constitutional rights?"
"Is it true that you had a lot of luck not that long ago?"
"You're not more than a little wanker. Downwards, that's the direction of your folks, hadn't our nice
governor some relations to fantastic patriot Gaetz?"
"You should not be too hopeful, bad things can happen very fast."
"You can beat one person, you even can kill this person. But I have seen to many on the streets, you
cannot beat them all, not to talk about to kill them all. It's too late for guys like you, you cannot roll
back history, 2022 will be the next step."
"Yes, I see it."
"No, you simply don't see it, but soon you will feel it."

*

"It was not that easy to get you out."
"It's not about me. Do you have any information about the person that I saw that they have beaten?"
"Yes, social media."
"That's good, it's good that we have such possibilities today. What has happened since I had to be
here?"
"Well, a thirteen-year-old shot dead in Chicago by a police officer, a mass shooting at a FedEx
facility in Indianapolis a short moment ago - you need more?"
"No, how many days or weeks I had been here?"
"You mean hours? I have no precise detail on none of the incident so far, but at the moment I've the
feeling that someone has written a very fucking script."
"Maybe history tells us only that we get the last chance now. Climate change, the pandemic, mass
shootings and police violence everywhere. The behavior of people like Cruz, Jordan, Gaetz and of
course Moscow Mitch. The rial. How many warnings we still need? If we will be not able to act
now, then we have deserved whatever will happen, there will be no reason for any complaint then."



There Had To Be Change!

"I'm happy that you're back."
"I will be out tonight again."
"It has to be?"
"Yes."
"And you investigations? I thought that Arnold has asked you to help the police in the murder
case?"
"What do you think I'm doing? I had some conversations, I tried to get some insights. But the police
forces acted that exaggerated, I had not much time for investigations, it happened very fast that I
had a ride to the hospital, and the police station later."
"Do you really think that the police officer has murdered him?"
"Whom you mean? George Floyd, Daunte Wright or Adam Toledo? Breonna Taylor maybe?"
"We live in this city, I mean Jayden Taylor."
"I saw a black man laying on the street. I saw a young black man who tried to escape. I saw a
Latino boy with raised and empty hands. I've seen too much to discard anything. I've seen pictures
from a tree, with delighted white folk under it."
"Do you think I should come with you?"
"No. If you wanna be on the street later, do it. But I need space, I have to move a lot."
"I do not understand? - I have a shop to run."
"To be honest, I'm not that much interested in those who are demonstrating, I'm more interested in
counter demonstrators, in what happens around the demonstrations. For social media, forensics and
such things the police has specialists. I'm more the guy for the street."
"Then your first try was not so successful, or at least very short?"
"I had at least one very interesting encounter. Arnold was very interested in. And to answer your
question finally. No, I do not think that this police officer has shot Jayden Taylor in the head - also
our former president had not stormed the Capitol. He "only" said, that he would be at the side of
them who will do so."
"Be careful."
"Of course. I'm not interested in to risk more than needed."
"I've placed a picture in one of the shop windows with a black ribbon at it."
"That's a nice gesture."

*

Caroline had left my condo, I needed some time to prepare for the night. Of course, our governor
had been very upset about the events last night, all this rioting and looting demonstrators. Only that
not much footage could be provided, not that it did not have happened, but it was interesting to see
all the footage of extremely aggressive acting police forces. Well, maybe this was only the wrong
city? In Washington friendly police forces accompanied lynch mobs home, or to their hotels. In our
city, our state..............we had to limit guns on the streets, we had to have stricter gun laws, we had
to instruct and educate our police forces, not only train them how to shoot, we had to give young
people a perspective, not only showing them the middle finger - so much we would have to do. The
phone ringed.
"Yes..............I prepare for tonight...........Sure we can meet."

Not On The Street

"You've once had a case where the question got raised, whether police officers acted like they did
because of racist motivation?"
"I think that I know which case you mean."



"And?"
"We're talking about two very young officers, at least at that time they had been young. It was not
exactly to determine if they had been simply stupid or racist motivated. But........"
"Yes?"
"I had the feeling, would you dig deeper at their police station that you could make a find. The two
police officers got transferred to two different police stations later."
"So, it would not shock you would I tell you that we have found racist structures within the local
police?"
"I know many fantastic police officers, but I had also some not so nice encounters within the years.
No, not really. - What's your field of duty at the moment?"
"Police officer."
"Your wife?"
"She does not even tell me everything."
"You phone very often with Yves lately?"
"A common friend of both of us."
"Okay, you've asked to meet. I would be on the street normally, now."
"Tomorrow is......."
"Sunday?"
"Yes, and then it will become Monday, then Tuesday, then Wednesday...........and one of the days
will be the day of the verdict."
 

*

Our conversation? Well, soon people would be disappointed, upset, angry - and we Americans had a
certain way to deal with our angriness. Assumed a police officer would come free, not to talk about
other aspects to make it not more difficult than needed, a group of people would be piqued because
of it - and it was not the question if justified or not. Would this police officer had to service a long
prison sentence, another group of people would be piqued because of it - what would they do with
their possibilities? Should one hope for a verdict in between? And then?
A Mexican standoff? This is not America, Bowie once had sung. But this was America, and we had
our very special ways to solve problems. Should one hope for the old man, who would suddenly
appear,  at  the horizon,  with the sudden solution to  overcome the standoff? Maybe his deputy?
Would she find a solution?
Assumed the  young man had been killed by the  police officer,  on behalf  of  the police  office,
because of the posts of the police officer, related to drugs, gangs, by a psychopath,  simply the
wrong place at the wrong time? It seemed as if this was no longer of importance because too long
nothing had been done. And even now a swine like Moscow Mitch was upset that one could limit
the right to own weapons in the slightest way, that one would call only one police officer in the
whole country a racist, only one GOP member in Congress a right-wing radical.  
It would be necessary to solve the case as fast as possible - knowing, that this would solve not one
of our problems. The case overall was the American society, the acting of the white, rich and West
European based minority. They were on their way to plunge the nation into ruin, perdition, without
any scruples,  like  the  Nazis  in  the  land  my parents  had  immigrated  from.  But  still,  this  was
America, the lonely rider at the horizon, with his deputy. Just plain dumb, the movie in TV was
none with Clint, L.A. Confidential. And at the end always the same insight, I would be happy with
the ex-whore and the trip to Nevada - hey, Kim Basinger.............  

No Lazing On A Sunny Sunday Afternoon

It had been a quiet night, the TV program somewhat mixed. Not on the street, I had to do some
homework. Arnold had provided me some material. Later I would be on the street again, with some



specific tasks, but of course, also to look around, to see what would enfold. 
Saturday night had been much more peaceful, but of course, our nice governor was not satisfied. He
saw this awful ANTIFA, a violently operating BLM mob, saw all our American values endangered
by them. How much better it was instead to see white and patriotic people peacefully protesting,
mainly men, like they did in Washington for example, or in Michigan.
It was this disgusting hypocrisy on the side of the conservatives, especially the GOP, the women
and  men  of  the  GOP  in  Congress.  Hate  speech  from  a  conservative  congresswoman  or
congressman, misbehavior, was no real problem. This was free speech. But if someone had darker
skin, was even a woman maybe, then they talked about violating the constitution, that they had to
fight for the constitution by damning such words. Cruz, Gaetz, Jordan and all the others had all the
rights..........it had been a nice time, the time of slavery, white supremacy.
I felt prepared for the coming night. Yet, it should be a short night, the governor had imposed a
curfew. But what was to expect, tomorrow the closing arguments. It was to hope that the jury would
find a verdict soon, but I had the feeling that this would not happen. Three charges, what would
happen? But I had to concentrate, today was Sunday, it had become afternoon. I grabbed my stuff,
my backpack, I had something to do.  

Sunday Night

Flower Street and 5th Street, the plaza there, I would begin the evening there. From here it was
around half  a  mile  to  the  police  station  of  the  two officers  involved in  the  case,  the  hot  spot
especially of the first night. But this area had been a starting point during the first two nights, as
well as a retreat area. 
Our governor had concerns about ANTIFA and BLM, especially in this area guys from the far right,
known Proud Boys and Oath Keepers, but also known members from the Groypers, had been seen.
The area around the police station had become widely cordoned off, it was predicted that this area
would have the potential to become a hot spot this evening and night.
As I arrived at the place the plaza was well filled, but not crowded. I tried to orientate, still some
hours till the curfew, till it would darken. I got an update, a message on my phone. An armed right-
wing militia mustered a few blocks away, obviously their aim would be this place. I should be
cautious, should maybe retreat. I would not, at least not now. 

*

It started to darken, the twilight towards dark. Not much had happened so far, not long and the
curfew would take place, I got a new message. The armed right-wing militia had started to move
towards the plaza, accompanied by police forces, police forces from outside the city. The city police
was present on the plaza, a so far peacefully place. The curfew came nearer, it darkened, the militia
came along 5th Street, arrived at the south-east corner of the plaza. They stopped.
It was a critical situation, the plaza now crowed with protesters, city police at the plaza, a peaceful
situation. The heavily armed militia confronted them now, the police forces from outside the city
very passive, while the city police tried to establish a police line between the two groups. The
curfew would begin soon, the mood heated.
Was this the plan, to wait till the curfew would begin, and then, then it would be time to enforce the
curfew, the out-of-town police together with the militia? And it seemed so as if  the city police
would have no real opportunities between the two groups.

*

It became a.........I found no fitting words. Of course, the police warned the demonstrators, that the
curfew was near, that the curfew was in place now. I saw an interview with a member of the militia,



using my smartphone. They would be here to support the police in enforcing the curfew, to ensure
that law and order would be respected. The curfew obviously applied not to the militia? The major
asked the demonstrators not to seek the confrontation, to go home peacefully. It was sad to hear
him, that he, or the police chief, could not give order to those police forces from outside the city.
 

*

Chaos, wished-for chaos - oh, yes, the curfew. I waited for the police officers who would walk me
home, I saw only police officers who acted extremely aggressive. I heard shots, chaos. Would it had
been better would the peaceful protesters had been go home? Yeah, in a democracy the same laws
applied to everyone. 
The next day there would be blood on the plaza, this so nice place, I had always liked it to be there.
One demonstrator would be killed, not by a police weapon, but of course nobody would be able to
say who the shooter had been. The governor would thank those who had supported the police to
enforce law, that they would have had the right to defend themselves, would talk about the radical
ANTIFA and violent BLM activists. The mayor would have tears in his eyes the next day, the police
chief would step back in protest. 
I had some wounds later, but nothing serious, I had sprained my left wrist, I was a left-hander. But
this it wasn't, I saw pictures from Hong Kong, Myanmar.........sure, this was hardly to compare, but
maybe not so wrong. Democracy was endangered, still, today maybe even more than a year ago, it
was the pain inside.

Monday

Monday,  April  the  nineteenth,  the  world  looked  at  the  USA,  again.  Not  because  of  what  had
happened in my city the last evening and night, also that was in the news, not only in the city, the
state, or the nation. But another event let the world look at the USA again, the closing arguments in
the Chauvin trial.
The trial had been very stunning to me so far. Would I be Mr. Chauvin, I wouldn't be happy with my
defense, they had had the same time as the prosecution to prepare. And yet, at least to me, the
defense looked like a bunch of amateurs to me. 
What was their goal? Not guilty? Only to avoid the maximum penalty? It seemed to me as they self
would  not  believe  in  the  innocence  of  their  client,  their  efforts  aimed  for  to  achieve  the  best
outcome for their client? It seemed as they would betray him, extradite him. Why did I see this as a
problem? Well, under these circumstances an acquittal or a weak punishment would be even more
devastating - only one juror. The closing arguments began.

*

Hours later, would this had been a movie I would pass a judgment on, then, that it had been a silly
movie. The defending lawyer totally a joke, what limited dramatic skills this man had shown, a total
miscast. How boring his closing arguments had been! How silly his argumentation with the judge?
Only one juror?
Guilty, guilty, guilty.........that the voice in my head said. But..........would........it was so difficult.
Now the jury would deliberate, I could not expect that they would find their answer fast. A hung
jury would be a disaster, the faster the better it would be, but I feared that the next days - hopefully
only days - would become painful days.

*

"You will be out tonight again?"



"Most probably not."
"You got hurt enough now, I would say."
"I  can still  walk,  not  in  hospital,  no coroner  is  interested in  me.  Isn't  it  interesting how many
demonstrators got hurt,  badly hurt,  how many got arrested, one is dead. But the guys from the
militia could walk home, this proud white male patriots."
"But  the police chief  stepped back,  the  mayor has  more  possibilities  now. The city police has
arrested members of the militia. And the mayor has asked that everybody should stay at home today.
More and more national guard and special forces in the city."
"You're right, it will make not that much sense to be on the street this evening. At least later when
the curfew will be in place again."
"Do you have new information about the killed young man, Jayden Taylor?"
"The coroner has done his job, no good hint so far. The two police officers have alibis. There's a
theory, but it's too early."
"So, they have an idea about what has happened, but you cannot tell me?"
"Yeah. It would not be okay to talk about it, also not with you. I hope that you can understand this."
"Of course. So, we could spend the evening together today?"
"I have to do something, but it will not take too long. But yes, we could have dinner together."
"But I fear you cannot cook - your hand?"
"Not really. I should favor the hand for some days."
"Then I will cook something till you're back."
 

Writing History

Tuesday, the mood in the city still tensed, very tensed. The evening and night yesterday had been
relatively quiet, some clashes, but nothing severe had happened. The mayor had banned militia on
the street and had announced that the city police would crack down on them if they would appeared
again. Harsh words from the governor, but the mayor knew that the vast majority of the city backed
him, and everybody knew that his possibilities were limited. The people had stayed at home mostly
yesterday, today?
Caroline was in the shop, my hand hurt somewhat more. We had had no lunch together today, later
in the afternoon I would meet with Arnold, watched the local news, what they had to say about the
state of the city - bad car crash on the freeway, one person badly hurt. Vaccination efforts expanded,
a lot of trouble in Europe, even in Germany they were no longer better than we. We vaccinated
better, we had no longer numbers worse than theirs. Brazil still a disaster, now India exploded -
millions without protection at religious celebrations, thousands at rallies, what stupid creatures we
humans were, or only reckless? The Walmart offered new bargains, interesting financial offers for
the latest SUVs and pick-up trucks, I definitely needed one to drive around the city. A commercial
for Qatar Airways, a nationwide TV station now again, golf in Saudi Arabia, an overlay, breaking
news told you that the jury had reached a verdict – what? I was shocked and paralyzed!
 

*

In an hour the court would be in session again, in an hour we would know the verdict, a fucking
hour we had to wait - it could be........but it could be a disaster. But so fast, I had never assumed that
it could happen that fast. Yesterday a few hours and maybe today some hours more - what should
this  mean?  A verdict  of  not  guilty,  this  could  not  be!  This  was  unthinkable,  this  had  to  be
unthinkable! So fast? Guilty in every respect? Was this thinkable? Would it need not longer than
two half days to discuss the matter if they thought that he would be guilty in one or two charges? I
was puzzled, still half an hour..........

*



The court was in session again, I nearly not dared to breathe, as I heard the judge saying:

Guilty!
Guilty!
Guilty!

An emptiness appeared, tears that ran down my cheeks, did I smile? I had no idea what would be an
adequate way to react now - I had hoped, but I had never thought that it could be. Could it be - I
was not the guy for exuberant outbursts of feelings. I had the feeling as time would stand still, a
new president,  a new vice president,  successes in fighting the pandemic,  he had called Putin a
murderer, now this judgment? Could it be that substantial change could be possibly possible? In this
certain second of history it seemed so. Yes, it seemed so.
I wiped away me tears, heard the people cheering on TV, opened the window and heard the people
cheering on the streets. This evening, this night everybody would be on the street and no fucking
curfew from a  fucking governor  with  his  fucking militia  would  change this.  I  saw our  mayor
speaking, not heard his words, but saw his tears, the tears we shared. I heard that the phone rang.
"Yes, tonight we have to be on the street, we have to participate in the celebrations, have to be a part
of it, to become one."  

And Now?

"We need a recess for a moment, we have to evaluate the situation in the city as well as the situation
in the nation anew."
"Yes. It would be good to step back for a moment, to sort some things out."
"With what topic we should begin?"
"I think it would be naturally to begin with the verdict in the Chauvin trial."
"I agree. The impact nationwide and in the city - you're opinion?"
"It's a moment of hope, a moment of relief, but it's only a snapshot in time. The reaction of the right
is clear, upcoming cases can change this mood very fast, legislation would be of importance now."
"Yes, it's nice and good and important to celebrate, but we live still in a deeply divided and racist
nation. This moment in time could have the potential to become a turning point, but only if we
move on. Today we cheer and celebrate, but tomorrow we have to continue, a win in a long-lasting
war, not more, but yet not less."
"Ohio?"
"Very difficult, so other than George Floyd, but then so common. She had a knife in he hand, she
was on her way to stab another teenager.  And yet,  four shots,  why a gun and not a teaser? A
commentator asked what would have happened, if this had been a white neighborhood. I do not dare
to answer the question."
"Or Daunte Demetrius Wright. He tried to escape, he wasn't totally innocent. I thought, what if this
had been in fact only a big mistake, a "mishap", terrible things can happen because of a confusion, a
gun but no teaser. But even if - sure, manslaughter would be always a question. But even if, now, at
this moment of time, again an African American dead, again an African American dead, again an
African American dead, how long one should bear this. How long shall an African American person
accept this, not running crazy. The United States vs. Billie Holiday, a nation that treats parts of their
inhabitants like this?"
"Our city?"
"We have an open fight between the mayor and the governor now, our city, and some other larger
cities, vs. the rural rest of the state. But the police is under control of the governors, no national
matter, no local matter. At the moment I'm not sure how this will play out."
"We have  two death  people  now,  Jayden  Taylor  and the  demonstrator.  Let's  start  with  Jayden



Taylor."
"We're not sure about the second police officer. Apart from that, we believe that it possibly had been
a contract killing. The other police officer is involved in right-wing activities. We try to bring light
into  connections  between  different  aspects.  The  police  officer,  the  murder,  right-wing  groups,
maybe even the militia we have seen, we also see the governor and other politicians."
"A conspiracy?"
"A network of patriotic white citizens. Strange Fruit, in earlier times they would have lynched a
"nigger" to show them their "rights", the rights to be obedient and submissive. Today they do it
differently."
"The dead demonstrator?"
"Some members from the militia are in custody now, we have confiscated several weapons. We
have to investigate, we have a lot of footage, this will have consequences."
"The governor demands that the mayor has to step back."
"And the mayor showed him the finger, that he will do everything that in 2022 we will get a new
governor - as long as the vast majority of the city stands at his side everything will be okay."
"Okay,  so,  let's  see.  We  have  a  very  difficult  situation  nationwide.  Asian  American,  African
American  and  Latino  communities  under  pressure.  They  can  no  longer  accept  the  current
conditions, now it's time, now they demand for substantial and ultimate change. The verdict had
been very positive, but now more has to come, much more. If not, if Daunte White becomes a
disappointment for them for instance, then we will have a hot summer. Or more violence against
Asian Americans, or more difficulties at the border. Still an explosive situation, too long some tried
to keep the lid on the boiling pot."
"Yeah, and in the city we have to keep our independence. Too many forces from outside in the city
at the moment, to many national guards. The situation is relatively stable at the moment, the mayor
makes a pretty dam good job, but this tensed situation cannot be stable for the longer term."
"It would be good to find the murderer of Jayden Taylor as fast as possible, especially to hold the
folk in the background responsible. The murderer of the demonstrator, the militia, and the role of
the out-of-city forces."
"A pretty lot of work. Too long this society, parts of this society, has done nothing, has pretended
that everything would be okay. Not only in Hollywood movies, but they are a good image. And still
today, it's about money, glamour and sham."

Game Plan

I sat together with others, partially police officers obviously, but also others like me in plain clothes,
in a meeting room,  Andrew stood in front of us. 
"The first what we have to do is to protect our city, and this means also to protect our mayor. I will
give a brief update what we know now, about the killing of Jayden Taylor as well as the events
around the peaceful protests in our city. Especially about the deaths of Tamara Miller, the peaceful
protestor, what we know about the militia, the connections between this militia and forces in our
city up to our governor. But let me say this first.
We have sworn an oath to protect this city and the inhabitants of this city. Most of us here are
members of the police, but not all. But I think that we're familiar with many of the faces in this
room, we cannot accept that ideas and forces from yesterday are trying to undermine the security of
our city. We managed it relatively good to develop our police forces towards a modern institution in
the last  decade or so.  The share of police officers with no European background in our city is
exceptionally high, not everybody had been happy about this, also not within the city limits. We've
made progress, but now all is at stake - we cannot accept to turn back to the "good old days", when
it was fun to beat up some "negros", after the shift or at the beginning to "warm up". When it was
normal to bully some Latinos from time to time, not to talk about Asian Americans, not to talk
about women. These days have to be over - the deaths of Jayden Taylor.



We're convinced that he has been killed for a warning, we're convinced that we have still a network
of racism within the police of our city, the last four years have given them much confidence. We
have to find proof for the connections that leaded to his murders. This is an area especially for the
cyber experts among us - Tamara Miller.
She has been shot death with a rifle, most probably an AR-15. No police forces had this weapon,
but  the militia,  we have not found the weapon so far.  We still  examine footage,  but  could not
identify a shooter so far. A member of the militia in any case, but this helps us not really in the end
so far - the militia.
They are still in the city, just as if nothing has happened. And why they should leave, the governor
praises them always when talking about them. They are the key element for us, we think that both
murders are connected with this group, this group has to have our main target.
In the following we will give you special tasks, only together we can have success. We will not
hand our city to racists and people who not believe in equality, that everybody has the same rights
and have to be treated the same way. Thanks for your time and interests."

*

I had to wait awhile till Arnold had time to talk with me.
"Nice words, Arnold. You talked about our city - did you?"
"You don't disagree with me that we have made good progress in reforming our city police over the
last  years ?"
"You don't disagree with me that we had many problems with the city police over the last years?
But I agree with you that it has become much better, compared to the "good old days". But better
not necessarily means good."
"You know that we agree therein. But I see the danger that all what has developed positively over
the last years can become destroyed very easily again. Now that we have a new president and signs
of hope, that would be very bitter. That's what I meant, we cannot accept this."
"Therein I agree with you. What can I do?"
"In your envelope is the picture and information about a man, from whom we think that he is one of
the initiators, if not the initiator, of the events that leaded to the deaths of Tamara Miller. He was at
the  scene,  but  always  in  the  background.  If  you  agree,  you  would  work  together  with  officer
Wayne."
"Sure I agree. What's the goal, why me for this job?"
"Well, I would not be unhappy if he becomes aware of you, if he feels some pressure. I think you
have the "skills" to do this, officer Wayne would be more in the background."
"And I'm no member of the city police. Officer Wayne would be the backup for official actions?"
"Yes."
"Sounds good, where is officer Wayne?"
"Here...........Kabili Wayne, this is Peter Maurer - Peter, this is Kabili Wayne."
"You seem to be somewhat irritated, Mr. Maurer?"
"You're  pretty  young,  such  a  job  can  develop  very fast  into  something  nasty,  especially  when
dealing with such a right-wing militia."
"Is this the only reason for you to be irritated? My age."
"Yes."
"My father was a police officer and my mother is a lawyer. Maybe this gives you some confidence."
"Her father was Ernest Wayne............."
"........and her mother is therewith Kya Wayne. Of course, I know both names well, but never met
one of them in person."
"Then it's okay for you to work together with me?"
"Of course. We should sit together to see what information we have about our target."
"And then we have to structure our proceeding."
"Well, I would say that I would visit him and tell him that I have an eye on him from now on. Then



we will see what will develop."
"That's a bit........old-fashioned?"
"I'm old, so it seems to fit."

Simple As That

We sat together in a diner, I not liked it that much sitting around in offices. 
"Not much information,  but  I  think it's  obvious that he's  that  kind of guy who's  always in the
background, controlling everything from there."
"Obviously. I will ask him."
"It wasn't a joke that you simply walk to him, to tell him, that you will monitor him from now on?"
"No, not at all. He's no idiot, he knows that someone will have an eye on him. And if Arnold is no
idiot, and I would say that he's a very clever man, than we're not the only two who have a picture of
him in their envelopes. I plan to keep him busy."
"And I'm in the background? I could do more, or do you think I'm "too young" therefor?"
"I need good backing. I need someone whom I can trust, this can get very easily very nasty. You're
an official police officer from the city, I'm not. I can do things that would ruin your career, such
racist wankers are not worth this."
"You never met my father?"
"No, but because everybody in the city knows the story.............."
"I was too young, I could not really understand what happened. For me, as a child, it was normal
that........it was bad what happened after he had got killed."
"I  can imagine that  it  was  not  easy for  you to see all  the violence after  his  death,  that  white
supremacists marched through the city and demanded the then mayor to act harshly regarding the
black community, this bunch of murderers."
"And my mother represented the shooter as a lawyer later."
"Yes. That disturbed many. A black man had killed a white police officer as he had a warrant, and
his black wife, the widow, represented the shooter in court later. Sounds even stranger today." 
"Why?"
"At the moment I have problems to stay in-step with all the news. Daunte Wright, Adam Toldeo, the
man maybe shot in the back, the teenager? I walked through a list with deadly police encounters in
2021 so far, the list is so unbelievably long, at the end of April. Many names, many unknown - of
course, matters like a shooting or a bank robbery, but so often descriptions so puzzling. It would be
a mere understatement to say, that something is wrong."
"Too many guns on the streets, I think that is a major problem."
"Too many police officers who have no good training? Knowing how to fire a gun is maybe not
enough for a good police officer. And we have racism in the nation, and we have racism in the
police.......?"
"Well, I'm not sure. I'm not sure about what's my bigger deficit, to be half African American or to be
a woman, some simply think I'm too young." 
"They are all idiots." 

Waiting

Sitting in a hotel lobby, skimming through the latest Time magazin, I got a news alert - it lifted my
spirits definitively. They ransacked "Rudy's" apartment in New York just now? I had to smile, what
had happened with the billion dollar lawsuit by the way?
Well, in a way it was sad, on the other side it would be good to see some guys like "Rudy" behind
bars. And some police officers as well, a pickup truck with police officers with riffles on the load
floor? They had a warrant, for whom? A dangerous mafioso? The boss of a drug cartel? It looked



like, to see that truck on the street, as in one of that movies about the LAPD in the 30s or 40s. Dead
or alive, I thought that this was no longer? 
"Rudy" - I hoped that they would grab him by his balls, and hopefully not only him. But in a way,
that was not our problem of today, our problem today was, that the GOP was in crisis, that the GOP
could not act at the moment, that the GOP was a total failure nowadays - my man stepped out of one
of the elevators.

*
     
I had waited since the morning, obviously my man was not very active, maybe he had had breakfast
in-room, I had had breakfast in the way as normally. Later I had eaten something in front of the
hotel, but most of the time I had waited in the lobby. A while ago a, in her uniform very nice
looking, hotel employee had asked me whether she could help me. I had asked her whether she
would like it, that white racists from outside would be in the city, that they would stir up hate, that
they would kill peaceful protestors in our city. Her only answer was, that Mr. Brown would be still
in his room, but that he had ordered that his car had to be ready at 1 pm, because he would need it
for a drive. I had thanked her - 1:08 pm, not punctual. I stood up and walked towards him, his two
boys behind him had spotted me. I raised my left hand, smiled and addressed him.
"Hello Jack, I'm Peter."
He looked somewhat annoyed, somewhat amused. His boys had their hands at the "right" place.
"I'm not aware that we would know each other? - Peter?"
"You don't know me?"
"No, should I?"
"I thought that you would be better prepared when bringing your white hate to a city?"
He grinned, the boys became more nervous, he started to turn around.
"Seriously Mr. Brown, you really don't know me?"
He stopped turning around. Turned back somewhat.
"Okay, why I should be interested in you? Maybe some of my men should be interested in you?"
"Your footboys? It would be nice to have a reason to kick their asses - and by the way, they should
be careful in grabbing the wrong piece. Maybe I feel threatened and have to defend me?"
"You're armed?"
"Of course."
"And of course you're allowed to own a weapon?"
"Apart that it's not that difficult in our state to own a weapon, now you're beginning in becoming
interested in me -  that's good, really good. Yes,  I'm armed, and I'm a very good and very fast
shootist. I own guns because of my profession."
"Would be?"
"Private investigator."
"I need none."
"I'm here because I have a job to do, I've a client."
"The parents of the young woman who got killed?"
"No, but it's interesting that this is your first guess."
"Whatever, I have nothing to do with all this. I'm in the city because of business and because of that
I have to leave now."
"I thought that it would be interesting for you, whom you will have to owe all the hassle you will
have while staying in this city?"
"I'm all ear."
"Are this boys behind you very nervous? I would give you my business card?"
"You fear that they could be faster?"
"I'm not interested in the sidekicks, I'm interested in you."
"Your card, Peter?"
I picked my wallet out of my backpack, and handed him my business card. He handed it to one of



his boys.
"Are we ready now?"
"Maybe you could tell me whereto you intend to drive? It would be easier to follow you than."
"You wanna provoke me, but this will not happen. There are better ways to handle such problems."
"Jayden Taylor, I know how guys like you handle their problems."
"Then you should be warned now?"
"And my card should warn you, I hate racist wankers like you from my bottom of my heart and I
would like it, to have the chance to........."
"Fine, I've your address now. You will get your chance, but maybe.........?"
He turned and walked away, together with his boys. I followed him slowly, as I stepped out of the
hotel they entered their parked car. I had no hurry to reach my car as they started their car. I got into
my car, turned the key somewhat, the music began to play: Made me feel / Made me feel like a
god...........
"You still hear me, Kabili?"
"Yes."
"You've recorded everything?"
"Yes."
"You hear the music?"
"Yes."
"Let us hear some wonderful music."
"You don't follow them?"
"No."
"Is there a trick?"
"No. I'm old, but not that old."
"A tracker or so?"
"Surprised?"
"You were at their car?"
"No. But not only I hate this guys."
"Can you explain something to me?"
"I will try."
"You had some nice lines, okay. But do you hope for reaction, that they maybe try to kill you or
something like that?"
"That would be even for them stupid. What would you do with my business card would you be
them?"
"I would try to get some information about you."
"Would you be interested in whom they ask? Maybe someone you would know from the local
police maybe, or some friends you have in the city?"
"Yeah."
"But that's a job for the guys from the IT or so. You like this song?"
"Not totally my music."
"Too bad.........."

Golden Wedding Anniversary

"My master always treats me well, that's what I hear the "black man" is saying."
"I think this is not very respectful, he might not represents your political opinion, but.........."
"…....they have one African American - one! And him they have sent ahead and let him say that this
is no racist nation - well done, Uncle Ben!"
"I would say that his is not a racist nation, not as such."
"No, we have only some problems with racist and anti-democratic white conservative hillbillies and
mobsters in suits, but apart from that, we love each other. If I was an African American hearing him,



I would have to puke."
"I though that we could have a nice breakfast together."
"I not wanna spoil this, but this hypocrisy is unbearable. If the GOP cannot fix it till 2022, to find
back to a democratic foundation, then it will become a hard time for the nation. No, we are no racist
nation, but a nation that's sickened with racism since the days of conquering an "empty" continent
and the time of slavery. As long as the GOP lies about the election, lies about racism, lies about tax
breaks for the richest, lies about the American Dream, lies about the American history, so long
nothing substantial will change. And let this your only "negro" saying, makes it not better."
"I can definitively agree therein with you, that the GOP has to fix a lot till 2022. And that our nation
is at stake. When you will leave?"
"My target is still in the hotel. I have to irritate and confuse him, not more."
"You wait for his reaction?"
"Yes."
"You know very well that they can be very extreme."
"This functions only once in a story. It's like with war. The days of the heroes with their swords or
guns in hand are definitively over. Today a war gets won in a control center, it's the time of the
nerds."
"Nevertheless, there's a danger."
"Yes, that's also why I'm not that interested to meet to often with you at the moment, to be seen with
you."
"Dinner?"
"Not today."
"I miss your cooking skills."
"We have to get rid of this right-wing Nazis, and we have to solve two murder cases. We have still
not overcome the pandemic, next week I will get my first shot. If it all has no bad outcome, than we
will have enough time for having dinner together later on."
"I have to wait somewhat longer for my first shot, and unfortunately no one knows what tomorrow
will be."
"That's true."
"What I mean is, that you should maybe, at least sometimes, see also the positive aspects a little bit
more?"
"Maybe my problem is that I cannot see so many positive aspects at the moment."
"Thanks for that compliment."
"Sorry."

A Nice A Cup Of Coffee

I sat in the lobby, enjoying a nice cup of coffee and a brownie, "The New York Times" this time. I
would get my first shot tomorrow, was a nice feeling. Well, of course, no one could say if there can
be long-term side effects, we just had no long-time experience with the vaccines. What we knew for
instance was, that even light courses of the disease could cause long COVID. So, it had been no
question for me to decide for the vaccination.
Biden's first hundred days, still they talked about it, about his ambitious plans. "Sleepy Joe" had
mutated into "Speedy Joe" - and the GOP? Did they like it or did they hate it? The majority of the
American people liked it in any case. Should the Dems not be somewhat more relaxed, looking
forward to 2022? Okay, they had to motivate their people as well as the independents, but this
should be possible. "Sleepy Joe", also I had underestimated him, and I had elected him - my friend
appeared in the hall, I greeted him with my hand. He came nearer.
"I've found the little gadget in my car, only if you plan to follow me."
"Well,  I  have  not  emptied  my cup,  and  this  article  about  racism in  the  United  States  is  very
fascinating - you have heard about the new FBI action to kick white supremacists in their fucking



racist asses?"
"I have induced an investigation to find the person who bugged my car. Should be staff of the hotel
be involved, then they will get fired."
"Maybe you did not notice it, but the staff of the hotel, like the demonstrators in front of it, like you
very much. We all like white swines like you. Luckily, this is not the Chateau Marmont."
"Why?"
"So many celebrities died there - okay, I'm no celebrity, but a man like you, a proud patriotic real
American? But I'm totally convinced that you're totally safe in this hotel, where everybody loves
you. Have a nice day!"
I raised my newspaper again and started to ignore him. What a nice time we had today, everybody
could communicate with everyone on the planet at any time, and everybody could listen, at least if
the  one  had  the  necessary means.  Really,  an  excellent  coffee,  not  from Italy,  but  from India,
monsooned coffee. Yeah, India, wonderful tea and, as I knew now, also wonderful coffee. Apart
from that, not much seemed wonderful in India anymore. A nationalist as PM, would the people one
day  understand  that  all  these  nationalists  were  simply  lousy  politicians.  If  they  were  good
politicians, they would not need nationalism, then they would be able to create visions and could be
creative. Excellent coffee, I grabbed a celebrity magazine.    

A Nice A Cup Of Tea

"It's nice that we can have at least a cup of tea together."
"Yes, the last days I was very busy. Whereby, my major task is it to be seen."
"And it appears to me that you have some success therewith."
"Well, I'm a part of it, only a part. The demonstrators are essential, they let no doubt about that we
not wanna have such people and such hate in the city."
"Well, I'm a conservative woman, but even for me, that sounds a bit too sweet. Was there the death
of Jayden Taylor not before they came to our city? Hadn't we not again and again problems with
police violence in the city, discussions about racism?"
"Yes, but I had the feeling that it developed in the right direction over the years  - even in the last
four years. Okay, that time had been a hard time, many groups in the city came under more and
more pressure, but these two deaths, and this fucking militia in the city, we have to be careful now
not to destroy everything, built up over the years."
"Do you have some insights? I mean, if you can talk about it."
"Not that much. Not so much more as one can read in the newspapers."
"In the news they talk about possibilities and theories. Maybe you know what in fact the facts are -
by the way, Arnold? Who's he, no ordinary police officer in any case?"
"No. But, occasionally, the question for me is: What's the job of his wife today? Yves? I haven't
seen him for a longer time now, but it seems as his job specification has changed also?"
"Only Peter is still the lonely private dick?"
"Not that lonely nowadays, and I like it."
"And your friends?"
"I think that this is no time for asking too much questions. But what about a dinner in a group of six,
if we are over all of this?"
"Three couples, sounds nice. Yves' wife?"
"Is no police officer or so."
"That's fine! At least one person I can talk with."
"Would be cool if this was a Hollywood movie."
"Why?"
"Come on, three couples are meeting, two women at the table are not connected to the police?
Come on. At the end the audience would learn, that in fact this two women had been the real players
in the background. A shop for children's toys? Only a facade for the top agent!"



"I fear that you have a too wild fantasy sometimes, nearly like a child?"
"I live in the wrong time. I'm a private dick?"
"Yes."
"And where's my Velda? I own a .45, but much too heavy to carry this piece around with me in my
backpack. The "good old days" are gone!"
"What about Effie?"
"A hot looking and obedient secretary? Platinum blond or a redhead? I fear that I would be Philip
Marlowe."
"You're Philip Marlowe, you have no secretary."
"Well, maybe not the worst choice?"
"Come on Philip, tell your secretary what's true of that what's written in the newspapers."
"Philip was always loyal."
"Maybe I'm Linda?"
"Definitively not his strongest novel."
"You think that a guy like Marlowe should never marry?"
"Maybe we should change the topic now? It's 2021, much has changed. Could you imagine that one
of them would use a smartphone and would do Internet research?"
"Not really, and a modern man is no longer interested in having an obedient secretary."
"Yeah, I've none at all - it's difficult for them to unveil direct connections."
"Pardon?"
"Between Jayden Taylor and the police officer for instance. They make good progress, but it all
needs a lot of time. Both police officers are suspended now, but not more. It's interesting to see how
stupid this bunch often is."
"Yes.........?"
"Only to think about the insurrection."
"And our city?"
"Yeah.......what I can tell you is, some of it had been in the news already, that it slowly gets bad for
at least one of the officers."
"Yes...........?"
"The police found a post on social media for a guy who mentions, that he would know the "falsely
accused" police officer from a radical chat forum. Of course, he was clever enough not to mention
the forum, at least in this post. But in another post he talks about, which of these closed radical
forums he could "recommend". In one of them they found posts from a person, of whom they think
that it's the main suspect. They work on it to prove it."
"And the posts?"
"I've not read them, but this guy thinks that "niggers" have to get "educated" again, that they are
slaves, that they should make music and play basketball, the rest would belong to the "white and
superior people".  He talks about,  that it  would be important for the city to set an example,  he
mentions Jayden Taylor's name and publishes his address."
"So, if it's possible to show that these posts are from this police officer............but this is not your
case now?"
"Not at the moment, not directly. My main focus is on our nice friend from the militia, he has made
some interesting phone calls. He knows obviously our nice governor very well, as well as some of
our conservative and patriotic celebrities in the city."
"The dead demonstrator?"
"They feel certain now, that they have the right guy in custody. They still have not the rifle, but
good footage. They are interested in the people in the background now, they hope that the guy will
start to chatter, we've still the death penalty in the state."
"I'm not convinced about that this can be any kind of pressure, not with this governor."
"Let us see what will happen. But I understand your argument - another cup?"
"I'm tired."  



Watching The News

Watching  the  news  made  it  not  better  -  it  was  a  mess,  still  a  mess,  still  the  GOP and  their
irresponsibility caused a mess. The vaccination speed slowed down, the Liz Cheney drama, the
efforts to strike down the Chauvin trial, shitbag Mitch's "announcement" to oppose Joe Biden 100%
- hey Moscow Mitch, Joe is no longer this filthy nigger, you can relax! And the Dems?
Still bipartisan, have you learned nothing during the Obama years? Joe yes, but how much? The
Democrats had to be stringent now, not waiting for the self-blocked GOP. They had to implement
whatever would be possible - without the GOP, but always emphasizing that much more would have
been possible - if! If the GOP had not blocked everything like they did already during Obama's
terms, even if it would be in the interest of conservative voters as well! Or, if they had the necessary
majority in the Senate - I Iooked at the clock, I had to go.

*

It was dark already, I stepped outside, the whole day it had rained, more or less, but constantly. Now
it drizzled, cold for March, I had a lined jacket on, like it would be winter. My backpack with me, I
was on my way to meet with Kabili as two guys came nearer. 
"Hello Mr. Maurer. We're here to accompany you, someone is interested in to have a discussion
with you."
"Nice, boys. But maybe I'm not interested in?"
One of the guys showed his hand that had been in one of the pockets of his coat, a pistol grip
became visible.
"Wow man, now I'm impressed. What do you wanna do? Fire at me?"
"If necessary."
"And the one who wants to talk with me? No good tactic."
For a moment they had a little problem, they looked at each other - fucking amateurs, I had to help
them! We stood in front of my block, on the pavement, still enough traffic on the street - did they
thought I would be unarmed? It would have been easy for me to escape, to start a gunfight with
them. I mean, someone was interested in to talk with me meant, that he was interested in to see me
alive, not dead or badly wounded. 
"Okay boys, I'm interested in to meet the guy who wants to talk with me."
I held my backpack out to them, they seemed a bit irritated.
"You not wanna have a look in it, not wanna frisk me?"
One grabbed the backpack, the other one started to touch me, a voice from up.
"Is everything okay, Peter? Do you have problems? Shall I call the police?"
I looked upwards.
"All okay Valentina, only some friends of mine."
Then I looked at the two amateurs.
"The next time I would walk to a not so prominent place with me, then I would frisk me, now you
should hurry somewhat.  -  Come on, of  course she will  call  the police!  I'm not  interested in  a
gunfight."
They "guided" me around the corner where their car stood. The one with my backpack sat on the
back seat of the car with me, the other guy who had tried to frisk me started the car. He had found
the gun I carried at my body, the one. The other guy opened my backpack.
"Fuck, whom you wanna kill with this fuckin' gun? .45, Smith & Wesson, look at that fucking gun!"
"Shut up, I have to drive. Watch him, that he makes no stupid things."
It would have been easy for me to stop this stupid ride, but I was curious about whom I would meet.
"You know for whom I have a gun like that?"
"No?"
"To kill assholes like you both."



"Shut up, I would be a little more "restrained"."
"Stop this shit at the back! We have to bring him to the meeting place to get our money, that's all!" 
"Two black guys try to kidnap me - you both know that you bring me to white supremacists? The
guys who killed Jayden Taylor?"
"Even if, that's not our problem."
"It will be your problem very soon. No, no .45 will kill you both, I don't think that they will use
such a caliber."
"Who?"
"The people we will meet."
"You think that they will kill us?"
"I know it. White racists hire two "niggers" to kidnap me. Valentina will tell the police that two
black men have kidnapped me. Assumed they would find my dead body, whom you would suspect
of being the killer?"
"Hey, maybe he's right?"
"Shut up, we have enough firepower. You will stay in the car with him. I will fetch the money, then
they can get him."
"I've a bad feeling."
"Do not let him puzzle you."

*

We arrived at the "meeting point" - I had no idea about, how to rescue the lives of the two men.
Drug addicted obviously, they would do everything for a fast dollar. Not much older than twenty,
the one aside me maybe even younger. Maybe I had made a mistake, but I saw no solution anymore,
maybe it would not come like I expected it?
He stopped the car in a dark brownfield land, we had some in the city. I knew this place, in my
youth this had been a flourishing plant, a job motor for this part of the city. But these days were
long gone - twenty years, thirty more probably? No one had been interested in to invest in the place
again, no jobs anymore, today this was one of the "worst" parts of the city - another car awaited us,
two white guys in front of it. We stopped, my man in the front left the car, he tried it.
I had foreseen no good outcome, but not this brutality. He managed it to leave the car to some
extent, but this was all. In one second the white guys started to fire, he had no chance. Two other
white guys had got out of the car, already while running to the car I sat in, they opened fire. The
windshield burst, they concentrated their fire on the seat aside me, also he had no chance. 

*

I had to make a decision, I made one. The white guys reached the car, the first what they did was to
assure that the African American men were dead, this gave me a second. I had the .22 from the
ankle holster in my hand, two shots in the head of the first of them, the one who was too much
interested in the dead man beside me. I moved my head, the rest of the rounds for the guy I saw on
the other side. I should have a good chance to hit him in the area of his arm, shoulder, neck, and
head. It became difficult from now on, no element of surprise on my side anymore.
I had hopped that they would assume that my kidnappers would have done their job, to disarm me.
Now they knew that this was not the case, and that I was "unwilling". I dumped down on the floor,
could grab the .45, a fucking gun! They had found my Glock unfortunately, would make much more
sense, on the other side.......I  saw a shadow and fired through the backdoor, the bullets had no
problem to penetrate the door, I heard screams........and a voice.
"Okay buddy, the show is over. One more move and I blow away your head."
"I fear that your boss would not like that."
"After this massacre I would have his sympathy."
It was obvious that he meant it seriously, I dropped the gun.



*

Sitting in their car was not very relaxing, I had had to strip naked. Never one should say that racists
or fascists wouldn't be capable to learn, now I wore sweatpants, a too large tee and froze. Two dead
bodies in the trunk, a wounded - and not delighted - man beside me on the back seat, the fourth
drove the car. Only one of my bullets had hit him at the arm unfortunately, .22, the others had
missed him. One of the .45 had torn up the femoral artery of the other guy in the trunk, can be a
very fast death. There was not much talking as we neared the outskirts of the city.
They had put the two African American men in their car, as well as my clothes, my backpack, my
weapons, also the two nice knives - the one from the backpack, the one from the other ankle. They
had planned it, gasoline and a nice fire started. The two in the trunk made me happy, the two now
burning sad, like burning crosses.
"A pretty big fire you made, this will create much attention."
I talked with the driver.
"In this fucking city? In this fucking neighborhood? How long the firefighters will need to reach
this nigger quarter? The best would be the whole quarter would burn down, and all the niggers as
well. And now shut up, I would be not so much concerned because of a few dead niggers, I would
be concerned about the two dead fighters in the trunk."
"I only thought..........."
"….....shut up, nigger lover!"
"I live in a neighborhood with mainly Latino..............."
"…......shut up asshole! We will have enough time later, to "discuss" some problems we have with
each other. But first someone has a few questions."
Well, that was enough for the moment as we reached the suburbs, as we let the suburbs behind us,
as we reached the mountains, as we let the mountains behind us, as we reached the desert area -
nearly two hours we had needed. Now the car stopped, we had reached a farm or so. I knew the city,
I knew at least some of the suburbans, I had been from time to time in the mountains, a nice view
on the city, but the desert had been never mine. He parked the car in a garage.
From the garage we entered a narrow hallway with not only one door, the door we used brought us
into a nice, very modern, living room.
"Nice to see you again, Mr. Maurer. I hope you like this ambience, nicer than the hotel lobby - or
what would you say?"
"That I could not imagine that you would be that stupid. But okay, I would say that you have
overbid your hand."
"Nice, we will have a conversation, you will give me some information. Later our friends here will
have some fun with you, afterwards we will find a nice place in the desert for you. So many people
who ended in the desert have been never seen again."
"First, why I should give you information? You will kill me in any case?"
"To die can mean a lot............"
"...........I've killed two of them, they will be "nasty" to me in any case."
"Okay, we know the address of your girlfriend. I know some niggers who would have no problem
therewith to rape and kill her. These niggers do everything for money, they are bastards without
attitudes and moral values, animals they are."
"I've heard that some "niggers" have attitudes. But whatever, you've some questions?"
"I knew that you would get weak, all this Latino scum around you every day. You had all  the
possibilities as a white man............."
"Yeah, you know, just at this moment I would like it, to be a Latino or an African American, why
not an Asian American or a so-called Native American?"
"Sit down nigger and Latino lover - you're working for or with the police, right?"
"Well, I've the feeling that this could become a very interesting night."
  



 
The Play For High Stakes    

"Okay, I've asked you if you work with or for the police?" 
"In any case, I'm interested in to fuck you up."
"Funny. You're aware of, that you will not see your girlfriend again? Yes of course, you are. It's only
a question, how painful your death will be, how fast. And you know that it will be in no case fast
and painless - I mean, you've killed two of my men."
"And you killed two young African American men."
"It  breaks  my heart.  Well,  I  could  start  now  that  they  had  been  druggies,  drug  dealers  even,
criminals, both with a long criminal record. And this is a point, but the worst is, they had been
niggers, filthy niggers, you have to show them from time to time their place. You have to give one
of your slaves a whipping from time to time as their master, you have to rape one of this nigger
bitches from time to time. Niggers are dumb, too easy they forget who's the master, and who's the
slave. Society will not miss these two nigger elements."
"Maybe their families will miss them, their mothers?"
"You're a white man, men like you will destroy our holy society structure, I'm getting sick seeing
white traitors like you."
"Okay, but, what I do not understand is..........okay, two African American men kidnapped me, but
they are dead now?"
"They will find a car with two burned bodies. It will take long till they will have enough hints, if
ever, that these are the men who kidnapped you. Do not forget that they will never find your dead
body.  Investigations,  they can need such a  long time,  especially if  the police is  not  that  much
interested in, see no urgency to clarify the fate of a nigger lover. But I think we should become
more serious now."
He gave one of the guys in the room a signal, he came nearer with a hammer in his hand. At the
same time I felt the cold steel of a gun barrel in my neck. 
"Wow, here in the living room?"
"I've a good cleaning troop, and I like it cozy."
The phone rang - at least it would have been nice would the phone had rung now. I had no backing?
Of course, I had, but.........no phone rang! Bad timing, no good script!
"You said that no one will find my dead body?"
"Yes."
"I've news for you."
"I'm all ear."
"No one will leave this place anymore, of course, I'm not alone. You can kill me, but this will make
you only to a murderer - we've still the death penalty in the state."
"And a well-respected governor."
"You know what's funny?"
"No."
"Well, maybe not the syringe, but life-long in a jail with many "niggers" who will love you racist
very much. You know that we have so many bad "niggers" in jail, they are very nasty, especially in
jail? Oh, and I fear that Joe will not pardon you - maybe Kamala, when she will be president?"
"Okay, you're not alone, they followed us - they managed it to follow my men? Anyway, how many
men you have? I have a very few more at place than them, you see here, and our armory is well-
filled?"
"I'm not sure how many to be fair, but many it should be? They followed us not directly, that was
the reason why your men could kill the African American men. We live in modern times."
I showed him my left arm, he looked the tattoos at the lower arm.
"A letter, some stupid words, a kind of tribal or so?"
"You should not talk about the letter, no good! The words are art, but that's nothing for you. And the
"tribal" is all but no tribal. But you see this?"



I pointed at the "tribal".
"A scratch, a scar?"
"A chip inside, they can locate me."
The man behind me, the one with the gun, laughed.
"Don't believe him, it's not possible to implant a GPS, would be much too large. We have stripped
him, no smartphone anymore, nothing, nothing in any body opening - we have checked it!"
I had the feeling that the guy behind me would grin.
"I've not said that it would be a GPS. It's not designed to function for years, the range can be very
limited. Such a gadget is possible."
"Yeah, and that's the reason why your friends are here to rescue you, and to arrest or kill us bad
boys?"
"That's a good objection........."
 

*

"Take two men and check the situation outside."
He ordered  one  of  his  men who disappeared,  we sat  and  waited,  waited  till  a  series  of  shots
disturbed the silence in the room.
"I would say that your men are dead now - sounded like fire from army style weapons shot from a
somewhat larger distance."
"I  have  heard  no  shots  from near,  I  have  heard  no  shots  from my  men?  That  would  be  an
execution?"
"Oh, I've forgotten to talk about my task?"
"Would be?"
"To provoke you, to temp you to make a mistake. This was one of the possible scenarios, but in fact,
we nor thought that you would give us such a chance."
"Chance to what?"
"To get you, dead or alive."
"And you?"
"Well, so far it's kidnapping - well, two dead "niggers". Sorry, forgot Jayden Taylor and a "young
white woman"?"
"We have you as a scourge? What a shit is this?"
"You have nothing. Maybe you can rescue your life, but more will not be possible anymore."
"And if my life is not relevant for me, if I have higher aims?"
"Guys like you are bigmouths. At the moment when it gets hard, you cowards duck out all the
times. Guys like you are shitty pussies, not more."
"And you, you bigmouth?"
He came nearer and pointed his gun on me.
"Some years ago I pointed my .45 at my temple and pulled the trigger - yes, I'm still alive. A woman
pointed her gun on me and pulled the trigger - she should have shot me, but she killed herself. I'm
dead since a long time, death cannot frighten me anymore. But you're right, outside, this had been
an execution, and it can become difficult to explain this - I mean for the police authorities. But with
a well-know dead private detective in the house, maybe tortured with a hammer, killed with a bullet
from your pistol? With all the guys in the house, with all the weapons? Maybe a gun fight will start
- everybody could understand that all are dead now, all of this fucking racists. I'm the only reason
why this house is still intact, I think this was enough time to bring even the really big artillery to
this place."
"Very clever, but why they don't storm the house? They don't know whether your alive or not? I
don't see any strategy!"
"Because you're a lousy Nazi, guys like you are idiots. Guys........."
He jumped forward and smashed his gun into my face - I lie on the floor, started to bleed.
"I should kill you like a filthy nigger! What a shit you're telling me, they cannot know whether



you're dead or alive? You wanna fool me?"
"Well..............."
It was painful to speak.
"...........not at the moment. If I left the house, they would know that I'm still alive. Otherwise, they
wait for some time, then they assume I would be dead, and this will be your death sentence then."
"I tell you something, I will call the governor now!"
"Fine, you have not realized that they have hacked your phone, idiot? The governor will like it to
hear that you have kidnapped me, tortured me, even killed two African American citizens - feel free
to call him."
"We have tortured you?"
"Look at my face? And who knows what more injuries I will have later."
"I kill him with my gun."
The guy who had stood behind me.
"Wow sweetheart, you're such smart, this will make a big difference - I fear your time wanes. The
clock ticks down, with every ticktock death comes nearer, and believe me, I know how it feels when
the reaper comes nearer."
"Sure you know it."
He knelt down, positioned himself so he could see my eyes, and pointed his gun at my forehead.

*

Once I had seen a video on YouTube from a guy who had jumped off the Golden Gate Bridge - yes,
even jumping from the Golden Gate not necessarily meant that it will function! Whatever, he had
survived, as a few others, and contrary to them, he had survived without major injuries - even this
was possible, if jumping from the Golden Gate. So, he did not sit in a wheelchair or something like
that, he was fairly fit, and he talked about jumping, he talked about the moment after taking a run-
up and jumping over the railing. Fuck, what I'm doing! - that was his first thought while falling, he
said. I thought while hearing him: How many of those - the vast majority, many hundreds - who had
jumped off the Golden Gate and had not survived had thought the same as he?
I thought about my life. The first time I saw the reaper was directly after birth, the next time a few
years later in a small river. Too often I had seen him over my lifespan, too often to not knowing his
repelling methods, his disgusting kind. I wouldn't be unhappy to see him never again, but this would
be obviously not possible, not as a living being, the glass window burst.
Had it been stupidity, or only the feeling to be untouchable? No darkened windows, everybody
could see anything from outside? Had it been fun to watch the movie so far, from outside, or why it
took so long? 
Flash bangs, shock grenades, I could no longer see anything or hear anything, intuitively I rolled
aside and felt something at my arm - this sucker had, in fact, pulled the trigger! I would have very
limited possibilities to act now........ - oh come on, really, tear gas, the real fucking one! I felt an
urge to vomit, what I did intensively. I only could hope that the other people in the room felt not
better than I, in the whole house hopefully, that the police knew that I was still alive and that they
maybe would not shoot at me - did anybody shoot? I heard some dull tones, but had no idea whether
these were shots or not, I vomited again - what a shit they had used? I felt someone touching me,
then I passed out. 

No One's Above Law!

"I feel relieved that you have only minor injuries, Peter."
"I've still some problems to hear, it's like underwater. One of these bangs exploded directly on the
floor next to me. Everything pains, my eyes, my lungs, my limbs. They used the evil stuff."
"But you're alive, not so many can say this after this operation, some questions arose over the last



few days."
"I have no details..........Arnold and Casey have visited me, as well as Yves and his wife. As far as I
know, the operation had been a success."
"With many dead people."
"Yes, the two African American men, Jayden Taylor, the young demonstrator.............to many have
to die in the States every day unnecessarily."
"Would you tell it me, if this had been illegal action?"
"You're asking me this seriously? This question only a white person can ask another white person,
all others would know the answer. They try to destroy our nation, our constitution, our flag is not
their flag. Should the master kill his slave, then everything is okay - but if the slave kills his master?
There's this imbalance regarding of ruthlessness, some have no problems in lynching a "nigger",
some have no problems to blow up a building and kill over a hundred. Some have no problems to
place a bomb in Boston, some have no problem therewith, to lie regarding everything and to fool
their supporters, or they do it for success and money like in the "news". I've the authorization to kill
you if you try to kill me. Also a nation can get killed, those who stormed the Capitol tried to kill the
nation, to kill the nation's representatives. Would the police forces have reacted likes this had been a
mob of filthy "niggers" or Latino and Asian "scum", then we had some problems not. But it had
been good white patriots searching for the white conservative vice president to lynch him like a
filthy "nigger" - this people are mad, mad like the mad "nigger" in "Shock Corridor"."
"I do not think that one injustice can justify another injustice. This cannot be the right way."
"When the cavalry slaughters an "Indian" settlement,  that's  okay.  But  when "Indians" slaughter
settlers, this is a bad crime."
"Both is not okay!"
"And why then the cavalry got medals and the "Indians" became deported to die? This nation's
history is a history of injustice. The problem at it? - The imbalance. Always the white and rich,
historically  Protestant,  "Americans"  had  been  all  the  time  on  the  side  of  justice  because  they
allways defined all the time what justice had to be. The others, so they defined, the others had to be
always on the wrong side, on the side of injustice. This was, and is till today, an ugly game. What's
good for me is justified, what not, is unjustified. And if they refuse to vote for me, then they have
no right anymore, to vote at all."  
"I do not feel good with this."
"Fine, some "Americans" feel "no good" since they are born, their whole life they felt "no good",
fear to get addressed by a police officer for instance, or that a proud white "American" kills you at
noon on a San Francisco street. Maybe it would be the time that the rich white establishment starts
to feel comfortable?"
"Should this describe me?"
"I don't know."
"That's sad." 

Mickey Spillane Hated Communists! 

One Lonely Night - most probably not the best of Spillane's novels, whereby, what should the word
"best" mean if talking about Spillane's novels. Spillane had been definitely no Chandler, not to talk
about Hammett. Had he been a right-wing radical, who orchestrated McCarthy with his writing? He
had obviously hated communists, had described them as idiots, I hated communists as well and saw
me as left-wing, not radical-left wing, but left-wing. I endorsed health care for all, stronger unions,
paid sick leave and such matters. But I hated the communists who, alike the fascists on the opposite,
the  far-right  side,  dreamt  about  to  destroy  the  American  democracy  and  society  to  install  a
dictatorship. Would a left-wing dictatorship be better than a right-wing dictatorship? Well,........
The lefties would hunt all who would not agree with them, just like the right-wingers would do - the
left would have concentration camps for "disliked elements" and torture chambers like the Chinese



and the North Koreans have, and the right would do the same - right-wing dictatorships today?
Africa? Well, only to mention Hitler? I had no idea about whether Spillane had hated the KKK, was
long ago that I had read his novels. Had been always more attracted by Chandler and especially also
Hammett,  both I had not read since decades, all the novels very dusty today. My relation with
Caroline had cooled down much.
It had never been very clever to give radicals too much power, not from the right, not from the left,
not based on any religion or ideology. The nations with balanced and moderate governments were
always the winner, especially seen under a long-time perspective. Hitler had a lot of "successes" for
some time, he shocked the world. But in the end he failed miserably, "his" nation ruined, the people
had to hope for the goodwill of the winners. The USSR failed, China? China would fail, whereby, to
call China a communist state would be stupid, it was more an oligarchy like Russia and the United
States. Capitalism would fail, it had already failed, it was like in France in 1788, in Germany in
1917 or the colonies in America in 1774, something would happen. Next year or the year thereafter
maybe,  but  should  I  not  die  tomorrow,  I  had  the  feeling  that  I  would  witness  it,  at  least  the
beginning of it, the beginning of a new era in the history of mankind. The end of the industrial era
as we had known it for the last hundred fifty or two hundred years or so. It had begun already, but
too few saw it, could accept it, the world had to be different, very different in fifty years than today,
or it would become a disaster. 
But as long as too many people believed in the lies of those who told them that nothing would have
to change, everything should be the same forever, especially the "white dominance" in the States? I
grabbed the phone, maybe it would miscarry, but not in that way, maybe I had screwed it up, but I
had to try to get it right, at least I had to try. Maybe I was not capable, not made for it, but at least I
had to try. Mike killed the man on the bridge, to rescue the "helpless" woman. After this heroic act
the woman jumped from the bridge, to die. At the end of the book, after a massacre, Mike strangled
the man to death who had dared to dishonor Velda. Mike had hated communists like I did, Mike had
been.............I dialed Caroline's number       

Night Drive Loneliness

I got my high heels
And my lipstick

My blue velvet dress in my closet
Got my phone on vibrate

All I do is wait

My night drive loneliness
Comes again and again

(Night Drive Loneliness; Garbage)

I walked through the big city, of course it drizzled, of course it was cold and beautiless. Had made a
lot wrong in my life, some maybe also not so bad, had no idea what to do with the rest of it. I
sometimes felt not that bad, but often exhausted, empty. So much pressed me, it was horrible to get
any information from outside, sat in a taxi and drove through the wet night - I would not end like
him, not so.

There is nothing you could say
To cause more hurt, or cause me shame
Than all the things that I have thought

About myself
(Amends; Garbage) 



I feel sorry, I had been an asshole, what an insight this had been. But what to expect.....respect?
Respect would require trust, trust had been a problem for me my whole life. A world full of sorrow
and  pain,  humans  acted  like  monstrous  devils,  a  humankind  that  destroyed  their  own base  of
existence, what should be the base for any kind of trust? The United States at the brink of self-
destruction, thirty-five, should this number give hope? Only to think of the new abortion laws in
Texas, the hypocrisy of us knew no kind of limit. The Supreme Court was prepared to finalize the
disgustingness, would Biden have the balls to expand the Supreme Court if necessary? And then? 

The wise they say: Adapt or die.
But you're too scared to try

I'm teaching little fingers to play
(Teaching little fingers to play; Garbage) 

I rang the bell - it's me, Peter. Not sure, to say goodbye maybe, or to begin anew? I've been too long
alone, I cannot simply accept, I feel powerless, I will try to respect. 
"I perceived your phone call as abusive, not very respectful, not to talk about what has happened
before."
The flowers are wet now, not so pretty anymore, could we speak out?
"I would not know what I would have to tell you?"
It's.........my life is changing in so many ways and I don't know who to trust anymore. It's like I
would watch a movie with a friend and had to say: I fell in love with the actress, she was playing a
part that I could understand.........all these lines are stolen, I've stolen them, not able to find my own
words. 
"That's because you would have to say nothing, but I would have to say a lot, only that I'm not the
best with words......."
"Yeah........"

Words

Words, deeds changed the world, not words. A word was nothing else than compressed air, moving
atoms like oxygen and nitrogen and such stuff, not the words but the deeds, and yet.

Words, could harm very deeply, had the potential to destroy a lot, to destroy anything. Words could
be more harmful and destroying than any action. Words could be the deadliest weapon of all.

Words, could heal and bestow you freedom and calm. 

Blues a healer, healer
All over the world, all over the world

It healed me, it can heal you 
(The Healer; John Lee Hooker)

I was no master of words, had tried my best, and she had been as obliging as possible - she had
listened to me. It did not rain today, not even a bit of drizzle, the sun had shined the whole day. Half
moon or so, somwhat more, not many starts one could see in the city, between the high houses.
Thought about those living in the countryside, farmers maybe, not many venues and places there to
entertain yourself. But when raising your head you would see a many stars, so many that it was
breathtaking. I never had thought about to leave the city, it had been my city all the time, even the
suburbans bored me. Once I had thought about living on a farm together with a woman, The Lady
At The Ranch - what had become of them? Well, only two hours or so southwards..........



"The season of asparagus has started,  always a good choice with many possibilities for salads,
soups, starters, main courses, vegetarian, with fish, seafood or meat, even nice deserts would be
possible with asparagus......."
I liked asparagus, alone the possibility to "play" with white and green asparagus. Asparagus alone
was fantastic, but was also perfect to combine with anything else. Other vegetables, any kind of
salad, all kinds of seafood, meat of any kind - to cook with asparagus was like getting the ball at the
one-yard line with no player of the other team around you. Not that it would have been impossible
now to screw it up, but it would be very difficult to do so. Only to ponder about all that possible
fantastic sauces! Sc. Hollandaise of course, Sc. Béarnaise for sure, Sc. Tomate, with olives and
anchovies for instance, Sc. Béchamel, with herbs maybe, any kind of Sc. Velouté, of course also any
kinds of Sc. Español, and then all the possible sauces for desserts with asparagus?
"….....thanks for calling me."    

I've Not Much To Give

If I get a little prettier, can I be your baby?
You tell me, "Life isn't that hard"

'Cause life imitates art
(Gods & Monsters; Tim Larcombe, Elizabeth Grant)

Waking up in the morning and someone lies beside you? Yeah, nice, but I had been a single my
whole life. Someone around you meant that you could not simply decide - what doing today, let
your  mood  decide.  If  you  pull  the  trigger  then  it's  your  decision,  you  will  have  to  bear  the
consequences. It's simpler to be alone, but it's being lonely. I did some research, I had to be good,
not much I was good in. But I was good at cooking, maybe this could be an argument? Not really,
not really much that I could offer, such a lot less than she could offer, a feeling of security, love and
caring.

It's hard to be lonely, but it's the right thing to do
(Breaking Up Slowly; Elizabeth Grant, Nicole Lane Frady)  

Cooking With Asperagus

The Menu:

"Bouquet of fine Salad"
Cooked green and white Tips of Asparagus

Fruits and Nuts in a Cream of Garlic

**

"Tartlet from Asparagus"
Mousse from white Asparagus and cooked green Asparagus

Dried Tomatoes, Watercress, Trout Roe
In butter sautéed crayfish tails

**



"Green and White"
Soups from Asparagus

Infusion of Tomatoes, Olives, and Anchovies

**

"Flädle"
Filled with a Ragout of green and white Asparagus

**

"White"
Cooked white Asparagus

Sc. Béarnaise
Roasted filet of Grouper

**

"Green"
Deep-fried green Asparagus

Viennese Schnitzel
Mountain Cranberries

**

"Luke-warm Goat's Cheese"
Marinated green and white Tips of Asparagus

Fruits and Nuts, a Cream of Wood Garlic

**

"All Sweet of Asparagus"
Caramelized green Asparagus with a Reduction of Balsamic Vinegar

Mousse au Asparagus, green and white, Sauce, green and white
Salad from white Asparagus, Strawberries, Pesto from Basil
Ice Cream made of Cream on a Sponge Cake with Vanilla

**

"Kukicha Extra"
Japanese Green Tea

Sweetmeats filled with green and white Asparagus

*

"Well, seeing all your efforts............how long you needed to buy and to prepare this all?"
"Five days."
"Five days, and also many you had to do during the last few hours? A sign that you attach some
importance to our relationship?"
"I would see it so, and I would hope that you would see it the same way."
"But rating something as important, to show that it has value to you, not means that it's something
that would have any prospects."



"No, of course not."
"Please, do not understand me wrong, but I need some time to think some things over. I'm not
convinced about that you could handle the fact that I have my own opinions, especially because
they are quite differently to yours. I believe in God and I have conservative convictions. Not that I
would be a religious radical, I can accept that you're nonbeliever, even if I think that you're wrong -
and you? I'm not happy at the moment to say that I'm a conservative woman, it's shameful in a way
today. But it had been shameful at a certain time to say, I'm a German. What do you expect from
me, that I march every day on the streets, and what should I say and chant? That black life would
matter, I'm sick of this black-and-white nonsense, everybody can buy in my shop and is welcome.
And yes, I know how many "blacks" are living in "my" neighborhood, and that not everyone can
afford to buy toys in my shop. But has this to mean that I'm a white fundamentalist racist bitch? I
need some time for me, can you accept this?"
"I have to, would it be okay for you that we would still stay in some contact, or do you wanna a
total break?"
"You're a too good cook, to send you packing. But maybe we should wait with moving in?"
"Strawberry and rhubarb season? It's nice cooking with strawberries and rhubarb?"
"The season has just begun? - I think the strawberries and the rhubarb will be even better in two or
three weeks?"
"In any case."   

*

Cold-blooded I shot him in the head, do not touch my baby! I helped her up, wiped away her tears,
she pressed her curvy body on mine, and mine reacted. Not long and we both lay on the ground
again, and it was nice doing it, while looking in his dead eyes. Could you say what's right, what's
wrong? Communism couldn't be right, fascism as well - of course! But between these extremes
there was a lot of space, an infinite number of shadings, who would dare to say what shading would
be the most beautiful?
A small town in an endless mountain scenery, a few but happy people living there. Hunting and
fishing,  farming  and running  small  businesses.  Had  they to  be  happy would  a  McDonald's,  a
Walmart, plan to open there? Of course not, one would say. And if some young African Americans
looked for a house there, fulfilling the stereotypes - pimped rides, loud rap and hip hop, and all such
stuff - what would one say? Of course not, or would this be okay? Would those who live there have
not the right to say, this is not our way of life, we want country music and pick-up trucks in our
streets?
I felt attracted by Caroline - yeah, also physically of course, was there more? Wasn't the question
not more, feared the old man now to die alone, the lack of a tender touch, a person at the side,
giving you the feeling not to be all alone? I dialed a number.
"It's me, Peter. I have no case at the moment, but I've the feeling that it would be good would I have
something to do, would you have something for me to do?"

Arnold

"I've the plain feeling sometimes, that this all would overwhelm me. A few days and I will be fifty-
six, sometimes I ask myself whether this all could have not waited till I'm dead, or at least retired.
On the other hand? I'm still alive, I'm white and a man, it all could be much worse than it is."
"Yeah, we're far from having overcome the virus, a new man in the White House but the GOP
decays with every day more and more, conservatives in many states are becoming more criminal
and ruthless with every day. With only a bit more patience and being a little less extreme, all could
be much easier and eased."
"But the reality is as fucking as it is. I think I should change sides."



"Pardon?"
"All would be so easy then. All in the United States could be millionaires if not billionaires, if this
fucking  "Negros"  and  this  "Latino  scum" would  not  plunder  "our"  nation.  The Jews  kill  little
children - oh, sorry, that they did it in Germany, in the States this is done by the lefties and the left-
wing celebrities. But the Asians are trying to enslave us - this one Asian tries to become the NY
mayor now? I wanna have "Rudy" back! I'm white and I'm a male, I have to be superior therefore,
down with all this colored scum and vermin, women are there to give birth to my white children and
to cook me a delicious meal - fuck, all could be so easy!"
"Your ancestors came from Germany - right?"
"Yes."
"Well, as far as I know there was a time in Germany when it was easy to do the "right thing". As a
judge for instance, carrying out a death sentence because of "undermining the will of the people".
Or saying nothing when the last Jew has "disappeared" from the town. You have the possibility to
chose your side, not everyone can do this."
"Yeah, you know what's strange?"
"Tell me."
"They always fail, Hitler a few years, the USSR failed, Bolsonaro nearly down, "Bibi" on the brink,
Boris under extreme pressure........they all fail because they are all incapable bigmouths. It's like a
snowball system. It functions for a while, it functions perfect for a while, but in the end it has to fail.
The  worse  is,  the  people  learn  nothing,  not  regarding  their  finances,  not  regarding  political
hypocrites.  It's  always  the  same,  again  and again.  It's  okay once,  it's  getting  embarrassing  the
second time, it's a shame the third time. But again and again? This tells you a lot about the human
nature."
"You asked for a task?"
"Yes, would be good would I have something to do - you know something?"
"Yeah, but it's a somewhat delicate matter."
"I'm all ear."
"You know, a hundred years ago........."
"Tulsa?"
"Yes."
"What can I do?"
"We're investigating a militant group."
"Sure I help you."
"It's an African American militant group."

The Bad And The Ugly - But Where Is The Good?

Black and white, the world, the melancholy of a black-and-white photography. A town that existed
in black and white, could you see Allen only in black and white? Nothing was black and white only,
not even a black-and-white photography, not Allen, he was too romantic about Manhattan.
A white  hillbilly  who  loved  Thai  food  and  was  married  to  an  African  American  woman?  A
sopisticated African American who damned Jews and hated gay people? Black and white,  only
trivial shit like "Star Wars" functioned in that way.
Had the "Black Panthers" been terrorists, what had Malcolm X been? The KKK, the "white and
patriotic  tourists  who  had  visited"  the  Capitol  to  hang  Mike Pence,  to  find  Nancy Pelosi  and
Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, to lynch them?  
I had the feeling that on one side of me a fucking white racist would stand, pointing his fucking gun
on my temple. On the other side an African American man stood, he pointed his gun on my other
temple. Sure, it would be easy to judge the "white guy", but the "black guy"? I had to be very
careful now, to stay independent, to keep my professional integrity. I had no problems with two
dead Nazis in a trunk, or a bunch of dead white supremacists in the hills,  but I  would have a



problem therewith, to judge a person differently because her or his skin was darker than mine.
Racism, not even fascism, reflected in the color of your skin. And even a "good intent" could lead
you thereto, to act in an awful way. 
"It's me, Peter. I know, no three weeks, not even two, but the strawberries are very delicious now,
and I could get excellent rhubarb. I would cook us a small menu this time, say five courses or so? -
To be honest, I would need somebody to talk with, I feel alone."
Desperation was never a good guidance, but the feeling that nothing would change, that all changes
were always not more than cosmetical, a nice facade, but in fact, nothing changed at all. No longer a
slave, but still treated like a slave. No longer an illegal migrant, but still treated like a second class
citizen. A white Western European-based class not willing to share power and wealth, and they let
no doubt about what they thought about those who demanded a fair share. I got an SMS: How long
you need for preparations?

 
Strawberries And Rhubarb

"You had been quite rushing, Peter. Impressive that you have managed it to prepare this all in such a
short time."
"Well, only five courses this time and much had been improvised."
"Do not  pretend  to  be  more  modest  than  you  have  to.  Alone  the  cold  soup,  very  interesting
combination with very interesting flavors."
"Well, with the years you have learned some specials of these you know, that you can score with
them."
"I have to be honest, from all the men I got to know within the years, none of them had such
cooking skills, nowhere near to your cooking skills."
"At least as a cook I can be convincing, not perfect, but at least something."
"I also think that you're a good private eye."
"Really?"
"I hired you, I paid you, and you did your job very well. I would recommend you, five from five."
"But you know that I have also a "seedy reputation"?"
"Well, isn't that what makes the private eye only sexier? I know this from the movies............."
"Yeah,  movies  in  black  and  white.  Today  the  world  is  more  colorful,  and  the  women  are
emancipated."
"The world had been colorful also at this time, only the movies from this time are in black and
white. I know some movies in black and white with very strong female characters."
"Yeah,........is this the beginning of a new McCarthy era? Our new Hayes Code is, that you can
spread all lies in TV and social media now, no matter how disgusting and absurd they are."
"The right of an American to say what he wants. The right of them who have the means to suppress
others to kill those with words. The right to say everything, no matter about the verisimilitude and
the intention, is anarchy."
"Harsh words from a conservative?"
"I'm anxious about the future of our nation. But it's not easy, at least not as a conservative. What
shall I do? Leaving the Conservative Party, and then? Would this change the GOP? To hope for that
the GOP would split? And then? The moderate part would have no political power anymore, maybe
a Dem would be happy about it. But also this would destroy our political system, and some forces
have exactly this aim. I see it that way. At least at the moment the Democrats have to do everything,
that the GOP not splits,  have to support the moderate conservative politicians. It's  in their  own
interest."
"Yeah, business as usual, the GOP screws it up as always, and the Democrats have to straighten it
up again. But something else conquers my mind at the moment."
"Our relationship?"
"Well,......yes,.........in a way........I see that I have to hear your words more, have to accept, that you



see matters from another standpoint."
"I doubt that you ever had any problems therewith to accept, that one could have another standpoint
than you. Quite on the contrary! You had never any problems therewith to realize that you, as a
white male, saw the same matter in a very different light than, say an African American woman or a
Latino boy. You have a problem therewith that my standpoint is based on conservatism - you need
someone to talk with?"
"Yes."

*

I had decided,  I  would try to use my "relations" with the African American community to get
insights into this African American militant group. Well, my "relations" with the African American
community, I had better relations with the Latino community, but I saw some possibilities to get in
contact to this group, or at least to people who would knew the group. Their aim? To start armed
attacks on right-wing groups and institutions, to "fight back".  No distinct information had been
collected so far, but it seemed as if the potential for violence of the group would be extremely high -
hints suggested that they even would have explosives or would try to get them. The police feared
because of that, that this would have the potential for a war between African American groups and
radical right-wing groups in the city - to what the radical right was capable to, needed no longer any
affirmation.
But,...........Nat Turner? He had murdered, but to call him a murderer? To what an extent a white
person  living  on  a  plantation,  who  had  never  murderer  a  "black"  person,  had  to  be  called  a
murderer, a fucking racist who murdered every day the slaves that had to work on the plantation?
Yeah, depended it really only on the fucking "standpoint"? To see it as the master, to see it as the
slave? I dialed a number.
"It's me Arnold, Peter. Just briefly, I will work for you."       
   

Southern Comfort 
 
I stopped as the door was behind me, not the first time that I had gone through this door, not much
had changed, at least as far as I could remember, the small tables in a different arrangement now.
Still no doorman, would be not much need for one, this was no bar at Main Street. A few white
guys, some Latinos and Asians, even a few Latinas and Asian women. At the bar? Two of the small
tables free? I walked to the bar to order.
"Bourbon neat, a fine one."
The man behind the bar mustered me - hey, neat, a fine one, I have to pay before I get it, you can
pour it back if I cannot pay your expensive ones. He obviously trusted me in the end, top-shelf in
deed.
"Twenty bucks this one - I hope that's okay for you, Sir."
"Sure. Twenty for me, fifteen for your friends, but that's absolutely okay."
I put two tenspots and four singles on the counter, took the heavy glass and took place at one of the
empty tables, looked at my glass. Fine stuff from Kentucky, Kentucky, a strange state. Two counties
blue, the rest more or less red. A tiny capital - Frankfort - and known in the whole world, most of
the Kentuckeyites "pro-life", good Whiskey. I took a nip of the nice Kentucky stuff as someone
appeared at my table. 
"The first time here?"
"Not really, but it's somewhat longer ago."
"The first time I see you here, but not the first time that I see you."
"Possible."
"May I took a seat?"
"Sure, still three chairs free."



"You have something to celebrate? This stuff won't be ordered too often here."
She pointed at my heavy glass, while nipping at her Martini glass. Whereby, no boring Martini in it,
a Manhattan apparently, also no bad choice. 
"No, not really. I have nothing to do at the moment and as you have realized, it's long ago that I was
here for the last time."
"So, no special reason to be here?"
"Asked in this way........"

*

"So, you know me?"
"I watch the news, surprised?"
"No, why I should?"
"Well, this is the South Side, we're not best known for being intellectual."
"Do never underestimate the person sitting opposite to you."
"Nicely said, what interests you more, my legs or my cleavage - you like tiny boobs?"
"You asked about a "special reason"?"
"Yeah, and you said that you would have one?"
"Not this one."
"That's somewhat disappointing, the man who was involved in the killing of over a dozen white
racist bastards."
"I would not call it a "killing", it had been a police operation."
"And surprisingly this time there were dead white guys, normally always black guys are dead at the
end."
"Two died as well in this night."
"Two druggies who would have sold their grandmas for the next trip? - Isn't it racist saying that the
black guys would be always the good guys?"
"It's difficult sometimes to say what's good and what's bad. I mean, white racists who kill African
Americans because they demand the same rights as the whites? But African Americans who plan to
"strike back", who are on their way to kill white racists? What would you say, killers or freedom
fighters?"
"The white justice would know only one answer for them, death row."  
"And you?"
"Would it be not more interesting what your answer would be?"
"I would love to talk with them."
"For what reason, what would you tell them?"
"Would depend somewhat on their plans, but maybe there are better ways?"
"For instance?"
"As you said, over a dozen white racists are dead, as long as it's a police operation?"
"The governor has announced that there will be an investigation in what has happened at that night,
that heads will roll?"
"We have a fucking governor, but why should this be interesting for us in the city? We have a
fantastic mayor, could it be that the governor's head will roll very soon?"
"You mean that you would tell them not to overreact, not to rush, not to do something that would
cost them a high price?"
"Something of the kind."
"You're a white guy, or?"
"I know, only too well. But as you said, over a dozen of them are dead now and one was the big
shot, they have sent to our city. They get him back now, in a coffin."
"Anything else that I can do for you?"
"No, I don't think so."
"I'm really nothing for you, or do you be too anxious?"



"I've a relationship with............."
"........let me guess honey, a decent white lady?"
"She runs a shop for children's toys."
"Oh my God, you kidin' me? I had the impression, watching the news, that you would be one of
these lone wolves?"
"The wolf is old now"
"I would let you feel like being young again."
Yeah, and I pondered about, was she simply a fascinating looking woman, or the hottest transvestite
that I had ever seen. But I was too old now, to try to find out.

Breakfast Invitation
 
"Had been a nice breakfast."
"I could satisfy your standards?"
"Of course!"
"Well,  a man whose skills  in the kitchen are that sophisticated? It's  very demanding to prepare
something for you."
"Apart from that, that I would say that I'm a very courteous guest, and you by the way also an
excellent cook, your words are sounding like sweet talk - do you sweet-talk me?"
"Would I have any reason therefore?"
"Not a bit, that's what puzzles me the most."
"Maybe I'm only a courteous woman, trying to make it not too hard for the man?"
"To do what?"
"To do the right thing? But okay, you're just a man. But in the end not the worst whom I've ever
met."
Caroline did me a favor, she stood up and started to clean up the breakfast table. I helped her and
thereafter we sat together on the couch with a nice cup of tea.
"You've a new case?"
"Not so much - why you ask?"
"I phoned you in the office and your answering machine told me that you have no time to take on a
new case at the moment."
"That's right, but it's for the police."
"Yet again!"
"It's different this time."
"You mean something normal, a murder case or something like that?"
"Not quite."
"Not again with politics involved? Even a man can learn his lessons."
"Apart from that, that to stay out of reality would not change anything on reality, I've changed sides
if you like to describe it so."
"Apart from that, that we have the FBI, Homeland Security and more, you're a rightist now?"
"No, I should not talk about it."
"Apart from that, that I thought that you would make an effort to do the right thing now, what about
to trust me at least somewhat?"
"I do not feel good at doing it."
"Maybe in particular a reason to talk with me? I mean.......?"
"You're right, but it's not easy for me."
"What?"
"To share my feelings and thoughts with someone else."
"That's no shocking news for me."
"A militant African American group forms or has formed in the city."
"Do they plan attacks?"



"Yes, it seems so."
"So, why you are concerned, they will fight and kill the bad boys?" 
"It's not their job, they are no authority of the state."
"But you?"
"If working together with or for the police, yes."
"And state authorities are allowed to do everything?"
"No. But if one points his gun on my head, then I will not hesitate for a second pulling the trigger."
"And this group?"
"Not sure. Maybe their guns are still not loaded, maybe they have crossed the red line already."
"And your part?"
"I try to find it out."
"And if they have crossed the red line?"
"A white guy who hates African Americans because they are black is a racist. An African American
who hates Jews because they are Jewish is a racist. A racist is a racist, a racist has no specific skin
color."
"Wow, you're convinced that you're no conservative?"
"Absolutely! It's because I see in our nation a few racist and homophobic African Americans, also
some Asia Americans and Latinos or Hispanics. But I see an awful lot of white racists. In every
nation racists live, every nation can bear a certain number of racists, no matter what color their skin
has. But our nation can no longer bear this awful amount of white racists, we have to change this." 
"And this African American group? Don't they fight for the "right matter"?"
"Their aim seems to be good, but their means seem to be the wrong ones."
"Wow, you really think that the end not justifies the means? Had a different impression lately."
"There are circumstances that will justify at least also very drastic reactions, but talking about this
group? It seems as that they are on a path that would be impossible to justify."
"So, could one say that our problem is not so much that you're a lefty,  and I'm a conservative
woman? So, one could say that we maybe only assess the state of our union somewhat differently?"
"Seems to me as if this would make sense."
"Yeah, maybe we should talk about that?"
"Yeah."

Talking About The State Of The Union

"So, we differ obviously therein, to what a degree we see our nation endangered - do I see this
right?"
"Obviously. Whereby, I cannot really understand, why one can see this widely different."
"Maybe because one can see everything from very different angles and can get a very different
impression from a certain matter than a different person."
"So, this means that everything is undetermined, and it only depends on your angle of view whether
a matter is correct or incorrect, good or bad. That's pure relativism."
"But isn't this always the pure and simple reality? No one will be ever able to see a matter under all
possible angles of view, everybody has always to accept limitations, we're human beings, no gods."
"Gravitation is not up for negotiation, that would be a stupid thought."
"Not that there's not something that we "feel" as gravitation, but not much more is known about it.
Yes, there seems to be something, but we don't even know if gravitation functions like the other
fundamental forces of physics or not. An awful lot of theories about gravitation are on the market to
chose from."
"And what would be your strategy now?"
"To talk with each other.  No one can claim for oneself  to be able to oversee everything in its
entirety. Even two or three will have problems therewith - the more, the better."
"It's not easy at the moment to talk with conservatives, not to talk about the GOP in Washington."



"I'm still hopeful that they will have to learn their lesson in 2022. And the Biden administration is
so far not that unsuccessful. I don't say that everything is perfect, but I cannot see that the nation is
on the brink of disaster, no new civil war, not at the moment."
"January the sixth? The fucking behavior of the GOP? I see still an awful lot of threats for our
nation, our democracy."
"I as well, but what has happened at January the sixth? Mike Pence did it, Joe Biden got confirmed,
democracy got delayed, but democracy succeeded at the end. There was a shocking moment, and
also I had tears in my eyes seeing the pictures in TV, it was like seeing the burning towers again.
But it ended with a delay of democracy only, only for some hours, democracy had prevailed at the
end of the day."
"But it had been very close, pretty damn easy and that day could have ended in a sheer disaster."
"That's true, but it did not happen. Joe Biden is our president and will be still  our president in
December. It's like those who tell you always these stories about doomsday, so many we have seen
now, but the world is still alive."
"Is it easy like that?"
"Your  ancestors  came from Germany,  the  Germans  had  their  doomsday,  but  today they  are  a
respected nation again, one of the most powerful economies by the way."
"But this was no fixed narrative, or do you talk about the phoenix now, about catharsis, that extreme
violence is the basis for something new, that there have to be a awful storm, heavy rain to clean up
the streets, like Travis, sitting in his car?"
"No, I talk about that we - maybe? - see the human beings from a different angle of view?"
"Seems so."
"Shall we talk about it?"
"Would be good doing so."

Talking About The Nature Of The Human Beings

"I've the feeling that you not trust human beings that much, if at all."
"You trusted your husband?"
"Do you trust me?"
"I see no reasons at the moment not to trust you."
"Would you trust me, would I ask you to look at life somewhat more from my perspective?"
"As a woman?"
"You know what I mean."
"As a conservative woman?"
"Better. You know, only because I would call myself a conservative woman, that not means that I do
not perceive Marjorie Taylor Greene as a heinous person. But come on, not all what Ilhan Omar
says seems to be that clever, or what do you think?"
"Sometimes she's too fast with her words, but............."
"...........I would not call her a heinous person like Marjorie Taylor Greene, of course not."
"And the activities of the GOP members in Congress?"
"I'm a conservative woman. I was one my whole life and I will die as one. But I voted for Biden in
2020, and I'm still undecided for whom I will vote in 2022."
"You're telling me that all is more complex, like to trust someone, or trying to understand the human
nature? I never doubted on this, quite on the contrary. But is there another possibility than to define
some basic convictions?"
"Like whether the human beings as such are good or bad?"
"As a too simple example, and a very naive one, yes."
"And, what do you think?"
"You really wanna hear that?"
"Yes, yes of course."



*

"It's this ambiguity, humans can be very creative, but also very destructive. Humans can be very
tender, but also extremely brutal. One could argue in a simple way now, it's a matter of a brain and
the hormones, let's do some SF. We would define a perfect hormone level, for every deviation we
would have the fitting pills. But I think that would not function, I am not convinced that's that
simple."
"And someone would have to define what the perfect hormone level is."
"Yes."
"But you're not happy with the humans, not at all?"
"They would have every mean - at least today - to enable every human being to live a good life. But
we don't do it - sometimes humans appear like insane and mindless monsters. As ruthless swines,
but that's not the problem."
"What's the problem?"
"Those who not use their mind, simply following their fuehrer, those who would have no problems
therewith, would we have concentration camps like the Germans had them for all those who not
followed them and their fuehrer."
"You're not happy to be a human?"
"Most of the time I hate it, only sometimes I like it."
"Being alone?"
"To be the last on earth would be a strange, but relieving, feeling. Every so often I think it would be
better to end the story now, the ending can be only disappointing. Should there be hope? Maybe
2022 could give hope, maybe 2024? Only a fraction of the world is vaccinated, and we have more
and more dangerous mutations already now. Shall this story have a happy ending, and what should
it be? A million Americans died, but much more in South America and Africa? Being alone has the
advantage that you.........."
"And being not alone?"
"It's strange to imagine this."
   

*

Yeah, the lone wolf - her latest album? It's hard to be lonely / But it's the right thing to do - really?
Or was it only out of sheer laziness, the absence of responsibleness, no responsibility for a partner,
not to talk about children, always the easy way, only dealing with oneself, the only person one
would have to dispute with. Really, the right thing to do?
No one around you who would question you and your behavior. Always able to do anything, like
staring at the screen, what kind of porn this evening? Some of the fucking shit from Japan, twenty-
two-year-old "actresses" that looked like twelve, molested by four or five fat or old guys, fucked
hard, of course all censored. Or why not some domestic productions, teens who liked it to get raped,
of course all only role-playing, or tiny white girls fucked by monstrous black cocks, why not in both
holes at once. 
The  easy way,  looking  in  the  mirror  and  always  seeing  only yourself.  What  having for  lunch
tomorrow? Let's  see,  maybe nothing,  maybe some fruit  or  a  fucking underdone steak.  All  was
possible, only one had to decide. Nearly like being the only one on earth, nearly. 
"The Logical Structure of the World", it was a long time ago that I had read this impressing book by
Rudolf Carnap for the last  time, I could do it  this  evening again,  or at  least  to begin with.  Or
Wittgenstein, why not Willard Van Orman Quine, why not simply sleeping and dreaming crazy
dreams?    

*



"Being alone for a long time, one develops automatically certain strange behaviors, I was alone
most of my life. And even if not, I felt very often alone or misplaced. I'm no family guy, about that
we have not to ponder."
"I would have no real problems with this, after all my life lessons I like it to have more free space, I
do not wish to have all the time someone around me. It's nice to have time for me now, time when I
can do whatever I want to do. But I've the feeling that you not trust me, that you would always wait
for that I would reveal myself, would show what a conservative monster I'm in reality, deep inside
me."
"It's very difficult at the moment to trust someone who says that she or he is a conservative. Fifty
senators are against even to discuss making it easier to vote. We have to discuss that voting day
should be a holiday, in other - real - democracies voting is always on Sunday. Even the Supreme
Court sees no widespread voter fraud, but the fucking Moscow Mitch. Have we to talk about the
GOP and Juneteenth, this fucking disrespect these politicians are showing, not only......?" 
"Are you talking about the out-of-control GOP or about me - I do not get it!"
"I think that I use it to thwart too much closeness."
"We have spent nights together - I'm too much a conservative woman for you now, because this
means something to me?"
"No, of course not. But I fear that we could lose everything, could lose it still. It all could be so
nice, sorting in children's toys in shelves, maybe even do some decorating? But the world outside
your shop is not that cozy."
"You mean, outside my conservative world, outside my white neighborhood? You're not telling me
now, that you raised in a jungle, in a ghetto? These are no longer the 30s or 40s, nor the 70s or 80s -
you're no private dick in L.A. walking through Old Downtown, as it was simply Downtown."
"I'm not convinced whether you would say this, living in South Chicago, or when the boy next door
would have seven bullets in his back."
"And you, you're living in South Chicago? How many African American friends you have - and do
not tell me now that in your neighborhood mostly Latinos are living. You know what I mean. Your
eating sometimes some soul food in a restaurant, but how good you know the family that hosts you
then? Yeah, maybe I'm far away of all of this, but do not tell me that you're not the white guy living
in a Latino neighborhood - oh, you're favorite bar is not very "Latino" and the bartender very pale."
"Can I remind you, that I'm part of an investigation regarding an militant African American group?"
"And, what's planned, to kill them all?"
"If they try to kill others, or better, if they have killed others? I see a dead protestor in front of me."
"Okay, you would pull the trigger in that case?"
"Of course, I hope that I have not to do it, but you're not above the law, also not as an African
American. I think you've said it, that we have no civil war at the moment. We need no militias on
the streets, no white militias, no black militias, no militias from the right, no militias from the left,
we would need no militias at all. We live no longer in the 19th century."
"Then let us see how the story will develop."

Bar Invitation

My phone rang.
"Hello darling, you remember me?"
Yeah, I could remember that voice.
"Yeah."
"Now interested in, to feel young again?"
"Still no need for, I'm still young in my head and my body fades away, better than contrariwise -
what can I do for you? Do you need a private dick?"
"You're a funny guy, maybe we could have a drink together?"
"You need someone who pays for your drinks?"



"You're a nice guy, I think I would pay for all?"
"Why not, it's always nice for an old man like me to have something to dream about at night."
"Thanks for the compliment, but you have not to do it alone."
"I'm used to."

*

As I entered the place, it was not difficult to spot her at the bar - I was convinced now, that she was
a "he". 
"Very sophisticated dress - by the way, you told me your name?"
"Darling, a creature like me has no name, give me a name."
"Well,..........Gene maybe?"
"Gene?"
"Gene Eliza Tierney."
"Oh, very interesting choice!"
"So your dress."
"Yeah, it's very........."vintage" - you like it?"
"Well, I would say........breathtaking - I could need a drink now."
She - he? - turned to the bartender, he had stayed all the time near to us.
"I think that you can remember my guest and what he had the last time?"
"Of course."
"The same for both of us."
The bartender prepared the two bourbons for us, I had to gape at her - him?
"It would be effortless for you to find out, honey."
"Sometimes it's more appealing, to let a question unanswered."
"Come on, you would like to know it. You only fear that you could love what you would found."
The barkeeper had made our drinks ready and had placed them on the counter,  but he did not
interrupt our conversation.
"I fear that - I think that men are boring."
"Who's saying that I'm a man? In any case, I'm much more than a man."
"I fear, too much for me."
"I would help and guide you, maybe the bourbon can help you to get a bit more relaxed?"
"Could be."
She, I had decided that I would see her as a woman now, turned her head towards the barkeeper -
could it be that all this towered hair could be real?
"Twenty-five."
"Wow, that's more than I had to pay?"
"For both, my little bimbo............"
She gave him thirty, we grabbed our drinks and walked to an empty table.
"Okay,  was  nice  to  have  this  kind  of  conversation  with  you,  but.......would  I  be  twenty years
younger, then I would be interested in to find it out. But I'm too old for that now, entrenched habits,
but we both know that this is not the reason why you phoned me, and why I came."
"I would have liked it, but........let's start with the boring business."
She gave a barely visible sign, and an everyday African American man neared our table, he sat
down.
"Before you both start, "he" could answer some of your questions, "he" enjoyed it very much."
"Maybe later, I doubt that you're one of the persons I would like to talk with?"
"Of course not - you're missing a lot."
"He" looked at "her" and smiled, as well as "she", looking at "him" – I felt somewhat confused.
"He" turned "his" head again towards me.
"But I'm the one who could guide you to them."
"What information you need?"



"I've the feeling that I'm superfluous now, a lady like me feels this!"
She laughed out loud and walked with her drink in hand back to the bar.
"I could give you some information, you would not regret it, I do not regret it, in absolutely no
regard."
"Maybe after this, but now we should concentrate on the important."

*

"So, you wanna meet some special persons."
"Obviously."
"For what reason?"
"You know the reason."
"What do you wanna tell them - do you want to tell them something or do you wanna fool them?"
"You know what I want to tell them, I've a certain reputation."
"A pile of dead white supremacists?"
"That nobody is above the law, that's what I believe."
"What laws? The law, that makes it hard for African Americans to vote? The law, that sends a black
man for years behind bars for every bagatelle? The law, that give a white police officer a free ticket,
if shooting a black guy in the back, suffocates him joyfully - oh, sorry white man, he has to go
behind bars now, for twenty-two years and six fucking months.  Shall  I  tell  you now, for what
fucking shit a black man has to go for that time behind bars? Twenty-two years and a few fucking
month because torturing and killing a handcuffed man? - About what fucking laws you're talking?"  
"I'm talking about this city, it was not the city police that bludgeoned the protestors last summer. I
don't tell you that we have no fucking racists in our police, but do not tell me these are the 70s or
80s, or the 40s or so. The city has deserved a chance, but an attack from your side would give our
fucking governor all he needs to crack down on us."
"On us?"
"What would happen, would you kill a white guy, no matter whether he's a fucking racist or not?
What would happen if an ordinary citizen got hurt by one of your actions? Our governor is under
pressure at the moment, looks not good for him in 2022. At least if the city behaves in 2022 as in
2020. The city has the potential to kick his ass."
"Maybe you should tell them your afflatuses? I am not confident of, that they will like your words."
"Do not try to fool me, you're one of them, and I do not think you're an ordinary member. Believe
me, it makes no sense at the moment. Joe Biden is our president now, maybe they get the majority
in Senate in 2022, or much better, get rid of this fucking filibuster."
"Would you have said the same to me, would the former president have got reelected?"
"If a slave kills his "master", I can see no murder. My parents immigrated from Germany, after
WWII. Georg Elser is a hero, it's a tragedy that he was not successful, millions of lives he would
have rescued, he's much more a hero than a certain Stauffenberg. But this had been an exceptional
situation, I cannot spot that we live in such a situation today."  
"But maybe after 2022, or better after 2024?"
"January 6, 2021? We were fucking close, a handful of police officers rescued our democracy. It had
been so fucking close."
"Let me see what I can do for you."
"I've only one demand."
"A demand?"
"Yes, whatever you guys will decide, please give me feedback."
"Next week, the same time?"
"Okay."
"Alone of course."
"I'm not here to betray you or your group."
"We will see."



He left the table, Gene came back.
"You're looking stressed. Maybe I can give you some relaxation?"
"I hope they will come to a good decision."
"What would be a good one?"
"Well, if I could answer you this.......... - I'm only one of these, white guys."

*

I had grown up in a white world, white television, white politicians, white movies, white music -
yes, of course, Eric Burdon & War, I liked War, in general, a lot of blues and jazz in the music I had
heard at that time, the beginning of Hip Hop and Rap. Yeah, of course, In The Heat Of The Night,
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. and Malcolm X, but his had not been my world, never ever in my life I
had to sustain discrimination. No millionaire's or billionaire's family, but solid white middle class
family, and "middle class" still meant something in that days. 
Yeah, of course, obviously, more than my white middle-class world existed. All the music, movies,
songs, and art. But I never came in close contact with these worlds, not thinking about diving into
them. Drugs and prostitution, gang crime, the dangerous worlds of Chicago and L.A., The Bronx.
No places to be, and if, at least not in the South. L.A. could be a dream, the Hollywood Hills, the
canyons, alongside the beaches from Malibu till Long Beach, the rich white worlds. But Westlake
or Compton, Old Downtown or Skid Row, nothing for a "civilized" white citizen, at least if not
searching for some "thrill".
Yeah,  of  course,  discussing  discrimination,  of  course,  "supporting" Dr.  Martin  Luther  King Jr.,
maybe even Malcolm X, hoping that they would win "their" fight. How racist that had been? And
whoever talked about the Latinos in L.A., the "Chinese" in San Francisco, nice background for
movies maybe, the threat behind the next corner, not more. Oh, told the Western movies you not
stories from the heroic fight of the settlers and the cavalry in conquering this new continent? So
many had to die while fighting the barbaric natives. John Wayne and his rifle, riding with "The
Duke" let you know to be on the right side, the others had to be the enemies, why talking about
former slaves and those that had to be ousted?  
Movies from Sam Peckinpah or Francis Ford Coppola for instance? Not the usual shit,  but still
"white stories". But this was okay, white directors, white stories, that made sense. But were there no
black directors, Spike Lee later, Shaft, and the music? Michael Jackson? Seriously? Prince maybe,
but finding jazz and blues, Chet Baker, yeah, but those musicians, from New Orleans till Free. And
then the women, from Ella to Nina, hearing Nina Simone for the first time? But how dishonest, I
had been allowed to use the front entrance my whole life. 
A young black man points his gun on my head, will he pull the trigger? How many white guys like
me have had a funny time, while hanging a "nigger"? It was not on me to judge, it was me, standing
in the dock.

Family Matters

"Can you talk about it?"
"Not really, I have to wait as well."
"Wait for what?"
"A reaction, feedback, something of that sort."
"You're fishing?"
"Well, I do not try to trap something or someone."
"No, and it's  good that way. Very disturbing news everywhere, the standoff on the highway for
instance. I hate it more and more to see this "fucking masculine" men in their "attire", with their
fucking  guns.  Without  their  guns  they are  castrated,  not  able  to  man  up,  degraded  to  become
weasels. Violence is their only possibility, for more they are too dumb."



"Well, I see one of them and an unpleasantly smelling homeless, living on the street. I know whom I
would name scum - it's Independence Day, a long breakfast?"
"Yes, let's get up, a very long breakfast - and then back again?"
"That sound nearly too good."
"You make the breakfast."
"Yeah, there lies the rub."
"Well, the rest is my to do."
"If this is the case, I will try to make the best long breakfast I've ever done."
"I hope so!"

*

"Can we drive to the shop later?"
"Pardon? It's Sunday, we had a lot to eat - and by the way, to drink as well. And we're in the bed
again?"
"I've planned to arrange some things anew, before I open on Monday."
"And it wouldn't be possible to do this on Monday?"
"I could........I should........"
"I'm the one with stupid work hours, you're the one with regular opening hours."
"I'm the one who runs a shop, I'm self-imployed, I have no opening hours."
"But we have still some time..........?"
"Well, that's the positive aspect to be self-imployed. At least sometimes I can arrange my work
hours like I want it."
My phone rang - I looked at her. 
"I would answer the call, you're also self-imployed by the way."
"I never saw it in that way."
I managed it to grab the phone without leaving the bed - a short conversation.
"And?"
"Well, I have not to leave."
"That's fine, but.......?"
"I can accompany you to the shop."
"That's fine, but.......?"
"I fear that I've a meeting later."
"With a wonderful woman?"
"Unfortunately not, but I would have an idea for an interesting "ménage à trois"."
"You and two women?"
"Well, that would be the interesting aspect. No, I will meet with some members of this militant
group."
"Could this become dangerous?"
"I don't think so. I'm not their enemy, at least I think so."
"And they?"
"Well, would I be them........? They have many reasons to be suspicious. No, I'm not in danger,
but..........?"
"But?"
"Maybe I'm the wrong guy for the job, I'm no Shaft, in no respect."
"Well,.............."
"That's ridiculous - or do you wanna kidding me now?"

Round The Table

"Maybe I can try to explain it in that way. I saw a video on YouTube, a historic document, I think it



was for TV. Several representatives of the Civil Rights Movement sat at one table and discussed the
direction that the Civil Rights Movement should go. Please do not force me to name names, but it
was a very prominently occupied table. About one or two representatives I'm relatively confident,
but it's not that important for us anyway. My point is, this black men - I think that I can remember
one black woman at least as well - discussed how they should continue their fight, and of course
violence was a topic. It's not the discussion as such, their words, their argument, their conclusions,
it's that it would have been a joke, would I have taken place at this table to join this discussion."
"And why then he's here? He says himself that it's not on him to give us advice?"
"Maybe because it's sometimes not the worst to listen to a voice from outside? Of course, it would
be a joke to  say that  he should decide for us,  but why not hearing what  his  opinions are? It's
undoubtedly that he's not one of this fucking whites, those who always tell us that we have to be
patient. And he has set a mark, this time no blacks lay in the coffins."
"And in the end he's still a privileged white - ask him. The first time I can remember that one called
me a nigger and spit in my face was as I was five - how often someone has spit in his face and
called him a slave?"
"He's not here to tell us what we have to do, he has said this. He..........."
"........"he" will tell me nothing, I do no longer need advice from this clever whites. No one can stop
me!"
"I can and will stop you."
"You wanna have a war with me and my part of the group?"
"A war? It would be a fight maybe, and you would lose it. There would be blacks in the coffins this
time."
"Fuck, that's the point, in the end it's always us blacks who lay in the coffins! Wow, how nice the
tears were for Tulsa, what about New York, Fort Pillow, Sand Creek, Ebenezer Creek, Memphis,
New Orleans, Camilla, Opelousas, St. Bernard, Skeleton Cave, Colfax, Barbour County, Vicksburg,
Clinton,  Hamburg, Danville,  Rock Springs,  Thibodaux,  Wounded Knee,  Polk County,  Lattimer,
Wilmington,  Springfield,  Slocum,  Ludlow,  Porvenir,  Washington,  Chicago,  Elaine,  Bogalus,
Ocoee? All that and much more happened ahead of the Tulsa Massacre! Should I continue with all
what has happened after the Tulsa Massacre, till today, smart white man?"
"No, and I will not continue with Rosewood now. A white woman accused a black man that he has
beaten her, to cover up that her lover has beaten her. It's not on me, is it on John Singleton? Is his
movie only a fucking pathetic dishonest Hollywood shit movie? What if even the black directors
can only direct "white movies"? Is it about Singleton or an industry that suppresses everything,
everything that  could show and tell  the truth?  This  nation has  to  get  rid  of the white  Western
European based upper class, otherwise this country will fail like Haiti, becoming a failed nation.
The French killed their king, the Germans could not kill their dictator, others had to do it for them.
Not now, that's all what I say. Maybe in 2022, maybe in 2024, but not now, not in 2021, that's all
what I say."
"And now, nicely said? Waiting for the next massacre, hoping that Kamala will become president.
Hey, we had a black president already, it has changed not quite a lot. It's cool to be patient if your
skin is white enough, or at least you're wealthy enough. Come on niggers, be patient!"
      

*

"Maybe I can lift your spirits?"
"I would nearly say yes, this time."
"I would not disappoint you, I'm absolutely sure."
"I would disappoint you, I'm a disappointment."
"I  fear  that  I  cannot  help  you.  You  would  need  a  big  mama  with  big  tits  to  comfort  you.
Unfortunately, I'm very flat-chested."
"No, stay. What should I tell them? That, if I lived in a nation, which let me feel all the time that I'm
a second class citizen, if not, being not much more than a better slave, since I can remember, I



would grab a gun and..........why are there not every day millions on the streets? You need a job,
nigger? You need someone who works for you, racist? Would you do me a favor?"
"Sure?"
"I'm in the mood to get hammered - the good news?"
"Yes........?"
"I will not need a lot of bourbon for it - can you buy me the bottle?"
"And then, watching you to get finally drunk?"
"I would invite you, but I would need someone who would care for me after I'm passed away."
"How many you had already?"
"Not enough."
"Why the people always think that I have to be their caretaker?"

A Bright New Morning

I woke up, obviously not in my bed, not in Caroline's as well. I looked around, a "sleeping room", I
did not have seen before - small, but at the first moment it looked beautiful, but then more and more
it became obvious, that in fact everything was run-down, not to say shabby. Not, that it had been
dirty, on the contrary, everything looked very clean, and would the furniture had been not so run-
down, it would have been a very nice little sleeping room with nice vintage furniture. The door
opened. Obvious it was no big secret in whose bed I lay, I had no recollection at all, not only one
Bourbon too much. But nevertheless I was surprised.
"You're awake? How do you feel?"
"Not good, in no aspect. I have to apologize, I normally don't drink too much - do you always look
that way in the early morning?"
"It's no longer early in the morning - only if I have a guest."
"I'm your guest?"
"What do you think, that you're my lover? To make it easier for you, I slept on the couch, I hate
drunken men."
I looked at her, she appeared like one of this Hollywood divas of bygone times, a long white night
gown,  slightly transparent,  or?  A very transparent  something,  dressing  gown,  perfect  hairstyle,
make-up, cute slippers with frisky tassels or something like that on them - this was such a strange
contrast to the run-down room.
"Disappointed that I do not live in the hills in one of the multi-million dollar estates?"
"No, I've a small condo, one for single men. Could I have a coffee, do I have........can we talk?"
"You acted like a gentleman, like a boozy gentleman. Of course, you can have a coffee, but we have
not to discuss anything."
"I'm not used to drink that much alcohol, do I have.........?"
"Puked?"
"Yes."
"Yes, but I helped you to hit the toilet bowl, in the bar as well as here."
"I'm sorry for that,  normally I  do not act like that -  a coffee? And we have to talk,  I  have to
apologize."
"What do you think about me, seeing how I live? Would you be the worst guy I've ever met or that
have slept in my bed, I would be a happy person - strong coffee?"
"Very strong."

*

"You've feeling like born at the wrong time?"
"I feel like born in the wrong world."
"Who would feel comfort in this world, apart from monsters and callous people?"



"You're a sorrowful person inside."
"Disappointed, I'm disappointed. And yet, there's this gift of self-consciousness, that gift that nature
has gifted us. It's  very disappointing that we're not all  scientists  and artists, that we all are not
exploring this universe around us, that we waste our lives with matters like greed and killing each
other."
"Well, I would be satisfied with being allowed being myself. My whole life they demanded that I
had to be someone else, nothing on me and in me found acceptance,  I'm the freaky freak in a
fucking freak show."
"The coffee is good."
"Yeah, one more?"
"Sure, you've some really freaky furniture."
"Well, that's my style. It's all from the bulk garbage. Others throw them away, no longer wanna
them. But for me, they are still beautiful oddities, just like me."

*

I was on my way back home, not in a perfect mood. Life was not easy for anyone, at least not for
the most of us. But why some had to carry so much burden on top, like the rest would not be
enough? And it were the fucking things nobody should be interested in, the color of my skin, my
accent,  my gender,  gay or lesbian or whatever,  not fitting into the scheme of a  ruling wealthy
conservative white upper class. And yet, not openly gay would be acceptable, why not fucking a
nigger bitch, why not some thrill on the Philippines with a ladyboy? Lying to collect money to
destroy our nation was cool, not too absurd the lies could be, money and power was the aim, to
show the non-whites and the poor their place in life was essential. Too much they demanded to get a
share of wealth and power, they ran crazy and wanted to elect in an easy way, that their lives would
be seen as equal to a rich white life. What moved us more, the little white girl that was missed, with
braces and ribbons in hair, or that a slutty Latina girl had got raped and murdered? This was a
fucking country I lived in.
I turned the key and opened the door to my condo - I should call..........I had a message on the
answering machine. But I was not in the mood to talk with someone at all, what should I say? Guys,
let's grab as many guns as possible and kill as many of this white swines as possible? Maybe it
would be enough not to work for a day, or a week, or a month, to show the whites whom they
needed to survive.
I had also a voice mail, at least three SMSes, not motivated to read or listen to anything, obviously
someone had tried to reach me. I decided for the answering machine, old school I was, a brief
message, could we meet at the observatory at 8 PM? A brief look at my wristwatch, the red-golden
one,  it  would  be  difficult  for  me,  at  this  time,  with  this  traffic,  from my home,  to  reach  the
observatory in  time,  but  at  least  I  should  try?  I  looked  at  the  first  SMS,  the  same  content,  I
answered. Will be difficult to be there in time, but I will try my best, please be somewhat patient.
Should I try to phone.............maybe on my way to the observatory. I grabbed my keys and left the
condo again.

*

The observatory above the city, one of the most iconic places of the city, every day they transported
bunches of tourists up there - well, to see the city from up there, it was simply............yeah, what
was it?  It  could be breathtaking in  a  way,  this  ocean of  flat  houses,  a  few high houses  in  the
distance. Not often I had been there, the last time a very long time ago. But why I should go there? I
could see the city every day from inside, could see all the details one could not see from there, from
above, from the distance, from a safe distance.
I entered my car, was pretty long ago, that he had held the dead young kid in his hands, up there, at
the observatory. For some a better time, a time they dreamt to live in - was it a coincidence that all



those were white, like the KKK guy in the psychiatric ward? A time of pure hypocrisy,  but be
honest Peter, had it been worse than today? The nation still on the brink, forces in the halls of
Congress  with  the  aim to  destroy  everything  one  could  name  democratic,  to  establish  a  pure
dictatorship of the rich white people originated from the west of Europe, had it been worse at the
time the young man died at the observatory? The traffic was a mess, I would have no chance to
reach the observatory in time. But maybe I could make a phone call, I would have some to explain.

The Observatory Above The City

I arrived much too late at the observatory, it was 35 minutes after eight - many folks here. Well, it
would become a pretty sunset, the ocean to your right, the city to your feet.........what one could
wish more? Maybe being able paying the rent without having three or four jobs?
Had found no parking near the observatory, happy that I had found a parking at all. I had to walk a
distance,  we  would  meet  at  the  entrance  of  the  observatory.  Many young  folk,  good  that  the
pandemic was over - okay, it was outside. But the whole country with rising numbers now again,
especially the states with low vaccination rates, the conservative states. Our state also not with the
best performance, the vaccination rate in the city relatively good, but the rest of the state? Nearly all
in  hospitals  were  unvaccinated  people  now,  but  was  that  a  reason  to  support  the  vaccination
campaigns? The fucking liars on Fox, vaccinated most probably, but..............our governor? He had
always talked about that everybody has to decide for oneself, never said clearly whether he or his
family had been vaccinated - and now? Journalists had found out that he was one of the first who
had been vaccinated, also his whole family, at a time when old and vulnerable people had been
prioritized. Well, be a fucking conservative and nothing will stink too much that you would not kiss
it, even a piece of shit like the swine now living in Florida - I saw my man.

*

"Sorry for the delay, the traffic was terrible, as always around this time."
"No problem. Sorry that I hampered you, especially at that time, but I've a serious problem."
"I'm all ear."
"You remind the man who started this discussion with you?"
"Of course, Trevor, if I can remember his name correctly."
"Yeah, Trevor. We had a long discussion after you left. Most of us think that we should not jump the
gun, but a few think that this would be the best moment to fight back, not to hope for a good
outcome in 2022 - or something like that."
"They plan something?"
"Yes. But you have to understand them. Barack, we had hoped that a lot would change now, but he
had been a big disappointment. Sure, he had limited possibilities, but he never spoke it out clearly,
he had been too much a centrist, too near to Clinton, a mere disappointment for all those of us who
define themselves as progressive - Biden?
He's much more a "brother" in a way as Obama ever had been, but will he and Kamala Harris be
able to real  change,  or  again only some half-baked stuff?  Some of  us are  sick of waiting and
hoping."
"What I can understand very well. This rotten GOP and the fucker in Florida are a real threat to our
democracy - now maybe even more serious as in office. Now they have not much to lose anymore,
destroying everything could be simply the aim now. But especially in such a situation, an  assault or
an attack would only help them at the moment. But I have not to tell you this."
"No, not at the moment."
"Not at the moment."
"Could you stop them without to attract too much attention?"



"You've an idea?"
"I know where they meet. Maybe a raid, maybe some drugs, maybe some arrest? Nothing serious,
but we would need also a good judge, not one of them who send black guys for years behind bars,
just for some grass."
"I think that I could arrange something. But I would guess that Trevor is clever enough to figure out
who's behind all this."
"Yeah, of course."
"But you have to arrange it in a way, that there's no connection to any kind of terrorist activity,
otherwise they would have a lot of trouble."
"Maybe it would be better to arrange a traffic control? We black people like traffic controls."
"With something in the car?"
"In that way?"
"Would be possible - you know a good lawyer for them?"
"I'm a lawyer, I've studied, I try to help those who cannot pay for a lawyer, those who have no
hundreds of millions of dollars to buy one's way out of jail."
"Give me information where the traffic control should happen. I think that I need a few days to
arrange everything - how much time we have?"
"Not more than three or four days, I fear."
"Give me tomorrow, arrange something for the day after tomorrow, send me a message for a good
place for the traffic control, where a police patrol can stop the car."
"I have to arrange something that can be used as reasonable suspicion, that the police officers can
frisk the car."
"Come on, in the car will be some black guys? There will be some white police officers on the
scene who will give a shit on their civil rights. It will be very authentic."
"Okay."

*

"Well, you was doing 55 in a 54
License and registration and step out of the car

Are you carrying a weapon on you? I know a lot of you are" 
(99 Problems; Jay-Z)

   
The question that remained for me was, why it all had been so easy. Four "African American" men
and an "African American" woman in a  car,  with other  words,  some blacks,  four  white  police
officers, a reason that was none, a find, for those in the car very doubtful, for the whites on the
scene very much expected, even two guns in the car, registered and legal, but in a car with black
people, a white DA, a black lawyer, to make it short, it all happened as expected, a story, already a
million times told, a story, for some a daily reality. And the question remained, why this all could
not only happen, it could happen so easily.
Yeah, some protests, some speculations, but in the end only a story about some blacks in a car, a
traffic control,  a "choleric" young black man who not totally agreed to work together with the
police, it would have been a scandal, would have the police officers been African Americans or
Latinos, the occupants white, not to talk about white and rich. 
The governor satisfied, most in the city not. And I? Trevor was no idiot, but his possibilities very
limited,  what  should he say?  This  all  happens only because I  planned an assault,  because I've
decided to start my armed resistance, no longer being passive, while others spit in my face and
punch me daily? I felt like a swine, a traitor, he had every reason to

*

"You're not really satisfied and happy, Peter?"



"No, why I should? This nation is a deeply immoral and unfair nation, why I should accept this? It
does not depend on your efforts and skills. First you have to have the right skin color, the fitting
ancestors, and a good deal of money is also a necessary requirement, at least if you dream about to
have some power, some real power." 
"Not that I do not understand what you mean, but at least the Democratic caucus is very divers. I
see that all these developments are happening so painfully slow, but there are nevertheless some
developments - and I fear, that this was no smart sentence."
"Climate change, one cannot say that the world do not react. The problem will be only, that there's a
point when some nice, but slow, developments will be no longer enough, and this point is very near,
if not already reached. Maybe it would be clever now, to speed up the matters, to use top gear, no
longer feeling good in your 20 mph zone? I fear that it will blow up in our face." 
"And you no longer are talking about climate change."
"No."

*

There was a river, deep red his water was, some said, the water would be fairy blood. That legends
told, would you delve into the water, deep and long, very deep and very long, would reach the
surface again, the world around you would be a different one. Would I ever come to this river, I
would take off all my clothes, joyfully I would await this other world, while tasting the fairy's blood
in my mouth. 

A New Case

Sometimes  it  was  nice,  simply  sitting  in  the  office,  knowing  that  nothing  would  happen,  the
mellifluous sound of jazz in the air - KJAZZ or KKJZ, jazz and blues from the California State
University, Long Beach, since 1981. 1981, I had been a teenager at this time, now I was an old man,
at least I had the feeling from time to time, that I would have to feel like one, my body told me
sometimes that I would be one. Jazz and blues would never be getting old, and sometimes it seemed
as that jazz and blues musicians would never get old, at least not too old to play and to sing.
It was afternoon, the common stuff in the news, voter fraud, the next wave, especially in Florida,
what  a  worried governor  they had,  worried about,  that  he...........  -  Josephine Beavers,  a  lot  of
swing? I had understood "Baker" first, but obviously that could not be. Dancing half-naked, Cuomo
under severe pressure now, not sure about whether his strategy would be the best. Well, this toxic
masculinity, but what a nice guy he was in any case, compared to fucking male mass murderers like
Cruz, Jordan, DeSantis, Carlson..............oh gosh, this list could be endless!
The vibrating sound of the saxophone, fast and raw, and as always, the bass player's solo something
very special for me was. Would I have liked it, in the 20s, 30s or 40s, in one of this smoky clubs?
Well, I would have been one of the white guys, always allowed to use the front door - hey, my name
is Maurer, Peter Maurer, I'm a private dick. Have you ever seen this woman? Would be interested in
to find her. Like Gittes in Chinatown, like the victorious knight in shining armor at the end, in
Chinatown. One daughter dead, the other...............I could need a new case.
A lot of saxophone today, had not heard if this was the motto for now or so, no, no special case, in
no case anything dramatic or spectacular, nothing with murder or sexual misconduct - a missed cat
would be nice, nothing with drugs, no husband-and-wife stuff, a big classic, no idea about the title,
but definitively used in a movie. A scraped car could be interesting, or insurance fraud, white-collar
stuff, or, at the best, nothing.
The next hour had begun, still the sax was to hear, I sipped at my tea, a nice green tea from South
Korea, and I sipped from my coffee, a nice one from Zimbabwe, and no, it was obviously now, the
piano hour had begun, some very classic stuff - the phone rang.



*

"You've plans for the evening?"
"I will never ever make any plans in my whole life again."
"I would have some plans for the evening."
"I look forward to tonight."

*

The look of love,  with such a voice? Your arms around me,  maybe it  would be better  to stop
working for today, tomorrow would be another day? I would have still plenty of time, but it would
be definitively no lux to shave,  not to talk about a shower.  Saxophone and piano, what a nice
conversation. I emptied the tea, and then the coffee.

Things Never Ever Happen As They Should

I  looked  forward  to  "meeting"  with  Caroline,  had  not  seen  her  for  days  now,  looked  around,
everything was okay, I could leave the office to find my way back home. I used the car, of course,
public transport would had been more up-to-date, but the car allowed me to reach every place in an
acceptable time, it allowed me simply to drive around, whenever I was not interested in, to reach
my condo directly, whenever I had no idea about my real aim. And also now I would have had a lot
of time to drive around somewhat, but maybe I should drive home on a direct way, maybe I should
stop to buy some flowers or so, chocolate maybe, whatever, I would have enough time to do it all, I
closed the office door.

*

Not that much traffic around this time, I had no problem therewith to reach the freeway, would be
soon at home, a large advertising panel showed the United States with some of the largest cities, as
well as the capital, looked strange. 
The East Coast and the West Coast, around the Gulf of Mexico, the area around the Great Lakes,
but apart from that, a lot of empty land. There was a kind of symmetry so far, a balance, but then the
capital. Since the first time that I had seen this map, the map of the United States, I perceived this
map as out of balance, Washington throw it out of balance. 
It made no sense to me, why the capital was at one of the coasts, very much to the north, very near
to the by far the largest American city, New York, there was no balance anymore. Los Angeles and
New York, Portland / Seattle and Miami, Huston / Dallas and Chicago - okay, very rough so far, but
obvious and good. But why then was the capital where it was? There would be only one natural
place for the American capital, the Heartland, the Heart of the United States, right in the middle of
the nation. The Nebraska-Kansas  border, in between of St. Louis and Denver, that would be a nice
place, it would be a capital for all Americans, not only for them living at the coasts - I would like it!

*

The showering had been excellent, but more the shaving and the tooth brushing - was good, not
spending the evening and night alone. Should I eat something? We would meet at 8 PM in her
home,  would she have prepared something to  eat?  Maybe we would cook something together,
always made a lot of fun. I decided on a tea, a very fine Darjeeling, second flush. 

*



The tea was wonderful, shortly after 6 PM, still time, had not to leave, could enjoy my tea. Strange
news, Cuomo and the former president's activities, tell me the facts, or simply lie to me. Chris
Cuomo, hadn't been one of them who had praised him like Jesus a year ago, now I had not to damn
him like a monster. And the former president? Had seen him right from the beginning as a racist, a
Nazi, a scruples narcissist, had to change nothing now, had not to be surprised about any news
related to him. I decided that I should slowly hit the road, as the phone rang – Caroline? It wasn't
Caroline's number, no number that I knew, call forwarding, someone tried to reach me at the office,
after my regular business hours, I pressed the green button.
"Peter  Maurer,  private investigations,  Peter Maurer  at  the phone. You're calling me outside my
business hours, what can I do for you?"
"I need you help, I would need your help."     

Prioritization

"Could you give me some hints?"
"I'm threatened, also violently."
"In what a way, because of what, you have any idea who threatens you?"
"Via social media mostly, but now it has started that I get phone calls as well, and today a letter, a
hideous letter. Whoever is doing this, they know my phone number and my address now."
"The police?"
"The police? What should I expect from the police?"
"Why someone threatens you?"
"It's our nice time, a time when you say something and someone not likes it, and this person thinks,
that he can offend you in each and any way now."
"This  not  answers  my question.  Free  speech  is  a  major  property that  belongs  to  every single
American citizen. Nevertheless, also free speech not allows you to say everything, there are still
limits. Could you answer my question?"
"Are you vaccinated?"
"Only the first shot, I've still to wait a bit to get my second shot."
"Do you think that everybody should get vaccinated?"
"In any case. You should not drive if drunken, otherwise you get punished."
"Harsh words."
"It's not acceptable to put other people at risk, responsibility and to care for other people are the
keywords."
"And if somebody decides to get not vaccinated?"
"This is an act of irresponsibility for me."
"Would this allow you, to threaten this person, maybe even to harm this person?"
"You mean because this person would potentially harm other people?"
"As a matter of principle."
"We all have civil rights, but a problem arises, if different civil rights clash, are coming into conflict
with each other. What to do now? It's a jurisprudential question, if you like. But I am not convinced
that we have to stage a philosophical dispute now, I think that we can do it truly grounded. You're
anti-vaccination, and someone dislikes this?"
"I doubt that this is a fair.................."
"........it's always better for a murderer to tell his lawyer that he's a murderer. You've a webpage or
something like that?"
"Yes."
"Can you give me the URL? Your phone number I have. I would like to get some more information
first, I will recall you tomorrow, after I have the necessary information."
"Shall I believe that you call me tomorrow?"
"If you do not trust me, then you should not take into account hiring me. I will recall you tomorrow



morning, promised! Thanks for your interest in me, see you."
"See you!"

A Cozy Evening and Night
    
"You seem to be lost in thought, Peter?"
"Sorry, the meal you've prepared was wonderful. I'm not sure how I should handle an inquiry for a
new job."
"Can you afford it to be picky? I would have still a job offer for you."
"It's not about to be picky, it's about being a person of integrity."
"Well,  you're  a  private  investigator?  A doctor  has  to  help  those  who need help  -  wasn't  there
something alike with private dicks?"
"I'm not confident about, whether I have to help murderers, I'm a private person, I run a business,
I'm no doctor, I did not swear an oath."
"Isn't there something alike that private dicks do?"
"You're reading too many novels, cheep novels."
"Well, if a man rapes a woman, and the woman tries to take revenge, tries to kill the offender, but
the offender asks you for help, you wouldn't help him?"
"Again, I'm no doctor, I'm no police officer as well. I have not to accept if he asks about to hire me."
"And as a private person, it's okay to watch that someone kills another person?"
"A raped woman her offender, that was your example?"
"You've read your Spillane novels recently?"
"Tarantino,  I  think one should use Tarantino as an example today -  and I think his movies are
pompous shit."
"Now I'm somewhat puzzled. Spillane?"
"Velda."
"Velda?"
"I sometimes think, to have a secretary would be good - maybe a redhead?"
"Have I to dye my hair now?"
"I mean, a real redhead - you would work as my secretary?"
"Never ever, you've not answered my question."
"I got a call earlier, one of this anti-vaxxer, her webpage is wicked and dangerous, had a look at, she
gets threatened."
"And she asked you for help? Is she a redhead?"
"No, why, should she be one?"
"You started with redheads? Will you help her?"
"Should I? She's not very "likeable". Not that unlikeable like Greene, this absurd bitch, but not a lot
more."
"Greene is an uneducated and arrogant Karen - threats?"
"Yeah, death threats as well - social media. But who gets no death threats nowadays, if you get no
death threats nowadays, then you know that nobody is aware of you."
"So, you will not work for her?"
"I  don't  think so,  I've an interesting job offer  elsewhere.  If  there were a  redhead,  at  this  other
possible job...........?"
"Do I have to buy a red wig now, or will I be acceptable for the night even like that?"
"I've pondered about your offer."
"And?"
"Maybe it would be the time to stop it, maybe I should start with something totally new."
"Maybe we should discuss this in bed with a glass of red wine?"
"If you try to make me drunk, you know that this will be easy with red wine. But you know also,
contracts which are signed drunken are not legal."



"Let's see whether you will be able to prove later, that you had been drunken while signing the
contract - a Bordeaux?"
"You wanna give me no chance?"
"Not the slightest."
"Then a Bordeaux."

Dying Is Easy
  
"You had mercy with me, last night."
"Why, because I awaited not too much?"
"Because you did not get me drunk - and, you knew that I'm no young man anymore."
"Drunken men are horrible, being old is very relative. Some say, especially regarding men."
"And drunken women? I fear that I cannot be your Picasso or so."
"And I'm not Francoise or Marie-Therese - maybe he was a genial painter, but I fear as a woman, I
would have not ended like some of his "muses". Isn't interesting, men like drunken women, but
women hate drunken men - any idea why?"
"He would have painted many pictures of you."
"You've withheld our second topic? You could write a poem for me."
"We all know why - I could still become a father."
"Try hard, what had this female singer sung about hope, the one you like that much?"
"That hope would be a dangerous thing for a woman like her, but nevertheless, she still would have
hope."
"Would be also a very nice motto for you. Men are assholes when drunken, women only stupid."
"You've made dinner yesterday, let me make the breakfast today."
"And occasionally, they are cowards."
"I'm a private dick."
"Yeah, and I've seen your .45.  Would you prepare scrambled eggs for me?"
"No eggs Benedict? Would be me an honor, to beat up the hollandaise sauce for you."
"Would that not too much for you so early in the morning? But if you like, surprise me."
"I will do so."

*

"Back so fast? You look so unhappy, problems with the hollandaise?"
"That would be no problem, I've an entirely different problem - I fear."
"No eggs?"
"I've switched the TV on, to hear the latest happy news from Texas, Florida, Haiti and Afghanistan."
"And?"
"Would I have accepted her inquiry yesterday, then I would have a dead client this morning."
"She's dead?"
"Yes, someone found her in the morning, breaking news in the local news."
"A murder?"
"No details so far."
"You've said that you really think that it would be the best, to stop working as a private investigator
- my body is no longer one of a young man?"
"I've also said that I cannot stop with it immediately, that we have to do it in steps. And, I've not
said that I will do any investigations regarding this case, if it's a case. No longer the old days, where
a private  dick walked from shop to shop with a photo,  asking whether  someone has seen this
person. Social media is involved, what shall I do? She had not been my client, I will never see the
letter, for instance. I think I should prepare the breakfast now."
"But you will not do nothing?"



"I'm not sure."

Escape To Stuffed Animals

"Are you convinced about that you wanna do it?"
"Sure, I have nothing else to do."
"Are you certain?"
"Yes, nobody was interested in me, except you."
"That's not absolutely true."
"She died before we made a contract -  and I was by far not convinced about, that it would have
been clever to work for her. She has been a fucking liar and a fucking conspiracy theorist."
"And someone has killed her, they said it the news, but gave still no details. It's said that she had
been killed sadistically, you've further information, your friends by the police?"
"Somebody had fun in, to make death for her as much painful and slow as possible - you need
details?"
"No - and of course, you're the tough and unaffected private dick now."
"No - but in fact, I have only limited means, the police has specialists. As said, I'm not Agent X-9,
and Agent X-9 would be a mere joke today. No, to sort and to shelve stuffed animals is an adequate
work for a guy like me today - it's not so dangerous as well."
"Shopping can be very dangerous and deadly today, some mothers as well. I've the feeling that
you're not happy here in the shop, in my shop."
"Well, you're not the most chilled boss, in my office the mood is much more relaxed."
"Yeah, sitting behind the desk, waiting whether the phone rings, drinking coffee and tea, eating,
watching TV, listening to music - but you risked your life often enough."
"A police  officer  or  a  firefighter  do it  more or  less  every day -  I?  Maybe I  had  a  handful  of
spectacular  and  really  dangerous  cases  in  my whole  life.  As  you  said,  it's  waiting  only,  often
enough."
"Now you're an overly modest person, and an easily to psych person, and an endearing person."
"The stuffed animals?"
"What about dressing one of the shop windows with stuffed animals?"
"Is this a kind of test for the threshold worker?"
"I hope that you will not fail. I could only let you make the tea and coffee then, to serve it to the
moms."
"They would like me."
"They would nerve you."

Dying In A Boring Office While Dreaming About Stuffed Animals

I sat in my office, bored, no phone call so far, a dead "almost client", not more I had to offer. Her
dead made massive waves, especially the way she had died. The far right raged, the anti-vaxxers of
course as well, theories about that it had been a politically motivated murder, the government, to
warn the real patriotic Americans not to dare to protest, to demand for a better America, with a
livelong orange president.
It was all so fucking, but now we had a new president, therefore all better now? Not at all - okay,
that was unfair now! But it had developed all so good - and now? He had signed a hundred or so
executive orders in a few days, had stopped so many of the wankers' actions, why this time this
miscalculation. Nobody had forced him, this was his fault, bad to say this.
Now they had to evacuate the people, not only the Americans, every dead Afghan citizen who had
worked for us would be a blood stain on our flag. Would we allow the Taliban again to suppress
dissidents, not to talk about to kill them, not to talk about women, that would be a disgrace for every



American. I was upset, for such an amateurish line of action I had not elected a man like Biden, it
could have not been worse with the monkey in office.
From the beginning on - who the fuck would think that Bush Jr. did at least something right? From
the beginning on it  had been a stupid idea,  and it  became not better  with the years.  Over two
thousand dead American  soldiers,  costs  of  around 2  trillion  dollars,  twenty years  of  time,  this
result...... - if this was not the perfect definition of a complete failure...... - this was the definition of
a complete failure.
It was shit to start it, but to end it now in this way was even more shitty! Like telling the Kurds that
they should rebel, and when doing so, then watching when they got gassed, but not stand by the
Kurds.  American  foreign  policy  at  its  best,  Iraq  or  Afghanistan  -  but  hey  Joe,  why you  as  a
Democrat as well?

I drank a marvelous Japanese green tea and knew, things had to change, sometimes something had
to come to an end, to begin something new, always a chance to enhance it this time, not perfect, but
at least better. This tea was marvelous, one of her customers had told her that she would be fond of
the new decoration of the shop window. She had told her that I, a man, had made it. She had been
very surprised about it. Maybe I had a knack for stuffed animals?  
 

Searching For A New Role In Life

The thrilling life of the rich, famous and beautiful - well, I was none of it all. But nevertheless, P.I.,
indicated at least some thrill in your life, movies and TV series. A good aspect also? As a private
eye one had not to be beautiful, handsome as a man, on the contrary, one had to see the marks that
life had left in your face. Rich? No private eye was rich, a shabby office, a fucked up car, a big gun,
not more was needed. Famous? Not famous, not famous conventionally, notorious maybe, known to
have principles, attitudes.
The fascinating life  of a  famous,  rich,  and handsome rock star  -  why so many of them killed
themselves with painkillers, guns or by hanging? Not much decided to choose the water, had no
idea why, the old unproductive author with the young and beautiful wife in one of Chandler's novels
- or had the wife killed him? Had forgotten.
Most people got born, lived and died, and one or two generations later no one could still remember
them. Caesar, he would never become forgotten - really? And Cleopatra, Cleopatra of course never -
really?  But  who had they been,  those  described  by the  historians,  which  historian  one  should
believe, should one believe Shakespeare?
Would my life be "more valuable" when being a private investigator, maybe solving the really big
case, than being an employee in a shop for children's toys? I lent back, took a deep breath, so much
had changed during the last few years. A filthy swine as president, a racist and Nazi, now the old
man, now in such problems. The pandemic of course, court cases, demonstrations, weather getting
more and more crazy, the questioning of the way I lived my life so far, the question about, how it
should continue. I would not find a final answer now, I had the feeling that I should not try to force
it, to find the final answer now, but there would have to be change. The scent of oranges, as I took a
sip from my tea, a fine oolong tea, flavored, many had to live on the street in this country, more and
more, not less and lesser, many would die in Afghanistan in the next months, one had not to be a
prophet to come to this conclusion. Leaving your country or dying, my roots German. Some left,
some stayed, some had never the chance to leave, many died after the Nazis came into power.
History not simply repeated itself, but too often this bloody similarities. Many would die till the end
of the year in Afghanistan, many would never get a chance to leave the country...........
  
  



A Supper, But Not The Last One

"No good time, no time to enjoy your supper, even if it's delicious like this one."
"No, Iraq or Syria, Afghanistan since many decades now, one could get the conviction that the worst
for your country would be, that Western nations interfere, to help you in a crisis. Or even worse,
that they discover that you own something that could be interesting for them."
"That we tell them that we would know the right way, the fiery democratic beacon for the world,
while our democracy is still more in danger than ever before. While still a cultural civil war takes
place in our country, an arrogant white "upper class" tries to safeguard their system of suppression,
to suppress all those who not belong to their group."
"Had you ever the feeling that it would be nice, living alone up on a snowy mountain, maybe also
together with someone else,  so far  up,  protected by such an amount of snow, that  it  would be
impossible for anyone to reach you?"
"Yeah, but these times are over forever and ever. Today they would find a way to reach you, and if
not personally, then they sent a drone. In this world today is no longer a place for a unknown and
forgotten isles amidst the big ocean. And even if, also your isle would be swallowed by the rising
sea level, rising because of the man made climate crisis. This world kills all possibilities to separate
yourself from it."
"No untouched living possible,  in a  suburban dreamland maybe,  surrounded by mellow stuffed
animals, not even there."
"The brutal reality will always find its way to you, like to the young girl living in a small town, far
away from the big capital. She will have no chance, cannot say that she wants not more, than to live
her life in her small town, she will have no chance."
"No, her hopes died during the last few days, and maybe also she will die soon, or will be hidden
from the world forever, like she would no longer exist. An awfully long and brutal dying would be
her fate then."
"What if they try to storm the Capitol again, at 9/11?"
"They killed girls because they went to school, they try to destroy a nation because of a lie and the
mania that white would mean superior. They would sooner destroy the nation than to share wealth
and power, they think that being a male would mean to be superior. There's a virus that corrodes this
world, it would be good to get rid of it."
"Yeah, unfortunately it seems as that the virus, as primitive it is, will be not easy to defeat. On the
contrary, at the moment it seems as that the virus gains ground, and the speed of it is frightening."
"Yeah, even up the hill and protected by tons of snow, it would reach you."
"So........?"
"Fight or die."
"Fight and die?"
"Better than to do nothing and dying. This virus is not interested in making captives, this virus
infects and kills."
"Two men are standing on a victory podium, they raise a fist, they are fighters. A man kneels while
the national anthem is to hear, he's a fighter. Fight or die, they decided to fight." 

Retired

"I think that it was bold from you to close your office permanently. A new stage of life for you."
"Well, it's not that I would be retired now. My new boss is very demanding. I have not only to work
regularly for her, I have also to cook for her – and other matters."
"And occasionally she cooks for you - apart from the other nice aspects. It's really difficult for you,
to have regular hours of labor now, yes?"
"Well, in a way, also I had regular office hours. But what's strange is, to be at home in the evenings,
every day of the week. I miss the working at the evening or during nighttime. Not, that it's not nice



in a way, but it's very strange for me."
"And the regular opening times?"
"The free weekends are strange. Going out for a meal when everyone goes out and the restaurants
are crowded......"
"And in the bar you have to be aware of the time, because in such a shop like mine the answering
machine will not do the job for you, if it had become somewhat later."
"Yes, but in the end I've the feeling that it will do me good to live a more "decent" life."
"You know, ex private dick, that nothing is more dubious than the suburbia and the neighborhoods
of the "bourgeois". They like appearing "decent", but..........I have not to tell you, or...............?"
"No,  not  really.  But  in  my  neighborhood  -  my  neighborhood,  nobody  would  describe  as
"bourgeois". It's okay for you that I keep my condo, yes?"
"Yes, we should not overdo. And to have two possibilities to spend the night in two very different
parts of the city is not bad."
"Yeah, and this raises immediately the question, where will we have dinner later?"
"That's a good question."

The Assets Of A Sorted Life

"You can stay in bed a little longer if you like, I doubt that it will be a busy morning. There are not
many customers in the shop normally on Monday mornings."
"No. I will make the breakfast, and then I will accompany you. You can take it slow."
"Nice. Will this stay for longer, or is it only because of the new situation?"
"I try to find a new rhythm in my life. And, I've not said that I will make the breakfast every day.
I'm convinced that I will enjoy it also, to stay in bed a bit longer and when getting up, then breakfast
will be ready."
"Okay, we've a deal. And I will be very curious now to see, how long you will be the one who
prepares the breakfast more often, and not I."
"I will give my best."

*

"What can I do?"
"Well, as said, it's Monday morning, not so much will happen today. I expect no delivery of new
goods today - you could make coffee and tea? But not much, more for us, the one or other customer
might will come, but........."
"A green tea and the Peruvian coffee?"
"Sounds good - it's okay for you doing it?"
"Sure. You know that I had also tea and coffee in my former office. Not only on one day I did not
more than making tea and coffee, drinking tea and coffee the whole day long."
"And on other days you were in great danger, they tried to kill you, they tortured you, you rescued
not only one life, made not only one time sure that a criminal, a murderer, could be stopped."
"Yeah, and most of the time I felt not good after "solving" a case. A mother and the Chinese girl,
now no girl anymore, death row because I was not capable to fix it. Only that we execute no death
penalties anymore, at least not now. No, I was never the great hero, most of the time I felt like the
big loser because to many had to die. It's a joke, I'm fifty-six now, running around with a big gun
like a youngster, not in these times. No, it's better so. You know that I like it to drink a fine tea or a
good cup of coffee."
"And I fear that we will have enough time to drink tea and coffee today."
"You're really sure of that the shop is enough to finance both of our lives?"
"Depends on your spending. The days of opulent daily expenses are over."
"Well, my clients had been very seldom people were I could charge big daily rates, not to talk about



to charge something for other expenditures."
"Well, then I hope that we will sell something today - otherwise you will need a second job. You
wouldn't be the only one."
"Yeah, and maybe a third or even a fourth one. But why I?"
"Well, I own a shop? You could work for a security company? You like working at night."
"I fear that I will be exhausted in the morning then, no breakfast anymore - and more."
"That's right. I'm confident that we will sell something today."
"But seriously, wouldn't it be better would I have an additional part-time job?"
"We both have some savings, we can wait and see. Only to think what it would mean to live at the
Gulf Coast now? I would not be happy living in Louisiana or Mississippi."
"Florida?"
"Apart from, that they suffer also from Hurricanes, apart from, that also our governor is an idiot, but
DeSantis is in the same league as Abbot, and in Washington, Cruz or Jordan - is the tea ready?"
"No, of course not - we've talked?"
"That's why I dislike too much talking in the shop. That's Mrs. DeLuca's car, the one that stops in
front of the shop. She and her husband have a wonderful child - and she likes it to drink a nice cup
of green tea, while I present her the latest toys. The good message?"
"I'm all ear."
"She's a woman who wants only the best for her child - you need no part-time job, at least not at the
moment. But I would need a cup of green tea now."
"I do my best, give me a few minutes."

*

"Had been a busy day, at least for a Monday."
"Well, Mrs. DeLuca alone? A nice turnover for today."
"She's one of my customers who spend the most. Always the best and latest from around the world.
This is not your world, I feel it."
"It's not the first time that I discover that wealth is not equally spread. I'm not here for class warfare,
and I'm not interested why Mrs. Deluca, or maybe her man, own the money they own. The problem
is, that the tale that tells you something about the American Dream, is a fairy tale. Some work hard
their whole life and will never get a chance, that's the part that the fairy tale not tells you. And that
some do nothing or cheat or act criminal and get everything. This the fairy tale also not tells you. I
pondered on, now that I have more time, now that I have regular hours of labor, now that I can take
part of the general social life, maybe I should get actively engaged in political activities, maybe
becoming a member of a political party?"
"Which one?"
"Would this be important for you?"
"I cannot really imagine that you would join the Dems?"
"Neither I."
"So.......?"
"Not the Republicans."
"Well, that would have been shocking to me!"
"Maybe the Green Party?"
"We've a two-party system, would this be meaningful?"
"I've the feeling that it will be only a matter of time, that also the USA will awake and understand
that climate change is their biggest enemy and social disparity their biggest threat. The USA would
not  be  the  first  nation  where  they  laughed  about  a  green  party,  as  long  as  until  they  became
suddenly politically relevant. Yes, we have a two-party system, but at least the Dems should be
cautious."
"Why not?"
"It would be okay for you? - I'm not sure about it. You have many conservative customers."



"Mrs. Deluca elected Joe Biden, like I did. You should never underestimate a conservative woman -
Liz Cheney is a woman."
"Yes, and her record frightens me."
"And in the moment of crisis she stands strong and bold, not like this weak male puppies."
"Maybe we can tie in with, that one should never underestimate a woman - also in her insanity, like
Taylor Greene."
"Well, for that matter............."
"Yeah, the male insanity knows definitively no limits, Texas is a good illustration at the moment."

A Poem

All this beauty
One could find in this world

I find
When I'm with you

In your eyes
I see it

I drown in it
In your character

Immortal
I should be

Even then not enough time I would have
To give you all back that you give me

"Well, I wasn't able to more. It's a bit short. I would have to say much more, but found not the
words."
"Length is not always crucial, sometimes yes. But a poem needs not many words to touch one."
"I did not mean the length in fact. I fear that the words are not strong enough, maybe even trivial."
"They come from the heart, not more is needed. And there's no measure for poems, you cannot
weight  a  poem. A piece of art  is  always a very personal  relation between the artwork and the
recipient."
"I would not call it "a piece of art"."
"Well, that has the recipient to decide."    

Not Such A Bad Salesman

"Thank you for your purchase, Mrs. Arnold. I'm confident that your grandchild will like the toy."
"You become better and better, they love you."
"Well, let's hope that her grandchild will actually like the toy that I've recommended."
"And if not, there's never a guaranty. That's the reason our customers can exchange all the toys, if
the child that gets bestowed not likes them."
"A tea? Do you think that anybody else will come, it's nearly closing time?"
"No, I don't think so. Yes, a cup of tea would be nice now, to begin with the end of the workday."
"We have a little rest of the jasmin tea which I've made earlier. What about the nice oolong, flavored
with orange blossoms?"
"That sounds great - we said that we will spend the evening in your neighborhood?"
"To be honest?"
"Yes."



"I'm tired. I've the feeling that hunting criminals is less exhausting than selling stuffed animals and
wooden toys. I would prefer not having to cross nearly the whole city now, only to eat something
and to find a bed."
"You're starting to show signs of weakness? You're my tough private dick. It's a longer time now
that you were in your neighborhood."
"That's true, but I no longer work there, and I'm no longer a private investigator. The only reason
now to be there is, to go for a meal, for entertainment, or to spend the night in my condo. I start to
lose the contact with the people in my old neighborhood."
"I cannot imagine that you like this."
"What shall I do? I'm no longer on the streets there, the people can no longer come to me to ask for
help. Every so often, when I had no case, I spent the whole day in restaurants, cafés, and bars. I sat
for hours in parks or just walked around - the people saw me, they could talk with me. Now I spend
my time here in the shop, it's quite a distance to my old neighborhood from here."
"Maybe not this evening, but we should spend the next weekend in your neighborhood - and it's not
your old neighborhood, it's still your neighborhood, and it's a nice neighborhood. I like being there,
and I would like it, to be more frequently there. I mean this dead honest."
"Really?"
"Yes, here in the shop everything is so formal. I like the easygoing when we sit on the patio of the
nice restaurant down your street."
"Well, you have to order at the counter."
"And they bring you the food, and the mood is a nice mood there."
"We can close the door now, maybe we're lucky and traffic is not a total mess? And maybe we're
even fast enough, and some soup of the day will be still left till we arrive?"
"Good idea. And maybe you could call them, asking if they could leave two servings of the soup of
the day for us?"
"That's also an excellent idea. I miss my old........my neighborhood and my old life from time to
time. But I've gotten a lot for it."
"I think it should be not a question of either-or. At least what your neighborhood concerns."
"Life has changed for both of us. And to be honest? I knew all the time that my lifestyle would
come to an end one day, would have to come to an end, or it would kill me."
"I drive." 
    

After A Perfect Dinner

"Has been very nice, the chicken with rice and guacamole has tasted fantastic."
"Yes, but tomorrow morning we have to get up early. It's a long way back to the other side of the
city."
"It's worth it, definitively."
"I'm getting old, I need my sleep."
"Says the man who was on his feet night after night."
"The man who stood up in the afternoon then. I like being awake at night."
"Perfect, that fits perfectly to your new job."
"I'm able to stand it better than I thought. It's not perfect in a way, but being awake at daylight and
to sleep when it's dark has some benefits."
"Getting some color, for instance."
"Not getting skin cancer?"
"We could open the shop twenty-four hours? The day shift I, you the night shift?"
"No, I prefer it to be together with you."
"Nicely said."  



The Daily Life Of A Salesman

Could it be that I had found my destiny, no longer always a gun at my side, now selling children's
toys, not hunting criminals, waking up not alone, having breakfast every day, not only a cup of tea
or coffee or both. The strange aspect about it? I liked it - I liked it, and it puzzled me, to transform
into an ordinary worker, no longer the blueprint for a TV serial, the one now, who watched the TV
serial  in the evenings,  after  his  workdays.  Now I  could get  old was my thought,  to  become a
pensioner, to alter to the other side. Not bad had been my life so far, definitively not bad it was now.
Well, had no white horses, and no in satin dressed ladies waited at my door. But in any case, I was a
lucky man.
"And?"
"What?"
"What party?"
"Not decided it as yet, but what else than the Green Party would make sense? Not necessarily as a
party member, but as a supporter, maybe even as a party member, why not."
"Still time you would have, to become POTUS."
"And you, First Lady."
"We're not married."
"No, but we've still time. I will need a few years to build the base for my presidency."
"But after that?"
"Then we have to marry. No unmarried POTUS so far - or."
"If this will be the only reason for you to marry, then........"
"No. I would marry you even if I will have no chance to become POTUS. But would you marry me,
if not?"
"I think so, let's wait and see."

If A Friend Needs Your Help

"Would you answer a question very honestly, if I asked you one?"
"Sure, honesty should be a pillar of our relationship."
"Do you miss it to be no longer a private investigator? Or maybe better. If someone asked you for
help, would you start with investigations then again?"
"You mean, working as a private investigator?"
"Yes."
"I've no license anymore. I gave it back, to show you that it's serious for me, that I wish to live a
new life."
"But if this person is in serious trouble, would need your help dramatically?"
"Well, there are still private eyes with license in the city. I was not necessarily better than others.
But do you not think, sorry that I'm that openly, that these questions are somewhat offending? I
gave you not the slightest reason to consider, that I wish to work as a private investigator again,
especially because I've no license anymore. Of course, if someone asked for help, a person I know
for a long time for instance, maybe a former client, of course I would try to help. But not as a
private investigator, I'm no longer one, there are other possibilities to help. I hope this can cool you
down somewhat. I like my life as it's now, I like it to be with you."
"Well, I would know a person that could need your help, your help as a private investigator."

A New Case?

"We agreed, I agreed, that it would be better to stop being a private investigator, not part-time, not
even on paper. Why you start with this now, what I've missed?"



"It's because - maybe we should forget it."
"What did you expect? That no one would ask me? Shall I tell you how often I said "no" since we
have decided this, together?"
"Sorry that I've asked. It was stupid. I've asked you for a big favor, I know that you miss your old
life. Maybe you like this new life also, but you're missing the old one very, I know it. And now I
start with it again, this was idiotic - sorry."
"It's said now, tell me about it."
"Please, forget it. I'm irresponsible."
"I'm irresponsible. You would not ask me if it's not a matter of heart for you. Please, tell me more. I
will have still the possibility to say no."
"Are you certain?"
"What would be the alternative? To let you alone with a severe problem? I do not say that I will
help this person as a private detective - I'm no longer one. But maybe I can give some good advice?
I have still many connections. Maybe I have a solution for this person's problems. But first, I need
further information."
"Okay. But you have to know that I not want to urge you to anything. This person is desperate, and I
have no idea how to help her."
"Let's have a cup of tea, and then tell me the story."
"I could need more than a cup of tea."
"I've no alcohol in my condo as you know, but my favorite bar is not far away, would be nice to be
there again. It had been a longer time now, that I had a drink there."
"Then let's do it, it's the one with the good Old Fashions?"
"Exactly, we were there one or two times, at the beginning."
"They had this very hard one - or. You drank it the first time we were there."
"You can remember?"
"Yeah, maybe we should spend less time in my old world and more in your old world. We should
create our new own world, our together-world. You have not to dissolve in my old world, my old
world had been boring. "
"And  I  took  more  and  more  pleasure  in  living  a  regular  life.  There  are  you  so  many  more
possibilities now, not only sleeping till noon and spending the night on the streets and bars."
"Not the whole night, but one or two drinks?"
"Then let's go. The best drinks there are those - give the bartender little information and plenty of
scope, you will not regret it."   
   
 

A New Case

"Well, I raised in a religious home, religious not only on the surface. I had a best girlfriend, her
home was very similar to mine, our both courses of life seemed to be determined. Of course, some
education, maybe even some time at a university. But in the end we would marry, we would have
children,  would become happy housewives.  Well,  maybe later a job again,  part-time maybe, of
course not because of the money, but to illustrate that we would be modern families. And to be
honest, we both thought that that would happen, that it should happen, and that it would be natural
that it would happen. We were no rebels, in no way, we both..........we had for some years a lesbian
relationship. We enjoyed it very much, both we were very interested in boys but felt that it was
something very nice and relaxing to have our first sexual experiences with another girl. But later we
lost contact, more or less, never total, but from a certain point on it had been over. We both married,
we both became wives, she moved to a smaller city in the next county, and............
I knew all the time that she was not happy, she had been such a creative person. Her husband not
suppressed her, not treated her bad in this sense, but she was "his" wife now, all her life she painted
and wrote poems, tried to investigate her innermost. She's in prison now, she needs help, I cannot
help her now, not in a way that it would be necessary. It would need someone who has knowledge



in investigations, crime and law, somebody loyal with strict attitudes and high moral values."
"Can I ask you something?"
"Yes."
"Did she kill her husband?"
"We're not on the big screen - are we?"
"No, this is my favorite bar and we both have a hard drink in front of us."
"They never divorced, but they no longer lived together. She had some success with her art, but
never her breakthrough as an artist. I fear that she had been never happy, her art had always a very
dark undertone, even during the time as we had been a couple. Do not understand me wrong, I fear
that the accusation is not wrong, but someone should help her, stand by her side."
"Did you have contact with her lately?"
"I tried to reach her, but could get no response."
"Can you give me some details?"
"Of course. Then you can decide whether it's okay for you to be involved in it, or not."
"This question is answered. But nevertheless, I need as much information as possible. I think that
we both could need one more drink?"
"Yeah, would be good - thanks."
""Somebody loyal with strict attitudes and high moral values" — a woman gives you sometimes not
the slightest hint of a chance. But it's nice that you stand by her, whatever has happened. It's good to
know that  you're  a  loyal  person with  strict  attitudes  and high moral  values.  Again  bartender's
choice?"
"The first round has been fantastic, in any case."

Jail Time

"Why you accepted to see me, but not........."
".....I not wanna see her. And you? I need you only to deliver a message."
"That she should no longer be interested in your person?"
"If you like it, then you can phrase it in this way."
"It's a severe accusation you're confronted with."
"And I did not say that I did not do it. I did it and I will take the consequences for it."
"Sometimes it's more interesting why someone did something than that this person did it."
"I thought that you're a private investigator?"
"I was."
"Right, you're selling sweet children's toys to arrogant upper-class mommies now. What a career.
But anyway, you're no headshrinker or something like this, you better not try to become one."
"Well, I think that I've seen more sorrow than an arrogant wannabe artist like you can even imagine.
I've made bad mistakes and others had to pay for it. I pulled the trigger once........but hey, you're an
artist, you know everything better."
"Not many think that I'm an artist."
"You are no artist,  would you be one,  then it  would not be important for you what  others are
thinking. It's like a tattoo. Is it important for me whether someone likes it or not? I have to know
why it's on my skin and that it has a meaning for me. Art is no vanilla ice, art is no matter of taste
and enjoyment. You have to know why you make it and that it has a meaning for you - I will be
your harbinger, I will deliver your message."

*

"And, what did she say?"
"It's important what she did not say."
"Would be?"



"That she did not do it."
"She did not do it? Is this a cheep movie now? She confessed it and all points towards her?"
"She did not do it, not alone, she's the less interesting part of the story."
"A divine afflatus? Or maybe a poetic one?"
"I had a conversation with the responsible officer and a psychologist before I met with her. Yes, she
did it, but it was not her idea - at least they think so."
"And you?"
"So far, I would agree."    
"What will you do now?"
"That what private eyes normally do, I start with my investigations."
"But............"
"......but I lied, I put my license in a drawer, not gave it back. Once there was something else in that
drawer, but that's long ago. The idea was, to open the drawer from time to time, looking at my old
life, understanding what's so much better regarding my new one - but on the other hand, maybe it's
not the worst now, still to have it? Or what do you think?"
"You lied to me?"
"Only a bit. The license is valid only till the end of the year, and I had no plans to renew it."
"But it's still valid at the moment?"
"Yes."
"Maybe you should take a renewal into account - you never know what the future will offer?"
"But that would have consequences."
"Maybe we can discuss this later, the year has still a few months."
 

A Tale About The Big City And A Young Woman

Jay-Z and the busses and the dreams, broken dreams in the end, when they stand roadside. But that
was not the city, and the story slightly different. A young woman with a mellifluous voice and huge
dreams, from a small town back to the place where born, the big city, away from the tightness at the
lake. Very soon the queen of the scene, singing and smiling, very fast with a contract and even
huger dreams, and then.......well, not only one version existed. 
Later she talks about an older man who tried to manipulate her, to control her at that time. What
happens then? Well, not only one version existed. And today, today she lives in another big city in
the hills. No, also not my city, but.............would it be important what big city we're talking about?

What would you be willing to do, if  your dreams will lay in the other weighting pan? Well,  a
entirely different question, if confronted with it as a man or a woman, as a young woman especially.
How much your dream would weight? - I couldn't answer that question.
The life of another person? Much was puzzling, had.......well, in my youth. Normally, one question
would rise now - under what circumstances you would be able to kill another person? Well, fuck, I
had pulled the trigger not only once, had answered the question not only once. Sure, one could talk
about self-defense and protecting the lives of others now, but.........in the end, it had made "bang".

*

"Extenuating circumstances?"
"In any case I would say, psychiatric hospital I would say."
"And.......the other one?"
"Well,........I  will  bring  him  down,  would  be  a  cool  answer.  I  will  do  my  best,  maybe  the
professionals will be faster. Problems therewith, that she does not want to see you?"
"Of course. But she will need time. I've time."
"Yeah, I should..........."



"You should.........?"
"Visit another prison. Too long that I hadn't been there. We all live in prisons, only that some of us
would be able to leave it. I've no idea where to this story will lead us, but I have an evil feeling at
the moment."
"These are the United States, always, always a happy ending at the end."
"Yeah, like in Wyoming."

Your Own Personal Prison

Being in a prison was never a nice feeling, like being in a hospital, even as a visitor it was a fucking
feeling - and yet? You could, and would, leave it later again, could do it at every time. And what
about your own personal prison?
Like your own gate, waiting your whole life in front of it, never stepping through it? And the prison,
never leaving it? In a way, it was not the worst to be an inmate - in fact, it could give you security
and guidance. But what about the world beside the prison walls?
But all this open space, where to one should go, so many possibilities, all directions seemed to be
walk-on-able. But of course, not all paths could be good, some had to be bad, what to risk, maybe
staying in prison, dying in front of the door? 
I stepped out of the prison, a real prison, stepped through the door. I looked at the walls behind me,
at the open landscape in front of me, the blue sky with some white clouds over me, inhaled the fresh
cold air around me, tears dropped at the ground under me. I had the feeling that a kind of cheese
dome would be over me, and I would be the cheese. And the cheese dome, made of glass, would
shrink, more and more, panic arose, sweat and tears mingled, had problems to open the car. I turned
the key, all windows open, I drove fast, the air steam did me good, had the feeling that I could
escape, at least for the moment. 

*

A proud eagle on the branch of a tree, searching the area. Majestically the eagle hunted down and
killed the prey. But one day the proud and majestic eagle would be no longer able to leave the
ground, never again the eagle would become a part of the sky again, the eagle would die.     

Being A Tough Private Eye

I walked through the streets at night, of course it rained, it was cold, last day of September. Was not
interested in whether Pelosi could organize a majority for next Monday, what all had gone wrong in
Afghanistan - was there anything that could be seen as well-made? Women had to wear a burka
again, no education anymore, no free press anymore, many still there who tried to leave the country
- fucking perfect made, Miss America!
I hunted a man, I would hunt him down, would stop him. I had to do it, who else? Lady Justice? She
was blind - however, we talked about a white man and white women. Be black, be rich, abuse black
women,  preferably  underage,  who  would  be  interested  in?  Talk  about  religion,  talk  about  the
freedom to live your own way of life, this was a free land. This was a sick land, sick unto death.

*

"You have no information for me - not? Give me a call if you hear something."
It still rained, I passed a bar and I decided that it would be no bad idea to have a drink.
"Whiskey Sour, and I mean sour."
The bar was well filled, warm, I should stay for a while. But then I had to be on the streets again,



had to hunt my prey. I would not get him tonight, he was still not in sight, but I came nearer, I felt it.
Some more hours I would have, then the sun would appear again, for this night the hunt would
come to it's end, time to find some rest, till the sun would disappear again. Then it would begin
again, as long as it would be done, till the prey would be hunted down.

*

"New information?"
"No. If he's no idiot, then he has left the city."
"Do you think that he's an idiot?"
"In this city he is someone, in another city he's nobody. Okay, he could try to rebuild his group in
another city, but this would be not that easy. I think that there's a fair chance that he's still in the
area, not necessarily in the city, but in the county or so. Maybe in one of the surrounding counties,
the police monitors some of his former followers."
"What are your plans now?"
"Trying to find a hint, waiting, often it's waiting that something happens. The more eyes see, the
more ears hear, the higher the chances are that someone sees or hears something."
"I try to find an answer, but I cannot find an answer - why she did this?"
"Are you confident that you wanna get an answer?"
"Of course."
"Why a man dreams about to rape a seven-year-old girl? Why a man dreams about to murder as
many  as  possible?  There  are  so  many  questions,  do  you  really  wanna  have  answers  to  such
questions?"
"What the men concern? Feelings of inferiority, weakness, emotionally dead, not able to deal with
self-conscious and strong women - answers like that I would say."

* 

Night had fallen in again, it did not rain tonight, nevertheless it was cold. October would begin after
midnight, real soon now, or had October still begun - had this any meaning?
"Do you have any new information for me?"
"Maybe I've heard something that's maybe interesting for you."
"I'm all ear."

*

It had been good information, I had picked up the scent of my prey now, now he would have no
chance anymore, with any minute I would come nearer, till he would be in my reach, then I would
carry out the sentence - death by a bullet.

*

"A SMS, a tipster thinks that she would have significant information for me."
""She" cannot give you the information by phone?"
""She" is a prostitute, illegal, a prostitute since she's fifteen."
"And she has no other possibilities, you cannot help her to get a better prospect - apart from her
illegal status."
"Work  hard  and  you  can  reach  every  goal,  this  conservative  mantra  functions  only  in  the
conservative dream world, like trickle-down. The real world isn't that easy. Would you give her a
job - apart from her illegal status?"
"I don't think so, to be fair. But shouldn't there at least some help for her? We have institutions for



that."
"ICE? I have to go, have to meet her. Let's talk later about it."
"Okay, but be careful. It's hard to find good staff, and you developed very good."
"And I like my new job more and more, but now my old one waits."

*

It had been good information, not nessesarily a hot scent, but worth to try. Informing the police?
Not yet, the police had more important matters to do, I had to be sure that it would be worth to
involve the police. 
I would have to keep a house under surveillance, it was always difficult to say what would happen.
Sometimes it happened very fast,  sometimes you had to invest days or even week till  anything
significant happened - apart from, that I could be on the wrong track.

Two Faces Of Reality?
      
I lay in ambush, knew, that it would be only a matter of time, till he would come along this way. It
was a rainy and cold night, but this was okay, it fitted to the fact that someone would die, die
tonight.
Adolf Hitler, or had Goebbels been more important? Whatever, my whole life it had been a mystery
to me, that some, much to many, people accepted it to follow another person blindly, no longer
using the own brain, simply doing what they got demanded to do.
Killing tens of thousands of Jews within two days, slaughtering them with machine guns and rifles,
they asked normal soldiers if they would participate, they could say no, but many said yes, because
the "job" had to be done, to erase this Jewish vermin, this lowlives - oh, hadn't we had, not a long
time ago, a president who talked in this way about Latinos and "niggers"?
The unholy force of  the crowds,  one could move them to do anything,  to  help after  a  natural
disaster, to slaughter one's neighbors and friends like in Rwanda, like an army of human robots. I
had been never a "fan" of anybody or anything, never member of a party or a football team, never
been interested to have a lot of "friends". Being part of something, a group, a society, a religion, a
conviction. I had an own brain, could decide for my own, could handle the consequences, had been
free in my decisions my whole life - my prey became visible, passed me unaware of my existence,
and the upcoming.  
"Hello Mr. Jordan, should this be your real name, what's not interesting at all. Yes, I've pointed a
gun on you, and I would enjoy it to have a reason to pull the trigger. But maybe you prefer it, to
have a walk with me, down the backstreet?"
He stopped, not turned around.
"Whoever you are, you know that this is a big mistake, pointing a gun on me? Why should I enter
this dark backstreet? You wanna kill me?"
"You not seriously think that I would have any scruple to kill you on main street? I wanna have a
talk with you."
"Seriously, shall I believe this nonsense?"
"Seriously? Yes. I would like to talk about what's the trill for you to manipulate other people."
"I have not to explain this to you, or do I have?"
I answered nothing, and he was the arrogant asshole, that I thought he was. He turned left and walk
slowly down the dark backstreet. No, I would have no problem therewith to shoot him down on
main street, but this was not my intention. I had no plans to kill him, I had planned to execute him,
painfully and slow.
"It's okay, you can stop. You can turn around slowly and sit down on the box there. I will use this
box here as a seat - and of course, it would be better, would I see your hands all the time."
He did as I had told him, we sat face to face, I looked at him, not really interested in him. I said



nothing, waited, till he would begin to talk.
"So, what I can explain to you?"
"Suddenly.......I've the feeling - nothing. You're only a filthy swine that should no longer live."
He  jumped  up,  tried  to  get  his  gun  -  what  a  lousy  try,  what  a  stupid  doing,  he  made  it
straightforward for me. A shot, he yelled, the .45 shredded his left knee joint - I was a left-hander.
Slowly I stood up and looked at him, he lay on the ground, pain in his face.
"You know, the fucking thing is, however painful your death will be, it will not change what has
happened. A young woman faces a murder charge because of you. Well,  maybe she can hope,
attenuating circumstances, but in our state. Very conservative, she had two abortions, tried to be an
artist, criticized religion, and her deed can only be described as cruel - no, I think that she will have
no chance, apart from the nuthouse. But hey, we execute minors, mentally ill persons, and innocent
persons, especially should their skin be a bit darker, so why not her? No, your death will change
nothing, no one can change the past - whatever has happened, has happened. And yet,  I've the
feeling that it will bring a little justice in this world, should your death be much more painful than
hers can ever be."
The next bullet was for his guts, it was good to have some anatomic knowledge, it would be sad to
make a mistake. I continued with my work, at the end he had so many severe injuries that even the
soon arriving police and ambulance would not be able to help him anymore - I heard the sirens.
Maybe they would be able to arrive at the hospital with him, still somewhat alive, but he had so
many internal bleeding that it would be pointless, to try to save his life.
As I left the "crime scene" I thought, would be the world another world, would guys like him know
that this would be their end, sooner or later, they all would croak like him? In a way, I had the
feeling: Yes - yes, of course! But on the other side, maybe this functioned only in a Mickey Spillane
novel. 

*

Monitoring a house, not much could be more boring as that, waiting and looking at a house, very
thrilling. Of course, in any moment something could happen, for instance, your target person could
come or go. And then? Well, it was a monitoring, this was no ambush, I no assassin or sniper, I
would notice his coming or going. Maybe I would start with some action, I would start with some
action, depending on whether he would come or go, at the moment I had no idea about, whether my
target was in the house or not.
I had talked with my informant, who had heard from another prostitute about a man, who had
"asked" for a "special" service. They talked about it, and during this conversation this other woman
mentioned, that she would think that it had been the man whom she had seen in the news, the one
who had led this dubious group. The reason she would tell me this would be, that such a man had
manipulated her as a teenager, had been the reason she had started to sell her body. I asked her
whether I could do something for her - get him, had been her answer.
I had hot tea and hot coffee with me, the tea was empty, the coffee nearly, much of my food gone. I
looked at the house the woman had described, that should be the house she had been in. Well, the
two bonsai trees, bonsai for the garden, for outsides, on both sides of the short driveway, were, in
fact, very concise, but..........not a very resilient information in the end.
You could not wait, wait for information sure as rain, like a poker player should not wait for the
nuts, you had to risk something, waiting for hours in front of a house for nothing for instance.
Maybe  even  waiting  in  front  of  the  wrong  house  -  a  car  slowed  down and  entered  the  short
driveway. It had started to darken, and the two bonsai trees, as well as other bushes, were also not
helpful - but I could spot enough with my monocular, my target person entered the house. I took a
deep breath and took my - these days had been over now. Not my gun, my phone, no time anymore
to enact the hero, this would be a job for the police. 
I waited till the police arrived, for the reason that he maybe would leave the house again, I could
follow him then, give the police new information. It happened very fast, only a few shots were to



hear, they got him alive, no police officer harmed, the case was solved - really?
"You're not happy, everybody can see it."
"Well, for years he could do whatever he wanna do. Several women denounced him, reported the
police, five years ago even a court case - insufficient evidence. There had been so many reasons to
have a closer look - but hey, such women, who was really interested in their stories, not even the
Bob Woodwards of this world. And now, one woman will most probably get convicted as a bloody
murderer, will in any case never ever be a free person again. If this shall be a reason to be happy,
then.........?"
"No, this is  a reason to be sad, to cry.  It  would have no meaning to offer your informant,  the
prostitute, a job - or."
"No, it's like giving a homeless a dollar bill. This not helps this person, in a way it humiliates this
person. Like a master who bestows his slave an apple. But should this slave be happy, now owning
an apple, or is slavery a disgusting crime and this person should be a free man or woman? I never
understood why they always stayed south of Los Angeles Street, why not filling Hill or Olive Street
for instance? The capacity for suffering from human beings seems to be without limits, sometimes.
Sometimes a revolution happens, sometimes a fist becomes raised, sometimes they wait in long
lines till..........sometimes all seems to be so meaningless. Sometimes reading a novel or a poem can
help you, or maybe writing one, but only sometimes............"

 
  

 

  

   
 

  


